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PREFACE&
This!report!has!been!written!on!request!of!the!NGO!Kinderen!van!Uganda!(KvU)!as!part!of!
the!EFR!Involve!research!project.!!
The!Economic!Faculty!Association!Rotterdam!(EFR)!is!the!study!association!of!the!Erasmus!
University! in! Rotterdam,! the! Netherlands.! One! of! the! yearly! EFRYevents! is! the! Involve!
research! project.! Its! goal! is! to! bring! ambitious! and! motivated! BachelorY3! and! Master!
students! with! a! background! in! business! or! economics! in! contact! with! realYlife! social!
problems,! and! to! have! them! use! their! academic! skills! to! make! a! small! difference! in! a!
developing! country.! This! is! done! through! consulting! locally! operating! NGOs! regarding! a!
specific! topic! area.! In! the! past! two! years,! the! research! dealt! with! water! management! and!
electricity! constraints.! The! research! was! conducted! for! the! NGO! Livebuild! in! Cameroon!
(2012)! and! Ghana! (2013).! This! year,! the! topic! of! the! research! had! a! more! economic!
background:! youth! unemployment! in! Uganda.! It! was! suggested! by! this! year’s! project!
partner,! KvU,! a! Dutch! organization! that! supports! local! communities! and! organizations!
through!funding!aid!and!targeted!projects!in!the!Masaka!district!in!Uganda.!!
In!the!beginning!of!April!2014,!20!students!from!the!Erasmus!University!started!with!a!period!
of! desk! research! to! gain! more! insight! into! the! Ugandan! economy,! demographics,!
government,! labour! market! and! education! system.! After! approximately! three! months,! the!
students! were! separated! into! three! subYgroups! with! different! focal! topics:! Business,!
Agriculture!and!Institutions.!Each!group!conducted!their!own!field!in!Uganda!research!(23rd!
JulyY16th!August)!and!produced!a!corresponding!report!for!KvU!with!their!results.!!
The!following!report!contains!the!results!of!the!work!of!the!Business!groups!summarized!in!
a! general! report! for! KvU! as! well! as! a! business! plan! for! the! vocational! training! centre!
SIAPROM!(Seeta!Institute!of!Animal!Production!and!Management).!This!was!done!because!
the!gained!knowledge!about!what!is!happening!in!Uganda!regarding!entrepreneurship!and!
agriculture!could!be!applied!in!a!meaningful!way!to!both!the!NGO’s!overall!activities!and!the!
operations!of!one!if!its!project!partners!in!Uganda.!
The!research!question!of!the!general!report!was:""How"can"the"business"‘sector’"contribute"to"
lower" youth" un(der)employment" in" Uganda?" We! think! one! contribution! to! a! lower! youth!
unemployment! in! Uganda! could! be! made! in! the! agricultural! sector,! through! increased!
entrepreneurship! (Sections! 1! +! 2).! After! an! analysis! of! the! strengths! and! weaknesses! that!
young!Ugandans!have!with!a!view!to!(agroY)!entrepreneurship,!as!well!as!an!exploration!of!
corresponding!opportunities!and!threats!(Section!3),!recommendations!on!how!KvU!should!
act!given!the!current!circumstances!are!provided!(Section!4).!!
Chapter!2!comprises!a!set!of!practical!recommendations!for!Dr.!Mathias!Wasswa,!owner!of!
SIAPROM,! as! well! as! an! extensive! strategic! business! plan.! The! business! plan! includes! an!
assessment! of! the! current! situation! of! SIAPROM! regarding! its! position! in! the! market,! an!
analysis! of! the! opportunities! and! threats! SIAPROM! faces! and! lastly! feasible! and! fundable!
strategic!recommendations!to!facilitate!the!fulfilment!of!SIAPROM’s!vision!in!the!longYterm.!
!
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GENERAL REPORT
!
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Introduction
!
Uganda’s!population!of!about!36!million!people!(UBOS,!2014)!has!one!of!the!highest!growth!
rates! in! the! world.! Therefore,! the! population! is! expected! to! double! over! the! course! of! 20!
years!(Ahaibwe,!2013).!Most!of!the!population!of!Uganda!is!below!30!years!old,!and!8!million!
of!these!are!aged!between!18Y301.!This!large!–!and!growing!–!amount!of!young!people!brings!
considerable!problems!with!it:!Less!than!one!in!100!young!individuals!have!been!educated!to!
a!degree!level!and!one!out!of!five!is!jobless!(UBOS,!2014).!Furthermore,!80%!of!the!nation’s!
unemployed!are!youths!(IYF,!2011).!Looking!at!these!facts,!youth!unemployment!is!an!issue!
that!can!affects!the!future!development!of!Uganda’s!economy!considerably.!Thus,!effective!
solutions!to!tackle!this!crucial!issue!have!to!be!found!quickly.!!
One! option! to! fight! youth! unemployment! is! to! convert! the! jobYseeking! youth! into! job!
creators,! i.e.! entrepreneurs.! Since! agriculture! is! the! sector! that! provides! by! far! the! most!
employment! in! Uganda! (The! Hunger! Project,! 2014)! while! its! potential! is! in! large! parts! still!
utapped!(PACT!EAC,!2011),!the!following!chapter!analyses!the!situation!of!entrepreneurship!
in!general,!and!agricultureYrelated!businesses!in!particular,!in!Uganda.!!
Based! on! insights! gained! through! desk! and! field! research! with! various! stakeholders,! we!
arrive!at!specific!recommendations!for!the!Dutch!NGO!Kinderen!van!Uganda!to!make!use!of!
opportunities! that! exist! for! Ugandan! youth! in! (agroY)! entrepreneurship.! Thereby,! KvU! can!
make! a! more! effective! contribution! towards! less! youth! unemployment! in! ‘the! Pearl! of!
Africa’.!!

Section1: Entrepreneurship in Uganda&
1. Current Situation
1.1 Key Facts
According!to!the!Global!Entrepreneurship!Monitor,!‘25.2%!of!the!adult!population!in!Uganda!
are! engaged! in! entrepreneurship,! while! 36.1%! already! own! or! manage! an! established!
business’!(2013).!While!men!used!to!be!the!dominant!sex!in!entrepreneurship,!women!have!
become! increasingly! active! in! this! area! and! many! programs! specifically! foster! female!
entrepreneurship.! The! GEM! report! hence! found! that,! by! 2013,! women! and! men! in! Uganda!
were! ‘equally! likely! to! start! up! a! business’,! and! that! entrepreneurs! were! on! average! aged!
between! 25! and! 34! years.! Moreover,! they! commonly! had! received! (at! least)! secondary!
education.!
Taking!the!large!percentage!of!entrepreneurs!into!account,!Uganda!can!be!considered!one!
of!the!most!entrepreneurial!countries!in!the!world.!Even!though!this!appears!a!fairly!positive!
image!at!first!sight,!Ugandans!are!‘not!only!good!at!opening!new!businesses,!but!also!very!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Estimated!over!a!population!of!28!million!!
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good!at!closing!them’!(Bless,!2014).!Put!differently,!the!failure!rate!of!businesses!is!one!of!
the!highest!in!the!world,!especially!within!the!first!years!of!their!operation!(GEM,!2013).!
The!number!of!businesses!has!increased!considerably!during!the!past!decades.!According!to!
the!Uganda!Bureau!of!Statistics,!there!were!about!457,000!private!businesses!in!Uganda!in!
the!year!2010!(International!Youth!Foundation,!2011):!278,700!in!trade,!63,980!in!hotels!and!
restaurants!and!finally!9,140!in!agriculture.!Most!new!ventures!however!can!be!found!in!the!
consumer! services! sector! (GEM,! 2013).! A! reliable! number! of! youth! working! in! these!
businesses,!however,!could!not!be!retrieved.!
The! YouthMap! research! conducted! by! the! International! Youth! Foundation! (2011),! in! which!
1,062! young! people! from! different! regions! in! Uganda! were! interviewed,! showed! that! selfY
employment!was!about!as!common!among!youth!as!on!the!country!average!(33%).!Most!of!
the!selfYemployed!youth!were!involved!in!‘petty!trading,!small!manufacturing,!or!agricultureY
related!work’!(International!Youth!Foundation,!2011).!
!
!
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

&
&
Figure&1:&Occupation&of&YouthMap&Participants&&
Source:!International!Youth!Foundation,!2011&

!

1.2 Entrepreneurial Motivation
The!image!of!entrepreneurship!is!becoming!more!and!more!positive!among!Ugandan!youth,!
especially! because! the! opportunities! on! the! job! market! are! so! limited! for! them.! However,!
the! main! reason! to! become! an! entrepreneur! in! Uganda! still! is! to! earn! a! daily! living! (Batte,!
2014).!This!motivation!differs!from!developed!countries,!where!entrepreneurs!usually!have!a!
clear!passion!for!a!certain!product!or!service,!or!the!lifestyle!of!‘being!their!own!boss’.!!
Having!searched!for!a!paid!job!without!success,!many!–!especially!young!–!people!in!Uganda!
become!desperate.!The!only!option!left!is!to!start!an!own!business,!such!as!a!small!shop,!or!
being! a! ‘BodaYBoda’! (Ugandan! motorbikeYtaxi)! driver.! All! profits! earned! are! used! for! daily!
expenditures!like!food!and!shelter.!Agume!Bless,!FinAfrica,!defines!this!as!‘problem!–based’!
entrepreneurship! instead! of! ‘opportunityYbased’! entrepreneurship! (Bless,! 2014).! In! other!
words,! youth! start! a! business! out! of! a! necessity! to! survive.! This! also! means! that,! when!
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Ugandan! entrepreneurs! make! enough! profit! to! survive,! for! them! there! is! usually! little!
incentive! to! earn! more.! As! a! result,! businesses! often! remain! small! and! chances! to! enlarge!
the!activities!are!not!taken.!!
Likewise,!the!necessityYbased!motivation!to!become!an!entrepreneur!is!a!major!reason!why!
so!many!new!enterprises!fail:!If!youth!become!entrepreneurs!because!they!do!not!have!any!
alternative!to!make!a!living,!this!often!also!means!they!lack!the!necessary!basic!education!to!
run!a!business!successfully.!!

2. Support System for (Youth) Entrepreneurship in Uganda
2.1 Entrepreneurship Education
Although!many!Ugandans!start!their!own!business,!there!are!only!few!institutions!that!offer!
formal!entrepreneurship!courses.!Two!of!these!institutions,!Young!Entrepreneurship!Facility!
(YEF)! and! the! Makerere! University! Business! School! (MUBS),! are! vested! in! Kampala.! The!
primary! and! secondary! school! usually! do! not! provide! courses! or! trainings! to! teach! the!
children!how!it!is!to!become!an!entrepreneur!and!what!to!do!to!become!one.!
YEF!offers!seminars!(‘Start!&!Improve!Your!Business’)!to!existing!and!future!entrepreneurs,!
and!also!develops!the!necessary!trainers!for!this!program.!The!classes!are!also!accessible!via!
an!eYlearning!platform.!Furthermore,!it!facilitates!entrepreneurship!education!in!schools.!It!
was!involved!with!the!adjustment!of!the!existing!curriculum!of!upper!secondary!high!school!
students! as! well! as! the! corresponding! training! of! teachers.! YEF! also! collaborates! with! the!
Ugandan! government! to! implement! its! ‘Youth! Entrepreneurship! Capital! Venture! Fund’,!
which!provides!access!to!finance!and!training.!
The! entrepreneurship! department! at! the! Makerere! University! offers! courses! on! creativity,!
innovation! and! small! business! management.! Their! mission! is! to! excel! in! the! production! of!
entrepreneurship! and! business! management! knowledge! and! skills! through! teaching! and!
research! in! order! to! enhance! clients’! professionalism! in! the! management! of! people,! small!
business!and!other!resources.!

2.2 Training Centers for Entrepreneurs
Many!training!centres!in!Kampala!focus!on!entrepreneurship!skills.!During!our!field!research!
we!visited!three!of!these!training!centres.!
Enterprise&Uganda!!
This! organization! offers! a! variety! of! business! development! services! (training,! advisory,!
mentoring)!to!small!and!medium!sized!enterprises!to!accelerate!their!productivity,!growth!
and! competitiveness! (Enterprise! Uganda,! 2014).! An! important! aspect! of! the! work! of!
Enterprise!Uganda!with!regard!to!youth!is!an!attitudinal!change,!as!there!often!appears!to!
be! a! negative! attitude! and! lack! of! confidence.! Enterprise! Uganda! is! offering! one! week’s!
practical!training!and!a!few!postYtraining!followYups.!
&
&
&
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FinAfrica!!
FinAfrica! focuses! on! microYentrepreneurs.! Their! goal! is! to! decrease! the! cost! of! starting! a!
new! business! through! incubation.! More! precisely,! FinAfrica! provides! management! skillsY
training/business! plan! training,! office! space! and! business! services! support! (mentorship).!
Initial!trainings!are!free!of!charge!but!once!the!entrepreneurs!make!money,!they!have!to!pay!
for! the! more! inYdepth! courses.! This! is! done! to! create! more! commitment! on! behalf! of! the!
participants.!The!participants!have!a!mixed!background,!as!there!is!for!instance!no!degree!or!
existing!business!required.!In!the!mentorship!program,!however,!60%!of!the!participants!are!
female.!
&
FK&Youth&Mentoring&Network!
This!organization!offers!the!‘Young!Entrepreneur!Business!Mentoring!Program’,!which!is!a!
program!targeted!at!business!owners!aged!18!to!40.!It!‘provides!an!opportunity!to!acquire!
new!skills!and!develop!growth!plans!and!strategies,!for!young!business!owners!to!network!
and! learn! from! each! other,! and! for! each! to! have! a! business! mentor! to! act! as! a! business!
advisor!help!them!to!face!their!problems’!(FASO,!2012).!Specific!outcomes!include!‘business!
management!skills,!identifying!and!facilitating!business!growth!strategies,!opportunities!to!
network! and! develop! strategic! alliances,! prospecting! and! sales! presentation! skills! so!
business! owners! may! recognize! and! capitalize! on! opportunities! to! increase! turnover! and!
profit!performance’!(FK!Youth!Mentoring!Network,!2014).!

2.3 Funding for Entrepreneurship
2.3.1 Microfinance
As! stated! by! the! Foundation! for! Sustainable! Development! (2014):! ‘Microfinance! has!
emerged! as! an! effective! vehicle! for! poverty! reduction! over! the! last! 25! years.! Microfinance!
[…]! is! the! provision! of! financial! services! like! loans,! savings! and! insurances! to! individuals,!
who!are!otherwise!excluded!from!the!traditional!banking!system!due!to!their!low!economic!
status’.! The! foundation! furthermore! found! that! ‘In! Africa,! Uganda! is! generally! seen! as! the!
country! with! the! most! vibrant! and! successful! microfinance! industry.! Some! microfinance!
institutions! (MFIs)! have! experienced! strong! growth! and! are! now! reaching! a! considerable!
number!of!clients’!(2014).!!
By!providing!savings,!cooperatives!and!loan!schemes!access!to!credit!is!designed!to!fulfil!the!
demand.! These! organizations! often! teach! community! members! about! the! benefits! and!
methods! of! saving,! while! offering! microYloans! to! start! small! businesses.! Ugandans! need!
microenterprise! creation! and! development! training! to! effectively! utilize! credit.! To! support!
grassroots!economic!development!job!skills,!microenterprise!trainings!and!workshops,!and!
microcredit! opportunities! are! provided! that! empowers! communities! to! achieve! change!
(Foundation!of!Sustainable!Development,!2014).!
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2.3.2 Funding Problems
Obtaining!a!loan!is!a!pitfall!for!many!entrepreneurs.!In!the!formal!banking!system,!loans!are!
usually!only!provided!to!people!who!already!have!a!starting!capital!as!well!as!a!somewhat!
valuable!collateral.!To!obtain!a!loan!a!proper!business!plan!and!ownership!certificate!(e.g.!of!
land,!a!shop,!etc.)!have!to!be!shown!(Pride!Uganda,!2014).!Related!to!this,!a!representative!
of!BRAC!mentioned!that!for!women!it!is!even!more!difficult!to!obtain!funds!from!the!formal!
financial!system.!This!is!because!women!have!no!collateral:!in!the!maleYdominated!culture!in!
Uganda! they! do! not! have! any! property.! Furthermore,! despite! being! hardYworking! and!
reliable! debtYpayers,! female! entrepreneurs! are! not! treated! as! seriously! by! banks! and! male!
entrepreneurs!(BRAC!Uganda,!2014).!
Microcredit! institutes! usually! also! require! a! collateral! of! some! kind,! and! interest! rates! are!
similarly! high! to! regular! banks! (starting! at! 21%! on! average! in! Uganda! according! to! BRAC!
Uganda,!2014;!PRIDE,!2014).!Often!the!loans!cannot!be!paid!back!and!the!collateral,!which!is!
more!worth!than!the!loan,!is!taken.!As!a!result!funding!by!relatives!and!family!is!an!option!
entrepreneur’s! use! often! instead! of! a! taking! up! a! loan! in! the! formal! sector! or! from!
microcredit!institutes.!Family!and!relatives!have!more!trust!in!the!entrepreneur,!so!a!lower!
interest!has!to!be!paid!(Enterprise!Uganda,!2014).!
Another!problem!is!that!the!Ugandan!youth!do!not!have!the!financial!means!to!combine!a!
study! and! starting! a! business! due! to! the! high! tuition! fees! and! the! sometimes! also! high!
required!starting!capital.!The!Makarere!University!offers!a!program!where!study!and!starting!
as! an! entrepreneur! are! combined,! but! this! is! on! a! very! low! scale! and! most! of! the!
entrepreneurs!cannot!afford!to!join!this!program!(Batte!G.!2014).!
!

2.4 Youth Entrepreneurship Initiatives by the Ugandan Government
In!recent!years,!the!Government!of!Uganda!(GoU)!has!also!initiated!programmes!to!support!
youth!entrepreneurship.!!Starting!in!the!2011/12!national!budget,!the!GoU!allocated!UGX!44.5!
billion! (about! €13.2! million)! to! youth! entrepreneurship! programs.! An! additional! UGX! 3.5!
billion! (ca.! €1! million)! was! allocated! in! the! 2012/13! budget! (MoFPED,! 2012).! According! to! a!
report,! ‘the! youth! schemes! in! Uganda! are! based! on! the! premise! that! micro,! small! and!
medium! enterprises! are! likely! to! play! a! leading! role! in! employment! generation! given! that!
they!comprise!about!90!percent!of!the!private!sector’!(MoFPED,!2012).!
In!September!2013,!the!government!of!Uganda!decided!to!significantly!boost!youth!schemes!
by!allocating!UGX!265!billion!(ca.!€77!million)!over!a!five!year!period.!!The!three!major!pillars!
of!this!initiative!are:!enterprise!development,!job!creation!and!business!skills!development.!!

2.5 Youth Entrepreneurship Initiatives by NGO’s
There! are! multiple! national! and! international! organizations! that! support! existing! and!
emerging! young! entrepreneurs! in! Uganda! through! financial! support,! training! and! relevant!
education.!Three!of!them!will!be!discussed!shortly:!
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Youth&Employment&Network&
The! International! Labour! Organization,! UN! and! World! Bank! jointly! set! up! the! ‘Youth!
Employment!Network’,!which!consists!of!development!agencies,!governments,!the!private!
sector,!youth!groups!and!other!NGOs.!Its!goal!is!to!improve!the!employment!opportunities!
of! youth.! Uganda! has! been! a! member! of! the! YEN! since! 2005,! and! currently! there! exist! a!
number!of!relevant!YENYinitiatives!in!Uganda.!One!of!the!programs!of!the!YEN!is!the!youth!
entrepreneurship!facility,!which!aims!to!enable!youth!to!become!selfYemployed!as!well!as!to!
create!jobs!for!others!(YEF,!2013).!
!
The&International&Youth&Foundation&
The!USAIDYfunded!International!Youth!foundation!established!global!programs!to!promote!
entrepreneurial! activities! among! youth.! Within! the! member! countries,! similar! services! are!
offered! through! a! network! of! related! youth! leadership! institutes.! Social! entrepreneurs!
transforming!Africa!is!one!of!them.!
!
BRAC&Uganda&
BRAC!is!an!organization!that!runs!plenty!of!projects!in!different!areas,!such!as!microfinance,!
agriculture,!small!businesses,!etc.!In!2013,!it!launched!a!program!(‘Building!Young!Futures’)!
to! provide! ‘life! skills! and! financial! literacy’! (BRAC,! 2012),! which! can! be! used! to! successfully!
run! a! business.! Through! its! ‘Kirimoja! Initiative’! in! the! northeast! of! Uganda,! ‘an! income!
generating! fund! […]! that! [the! youth]! can! borrow! from! to! establish! their! businesses’! was!
created.! In! addition! to! this,! a! small! enterprise! program! provides! loans! to! those!
entrepreneurs! who! are! ‘too! large’! to! receive! microcredits,! but! who! also! do! not! have! the!
required! collateral! to! obtain! loans! from! banks.! The! program! is! not! specifically! targeted! at!
young! entrepreneurs! but! also! provides! loans! to! them.! Between! its! initiation! in! 2008! and!
2012,!in!total! €! 12.9!million!were!lent!to!borrowers!in!Uganda.!The!organization!mentioned!
the!strict!process!to!authenticate!borrowers!as!a!damper!to!the!growth!of!the!program.!

3. Critical Factors for Successful Youth Entrepreneurship
This! section! outlines! three! factors,! besides! funding,! that! are! crucial! for! successful! youth!
entrepreneurship!in!detail.!!
Our! field! research! showed! that! a! young! entrepreneur! in! Uganda! needs! to! have! the! right!
mentality,!practical!skills!and!general!knowledge!to!be!successful!with!his!or!her!business.!In!
the! current! situation! of! youth! in! Uganda,! we! identified! several! problems! within! these!
success! factors.! These! are! presented! below,! as! they! need! to! be! overcome! to! enable!
Ugandan! youth! to! become! founders! of! more! sustainable! businesses.! The! problems!
discussed! here! can! be! regarded! as! significant,! since! they! are! mentioned! during! multiple!
interviewees.! The! problems! mentioned! by! only! one! interviewee! were! regarded! as! not! as!
significant!and!therefore!not!included!in!this!analysis.!
The!analysis!of!these!critical!factors,!which!each!can!be!seen!as!strengths!and!weaknesses!of!
youth,! feeds! into! the! subsequent! part! of! the! entrepreneurshipYanalysis.! Part! 4! namely!
presents!the!ideal!situation!of!these!critical!factors.!!
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3.1 Mentality
With!regard!to!the!mentality!many!young!Ugandans!have,!two!main!issues!were!identified:!
!
ShortZterm&Thinking&

Related!to!the!‘necessityYbased!entrepreneurship’,!most!of!the!entrepreneurs!think!only!in!
the!shortYterm!and!want!to!engage!in!entrepreneurship!only!if!the!profits!are!visible!quickly.!
This!is!because!they!mainly!want!to!cover!their!daily!expenses.!A!longYterm!vision!for!their!
business! is! lacking.! Financial! planning,! businessYplans! and! making! year! forecasts! are! tools!
that!most!smallYscale!entrepreneurs!in!Uganda!do!not!know!and/or!use.!As!said!earlier,!the!
failure!rate!of!enterprises!within!the!year!of!starting!is!consequently!high,!having!bankruptcy!
as!a!result!(GEM,!2013).!
&
Lack&of&Trust&

Due!to!Uganda’s!cruel!history,!trust!is!not!easily!built!in!relationships!of!all!kind!–!be!it!among!
friends,! family! or! with! business! partners.! ! As! there! is! a! general! lack! of! trust,! most!
entrepreneurs! prefer! to! work! alone.! Building! a! trustworthy! relationship! with! suppliers,!
customers! and! employees! is! uncommon! and! costs! a! lot! of! time! and! effort.! Consequently,!
theft! is! a! big! problem! in! Ugandan! businesses.! Even! if! a! business! is! set! up! with! friends,! it!
could!happen!that!one!of!the!friends!will!betray!the!entrepreneur.!Mathias!Ssuuna,!a!sound!
engineering!entrepreneur,!encountered!this!specific!problem!when!his!friend!and!business!
partner!robbed!him!(2014).!Similarly,!Dr.!Mathias!Wasswa!(2014),!founder!of!the!SIAPROM!
vocational! training! institute,! did! not! want! to! enter! any! collaboration! with! other! institutes!
due!to!the!potential!theft!of!confidential!information.&
!
SelfZconfidence&

Being!responsible!for!making!the!business!profitable,!managing!it!through!difficult!periods!
of!no!or!low!income,!leading!employees!as!well!as!managing!all!kinds!of!daily!activities!is!a!
tough! job.! There! is! usually! no! other! person! motivating! an! entrepreneur! to! do! this! job,!
meaning!he!or!she!has!to!have!strong!intrinsic!motivation!and!belief!in!the!business.!To!sum!
up,!selfYconfidence!is!highly!important!if!not!essential!for!entrepreneurs.!Yet,!selfYconfidence!
among!Ugandan!youth!is!rare,!which!is!why!many!Ugandans!act!shy!and!often!take!little!or!
no!initiative.!This!can!amongst!others!be!attributed!to!the!little!focus!on!this!matter!in!the!
Ugandan!education!system.!Dr.!Mathias!Wasswa!(2014)!mentioned!that!the!Ugandan!school!
system!teaches!children!only!theoretical!knowledge,!and!that!no!attention!is!paid!to!develop!
social!skills!like!working!in!a!team,!leading!others!or!presenting!in!front!of!a!group.!
&

!
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3.2 Skills
Based! on! our! research,! we! determined! four! skills! as! essential! for! successful!
entrepreneurship:!
!
Problem&Solving&

Ugandan! people! are! really! good! problem! solvers.! SolutionYbased! thinking! helps! them! to!
solve! most! of! the! problems! on! time.! Problem! avoiding! is! a! less! developed! skill! (D.! Van!
Loenen,!2014).&
&
Social&Skills&

Ugandan!people!are!considered!very!social!people.!They!make!particularly!good!use!of!their!
social! network! to! start! a! business,! meaning! they! obtain! funds,! equipment,! additional!
contacts!or!other!resources!from/through!the!people!they!know.!
!
Ability&to&Set&Up&a&Business&Plan&

In!university!it!is!not!taught!how!to!write!a!businessYplan.!Entrepreneurs!commonly!do!not!
know! how! to! make! a! business! plan! and! what! to! include! in! it! unless! they! actively! teach!
themselves!or!seek!to!receive!education!about!business!matters.!
&
Bookkeeping&Skills!

The!majority!of!smallYscale!entrepreneurs!are!not!used!to!write!down!all!their!expenditures!
and!sales!and!keep!their!books!up!to!date!on!a!daily!basis.!Since!many!entrepreneurs!do!not!
have! to! pay! taxes! in! Uganda,! the! majority! does! not! know! how! to! calculate! them! simply!
because!many!of!them!do!not!have!to!do!so.!The!entrepreneurs!who!can!afford!it!employ!a!
bookkeeper!since!they!lack!the!bookkeeping!skills,!too!Douwe!van!Loenen!(2014)!

3.3 Knowledge
Legal&and&Regulatory&Requirements&

Many! businesses! fail! due! to! not! having! the! right! regulatory! requirements.! Entrepreneurs!
however! often! lack! the! knowledge! about! all! the! legal! and! regulatory! requirements! they!
have! to! follow! for! their! business.! The! reasons! that! Enterprise! Uganda! (2014)! gave! for! this!
problem! was! on! the! one! hand! the! Ugandan! culture! and! on! the! other! hand! the! lack! of!
management!skills.!The!Ugandan!culture!is!a!problem!because!many!Ugandans!do!not!care!
about!the!rules!and!regulations!they!have!to!deal!with!as!entrepreneur.!This!implies!a!lack!of!
interest! to! put! time! and! effort! in! acquiring! this! knowledge.! Yet,! having! such! knowledge! is!
important,! since! entrepreneurs! need! a! trade! license,! a! bank! license! and! an! official!
registration!by!the!tax!authority,!and!these!licenses!have!to!be!extended!every!single!year.!
National!law!is!only!taught!at!the!Faculty!of!Law!and!in!one!course!at!the!Faculty!of!Business!
Administration!at!the!Makarere!University.!
&
Financial&and&Economic&Knowledge&

Due! to! the! limited! availability! of! entrepreneurship! training! and! education,! an! average!
entrepreneur!is!not!taught!about!supply!and!demand!curves.!This!for!instance!means!that!he!
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or!she!does!not!know!what!the!right!time!would!be!to!sell!his!or!her!products.!Likewise,!an!
overview!of!the!market!is!lacking,!meaning!that!entrepreneurs!cannot!determine!precisely!
who!their!clients!are!and!how!to!reach!them.!This!is!especially!a!problem!during!the!starting!
phase! of! a! business! and! in! periods! of! economic! downturn.! Knowledge! about! savings,!
investing! and! depreciation! is! also! lacking.! This! problem! goes! hand! in! hand! with! the! shortY
term! thinking! of! most! entrepreneurs.! Lastly,! most! entrepreneurs! have! no! overview! about!
the!different!possibilities!they!have!for!obtaining!a!loan.!Therefore,!they!might!rely!on!the!
limited! funds! available! through! their! network,! take! a! loan! with! bad! conditions! (rates)! or!
remain!smallYscale!entrepreneurs!in!the!longYterm!because!of!not!acquiring!additional!funds.!
!

4. Ideal Situation&
Having! discussed! the! current! situation! of! entrepreneurship! in! Uganda,! as! well! as! the! key!
characteristics!of!a!successful!entrepreneur!and!which!problems!exist!with!regard!to!them,!
the! ‘ideal! situation’! is! now! explained! (see! Table! 1! below).! The! first! column! provides! a!
summary!of!the!current!situation.!In!the!second!column!the!ideal!situation!is!described.!!
!
!

Factor'

Current&Situation&

Mentality&

• Open!many!businesses!
• Motivation!of!survival!
!
!

Skills&

• Problem!solvers!
• Social!

Knowledge& !
!

Ideal&Situation&
• SelfYconfidence!
• Initiative!
• Trust!and!Collaboration!
• LongYterm!mentality!(savings,!profit,!business!
plan!etc.)!
• More!parental!support!
• Business!plan!creation!
• Business!daily!management!Book!–!keeping!
• Legal!and!regulation!requirements!
• Market!information!

Table&1:&Overview&of&Current&and&Ideal&Situations&

!
In! the! ideal! situation! for! the! mentality! of! young! Ugandan! entrepreneurs,! they! have! more"
self>confidence! and! take" more" initiative.! In! other! words,! they! should! act! less! shy,! take!
responsibility! for! their! enterprises! and! seek! for! new! opportunities! to! improve! their!
businesses.!Likewise,!trust"and"collaboration"have"to"be"built"up,!which!takes!time!in!Uganda.!
However,! as! entrepreneur! you! have! to! trust! your! employees,! suppliers! and! clients! to!
become!successful.!A!long>term"mentality"is"necessary!to!make!longYterm!plans!for!savings,!
profits! and! business! plans.! Entrepreneurs! have! to! be! aware! of! where! they! are! now! with!
their!business!and!where!they!want!to!be!in!a!few!months!or!years.!More"parental"support!–
mentally! and! financially! –! would! help,! too.! This! might! change! once! being! an! entrepreneur!
becomes! more! accepted! in! the! Ugandan! society! compared! to! e.g.! having! a! regular!
placement!in!a!company.!!
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In!the!ideal!situation!for!skills,!entrepreneurs!know!how!to!create"a"business"plan,!what!to!
include!in!it,!how!to!obtain"funds!for!their!new!business,!and!how!to!start!with!a"long>term"
plan"in"mind.!When!started,!the!entrepreneur!knows!how!to!manage!the!business!on!a!daily!
basis.!For!this,"bookkeeping"skills"and"general"management"skills"are!needed.!
In!the!ideal!situation!for!knowledge,!young!Ugandan!entrepreneurs!have!learned!about!all!
the! legal" and" regulatory" requirements! they! have! to! deal! with.! They! know! everything! about!
business! and! taxation! rules! and! how" to" avoid" problems" with" the" authorities.! The!
entrepreneurs!are!also!aware"of"the"market"information,!so!they!know!who!the!competitors!
and!clients!are!and!about!the!growth!opportunities!of!the!markets!they!are!in.!
To!conclude,!it!appears!that!mentality!is!the!biggest!issue.!Not!only!do!many!Ugandans!lack!
the!confidence!but!they!have!a!shortYterm!mindset!with!quick!profits!for!survival!rather!than!
longYterm!income!and!seizure!of!opportunities.!Before!the!skills!and!knowledge!should!and!
can!be!learned!effectively,!a!change!in!mentality!must!be!derived.!To!move!from!the!current!
to!the!ideal!situation,!we!identified!three!main!changes:!
1. Main!change!in!mentality:!longZterm&approach!
2. Main!change!in!skills:!!basic&business&management!
3. Main!change!in!knowledge:!Market&information!

Section 2: Agriculture in Uganda
1. Current Situation
1.1 Key Facts
The!agriculture!sector!employs!the!largest!amount!of!people!in!Uganda,!about!72%!in!2005/6,!
the!employment!reduced!to!64%!in!2009!(UBOS,!2010).!Despite!this!downwardYtrend!it!still!
remains! the! source! of! livelihood! for! the! majority! of! youth.! This! reduction! is! mostly!
accounted!for!by!the!increase!of!the!service!sector!the!share!of!youth!employment!increases!
from!19,5!in!2005/6!to!27%!in!2009/10!(see!Table!2).!!
The! rate! at! which! rural! youth! are! leaving! the! agriculture! sector! is! higher! than! for! urban!
youth.!Furthermore,!it!appears!that!the!higher!the!education!level,!the!lower!the!interest!in!
working! in! agriculture:! 73%! of! youth! with! secondary! and! postYsecondary! education! where!
involved! in! agriculture! in! 2005/6,! while! in! 2009/10! only! 40%! were! still! involved.! Of! these!
youth,!a!third!moved!into!the!service!sector!(see!Table!3!for!the!youth!dynamics).!!
Within! the! agriculture! sector,! 75%! of! the! youth! are! engaged! in! crop! production! as! main!
activity!(see!Table!4).!Thus,!twoYthird!of!the!youth!is!still!employed!in!agriculture!sector!and!
a!higher!proportion!are!engaged!in!the!production!segment!of!the!value!chain!(Ahalibwa!et!
al.!2013).!
!
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!
Table&2:&Youth&Employment&per&Sector!!
Source:!(Ahaibwe,!2013)&&
&
&
!

!
Table&3:&Youth&Dynamics&
Source:!(Ahaibwe,!2013)!
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1.2 Key Issues
In! Uganda! as! well! as! other! developing! countries! livestock! serves! as! a! significant! source! of!
wealth!and!earnings.!This!potentially!powerful!mean!for!reducing!poverty!however!cannot!
be! fully! exploited! by! Ugandan! population! due! to! a! certain! obstacles! such! as! high! disease!
incidences,!high!mortality!rates,!lack!of!skills!and!knowledge!about!farm!management!and!
financial! management,! drawbacks! of! mentality,! perception! of! agriculture! as! a! prestigious!
employment.! These! pitfalls! are! especially! applicable! for! rural! areas! where! the! higher!
percentage! of! the! population! is! involved! in! agriculture! and! the! potential! for! livestock!
production!is!higher.!!One!of!the!solutions!for!this!can!be!increased!level!of!veterinary!health!
services,! better! knowledge! and! skills! in! farming! and! animal! health! delivery! services,!
improved! production! value! chain,! encouraged! entrepreneurial! mentality! (SIAPROM!
programme!for!a!diploma!of!animal!health!and!production,!2013!and!interviews!with!various!
organisations).!!
During! our! field! research! on! site! we! had! a! possibility! to! define! a! list! of! drawbacks! with!
respect!to!mentality,!skills!and!knowledge!of!Ugandans!that!hinder!a!proper!exploitation!of!
business!opportunities!of!doing!business!in!agriculture.!During!the!interviews!of!the!selected!
institutions!in!Kampala!and!its!surroundings!multiple!interviewees!mentioned!some!of!these!
drawbacks.!They!were!regarded!as!significant!and!therefore!used!for!our!analysis.!The!ones!
mentioned!by!only!one!interviewee!were!regarded!as!nonYsignificant!for!our!research.!!

!
!
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2. Critical Factors for Successful Agro-Businesses
While! some! factors! are! specifically! related! to! agriculture,! some! of! the! factors! described!
below! are! similar! –! or! identical! –! with! the! ones! previously! mentioned! in! the!
entrepreneurship!section.!It!is!however!important!to!realize!that!these!factors!are!extremely!
important!in!hampering!the!success!of!youth!across!sectors,!and!to!look!at!the!perspective!
of!stakeholders!with!agriculture!background.!

2.1 Mentality
Reputation&of&Agriculture&
Another!major!problem!is!the!perception!of!agriculture!as!a!nonYprestigious!occupation!and!
also! not! as! a! business! opportunity.! It! influences! the! unemployment! of! young! people!
significantly! since! they! do! not! want! to! engage! themselves! in! agriculture,! despite! the! vast!
opportunities! this! sector! holds.! According! to! PELUM! (2014)! Ugandan! children! are! often!
punished!by!their!parents!through!performing!agricultural!tasks.!Therefore!already!in!their!
childhood!they!start!seeing!farming!or!farmingYrelated!businesses!in!a!negative!light.!!
Other!activities,!barring!less!economic!potential,!such!as!operating!a!‘bodaYboda’,!are!seen!
as!‘cool’!and!attract!more!young!labor!force.!According!to!George!Batte,!a!representative!of!
the! Makerere! University! Business! school,! this! perception! has! been! slowly! changing! since!
fiveY!six!years.!The!reason!for!the!change!was!that!the!international!trade!links!with!South!
Soudan! and! Kenya! were! opened! up! and! began! strengthening! providing! more! feasible!
opportunities!for!earning!money.!!
!
SelfZconfidence&
The! most! frequently! mentioned! mentality! feature! hampering! successful! agroY
entrepreneurship,! similar! to! what! was! described! in! Section! 1! of! Chapter! 1,! is! the! lack! of!
confidence.!Five!out!of!15!interviewees!mentioned!lack!of!confidence!as!an!issue!of!young!
Ugandans.!!
!
Parental&Support!
It!is!important!to!mention!the!role!that!the!families!and!parents!play!in!startup!initiatives!of!
youth.! The! role! of! families! is! twoYfold.! On! one! hand,! in! line! with! what! was! described! in!
Section!1,!in!most!cases!they!are!the!only!source!of!the!initial!capital!provision.!Normally!this!
money,! if! there! is! any! within! the! family,! is! not! sufficient! for! the! whole! initial! investment!
needs!for!an!agroYbusiness.!More!commonly,!family!support!was!provision!or!‘givingYaway’!a!
piece!of!land!to!the!new!generation!–!mostly!males.!!
Due!to!the!limited!funds!and!land!that!families!often!own,!parental!support!items!can!not!
always! be! used! for! obtaining! a! loan! at! financing! institutions! as! their! value! is! too! little! to!
serve!as!collateral!for!a!loan.!This!limits!financial!opportunities!of!agroYstartups!and!hinder!
their!development.!The!parcel!in!such!cases!can!only!serve!for!operational!purposes!of!the!
business.!!
In! addition! to! this,! the! attitude! within! the! families! can! be! discouraging! for! a! young!
entrepreneur,!even!if!he!or!she!is!concerned!with!agriculture.!Because!the!overall!Ugandan!
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mentality! is! very! shortYterm! cash! oriented,! families! might! be! not! supportive! to! someone!
who!wants!to!establish!a!longYterm!initiative!without!immediate!profits.!!
!KnowledgeZSharing!
Two!of!the!interviewees!(USSIA!and!BRAC)!emphasized!the!problem!of!narrowYmindedness!
meaning! low! degree! of! knowledge! sharing! and! experienceYsharing! between! agriculture!
entrepreneurs.!They!also!do!not!contact!or!make!research!on!their!competitors,!do!not!try!
to! cooperate! with! them.! A! third! organization,! PELUM,! however,! mentioned! that! they!
noticed!a!high!degree!of!knowledge!sharing!between!the!farmers!within!PELUM.!!
&
LongZTerm&Vision&
Almost!all!interviewees!mentioned!lack!of!longYterm!vision!and!focus!on!shortYterm!outlook.!
It! is! seen! as! drawback! because! it! eventually! hinders! the! longYterm! results! of! the! business.!
For! example,! the! founder! of! Livebuild,! who! also! works! as! a! consultant! to! Ugandan!
businesses,!told!us!that!it!often!happens!that!companies!do!not!foresee!financial!problems!
that!might!happen!in!longer!term!(for!example!in!two!years)!and!do!not!take!precautionary!
measures!(Van!Loenen,!2014).!In!particular!he!mentioned!bankruptcies!because!of!fines!that!
had!to!be!paid!to!the!tax!authorities.!Local!managers!do!not!take!into!account!that!after!few!
years! of! making! profits! their! companies! become! significant! for! audit! and! very! often! they!
become! subject! to! fines! for! taxYavoidance.! Such! fines! are! normally! high! and! bring! the!
company!into!immediate!financial!constraint.!
!

2.2 Skills
Besides! motivation! problems! that! hinder! the! development,! there! are! as! well! some!
fundamental!skills!lacking!within!agriculture!sector.!These!skills!lack!causes!the!inefficiency!
in!this!sector.!!
!
Practical&Farming&Skills&
The! practical! skills! on! how! to! farm! are! missing! with! most! of! the! famers.! This! knowledge!
involves!for!example;!usages!of!seeds,!usage!of!fertilizers,!knowledge!on!different!greens,!
how!to!bread!poultry,!how!to!take!care!of!cattle,!the!usage!of!medicine,!etc.!!
The! school! system! lacks! training! and! education! about! practical! skills! and! often! provides!
purely! theoretical! and! inapplicable! information.! As! a! result,! the! youth! have! continued!
practicing! traditional! methods! of! farming.! Even! though! 89,4%! of! the! uneducated! youth! is!
active! in! the! agriculture! sector,! a! large! portion! of! these! people! do! not! have! the! access! to!
effective! practical! farming! knowledge! (Ahaibwe! et! a.,! 2013)! and! therefore! repeat! the!
indigenous!methods.!This!is!because!they!either!do!not!know!practical!(vocational)!training!
centres! exist! for! agriculture,! or! they! are! not! supported! by! the! family! financials! and!
mentality.!!
&
&
&
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Farm&Management&
Besides! the! practical! knowledge,! good! farming! also! requires! management! skills! and!
business!knowledge.!Farming!is!not!seen!as!a!business,!even!though!managing!farm!takes!
planning,!funding,!savings!etc.,!so!it!is!indeed!a!(small)!business.!!
Most!farmers!have!no!knowledge!on!how!to!do!business.!They!lack!an!overview!of!the!farm!
and!they!do!not!have!a!business!plan!or!do!not!know!how!to!make!one!(e.g.!van!Loenen,!
2014).!Even!if!they!have!a!business!plan,!it!is!usually!just!for!1!year!to!get!funding!and!they!did!
not! think! thoroughly! about! the! years! after! that.! As! mentioned! in! multiple! interviews,!
farmers!lack!financial!planning!and!savings,!as!they!have!a!very!short!time!vision!on!where!
the!money!should!go.!They!miss!the!overview!in!where!the!money!comes!from!and!where!it!
should!go.!Therefore,!most!farmers!have!a!very!hard!time!to!grow!and!manage!their!farm!
(e.g.!Bless,!2014).!Finafrica!e.g.!bases!its!raining!on!this!fact!and!teaches!farmers!and!other!
entrepreneurs! how! to! write! a! business! plan! and! to! think! about! the! first! 5! years! of! their!
business.! In! addition! to! the! mentioned! aspects,! farmers! lack! price! management! and!
marketing!skills,!e.g.!differentiation,!nice!packages,!and!the!like.!This!once!more!hinders!the!
growth!of!the!farms.!

2.3 Knowledge
Market&Knowledge&
Most!farmers!are!not!aware!of!how!the!market!works.!This!can!be!seen!in!‘harvest!bumper’,!
which! happens! frequently! in! Uganda:! It! is! the! effect! when! all! farmers! are! harvesting! the!
same!crop!at!the!same!time!because!of!climate!factors,!and!due!to!an!increased!supply!of!
this!crop,!the!prices!drop!very!low!and!the!farmers!can!barely!breakeven!(Bless,!2014).!!
!
Value&Chain&Activities&
Most!farmers!are!not!aware!of!the!entire!value!chain!of!farming.!75%!of!youth!are!engaged!in!
crop!production!as!the!main!activity!(Ahaibwe,!2013),!and!climate!factors!make!most!of!the!
farmers!produce!the!same!crops!at!the!same!time.!Only!25%!is!hence!active!in!other!part!of!
the!value!chain,!which!makes!them!have!more!power.!Middlemen,!for!instance,!collect!the!
havestYbumper!crop,!save!them!and!sell!them!at!a!better!time!(when!the!price!has!increased!
due!to!less!supply).!!
Both!the!lack!of!knowledge!of!the!market!and!value!chain!causes!that!farmers!do!not!see!
other!opportunities!within!the!agriculture!sector!and!rather!stick!to!what!they!know.!!
Technological&Knowledge&
Young!farmers!lack!technological!knowledge,!which!is!necessary!to!adopt!modern!farming!
practices!(Ahaibwe,!2013).!BRAC!is!trying!to!integrate!simple!but!effective!irrigation!systems!
on!farms,!it!is!effective!because!farmers!understand!how!the!system!works.!!
!
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4. Ideal Situation
As! explained! before! with! respect! to! entrepreneurship,! there! is! a! discrepancy! between! the!
current!and!ideal!situations!(see!Table!5!below!for!an!overview).!
!
Factor'

!

Current&Situation&

Ideal&Situation&

!

!
!

Mentality&

!
!

Skills&
!

Knowledge&

Overall'basic'production'
skills!

!

Traditional*agricultureY
related'knowledge!

!

!

!
!
!

!

A"more"commercial"approach"to"agriculture!
Better%image%of#agriculture!
Openness&for&new&technologies/ways&of&
working!
More%business%skills!
Use$of$more$advanced$agroYtechnologies+
(for%productivity)!
Market'information!
Deeper#knowledge#of#pharmacology#and#
soilYproductivity+!
Awareness(of(opportunities(in(agriculture(
valueYchain!
Hedging'against'climate'change'risks!

Table&5:&Current&and&Ideal&Situation&for&Youth&in&Agriculture&

!
This! means! that! at! the! moment,! youth! who! want! to! set! up! their! own! agricultureYbusiness!
(from!a!farm!to!food!processing!or!being!a!middle!man)!lack!certain!skills!that!would!make!
them!successful.!Once!more,!the!aspect!that!first!should!be!addressed!is!mentality.!!
!
1. Main!change!in!mentality:!image&improvement!
2. Main!change!in!skills:!farm&management&skills!
3. Main!change!in!knowledge:!value&chain&&&market&information!
!
With! respect! to! the! ideal! mentality,! it! should! be! noted! that! youth! should! be! aware! of! the!
profitable!opportunities!available!in!the!agriculture!sector,!rather!than!seeing!agriculture!as!
a! ‘poor! man’s! job’! without! advancement! opportunities.! In! the! ideal! situation,! a! young!
Ugandan! who! works! in! agriculture! is! moreover! open! to! new! ways! of! working! and!
technologies!–!which!may!be!simple!changes!–!rather!than!copying!the!traditional!methods!
he!or!she!adopted!from!his!social!environment.!This!would!increase!productivity!and!hence!
also!income.!Generally,!as!also!explained!in!Section!1,!ideally!young!Ugandans!would!have!a!
more!‘commercial!approach’!to!agriculture.!Considering!the!available!opportunities,!young!
agroYentrepreneurs!should!be!motivated!to!seize!further!growth!opportunities!rather!than!
keeping!their!business!on!subsistence!level.!
!
The! ideal! situation! for! agriculture& skills! entails! also! having! more! business! skills,! i.e.! youth!
would! be! able! to! make! (financial)! plans! for! the! future,! save! costs,! and! generally! manage!
their! farm! or! other! agriculture! business! more! efficiently.! Related! to! the! openness! to! new!
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technologies,! of! course! youth! must! be! able! to! use! them! adequately! to! really! benefit! from!
them!financially.!!
!
In!the!ideal!situation,!young!Ugandans!in!agriculture!possess!knowledge!about!the!market,!
i.e.! they! would! know! how! much! of! a! crop! is! being! sold! in! a! given! area/on! a! given! market,!
when!and!for!how!much.!This!would!help!them!to!avoid!the!previously!explained!bumperY
harvests,! which! imply! low! income! due! to! excess! supply.! To! seize! the! profitYpotential! of!
agriculture,! youth! in! the! ideal! situation! works! in! businesses! along! the! value! chain! –! away!
from! pure! crop! production! to! e.g.! animal! breeding,! food! processing,! food! transport,! etc.!
Interviews!with!Dr.!Mathias!Wasswa!from!the!training!centre!SIAPROM!as!well!as!the!Dutch!
ebassy’s! agriculture! representative! in! Uganda! showed! that! ideally! some! knowledge! of!
pharmacology!soilYproductivity,!respectively,!should!exist!to!save!costs!for!veterinaries!and!
plant!the!right!crops/at!the!right!time.!The!latter!also!helps!youth!to!hedge!against!climate!
change!risks.!
!

Section 3: SWOT Analysis of the Ugandan Youth
1. Introduction
In! this! part! a! brief! SWOT! (analysis! of! strengths,! weaknesses,! opportunities! and! threats)! is!
given.!For!this!part!information!of!Section!1!and!Section!2!is!aggregated!and!the!information!
obtained!from!the!previous!desk!research!and!our!finding!during!the!field!research.!

2. Strengths and Weaknesses
A! first! strength! of! Ugandan! entrepreneurs! is! definitely! their! ability! to! build! and! use! their!
network! effectively.! From! our! interviews! it! appeared! that! Ugandans! know! how! to! benefit!
from!the!little!resources!(which!may!be!guidance,!contacts,!equipment!or!even!funds)!that!
are!available!in!their!families,!from!the!people!their!families!know,!or!from!a!broader!circle!of!
acquaintances.! It! is! not! uncommon! that! Ugandans! in! smaller! cities! or! villages! have! some!
contacts! to! Europe,! through! the! work! of! NGOs,! volunteers! or! tourist,! which! they! try! to!
maintain.! Ugandan! entrepreneurs! are! furthermore! good! at! problem! solving.! Even! so,! they!
are! not! aware! that! their! business! might! fail! hence! not! being! able! to! predict! potential!
problems.! This! indicates! that! the! strengths! of! problemYsolving! might! at! the! same! time!
represent! a! weakness.! To! elaborate! on! weaknesses! a! bit,! it! should! be! emphasized! that!
despite! the! relatively! high! number! of! entrepreneurs,! the! majority! lack! the! business!
knowledge!to!keep!and/or!grow!their!business.!Especially!the!inability!or!nonYwillingness!to!
conduct!market!research!(even!on!a!low!level)!is!a!weakness:!Walking!along!the!streets!of!
villages! and! towns! in! Uganda,! everyone! seems! to! sell! exactly! the! same.! There! is! hence! a!
great!lack!of!differentiation.!Lastly,!the!previously!explained!shortYterm!vision!reduces!that!
they!feel!the!urgency!to!save!money!for!potential!future!(personal!and!business)!needs.!
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3. Opportunities
In! our! desk! research! we! found! that! agriculture,! tourism,! forestry,! ICT! and! Transport! &!
Logistics! are! the! most! interesting! sectors.! These! sectors! provide! a! lot! of! opportunities! to!
setting!up!a!business!in!Uganda.!!
Agriculture&
The! agriculture! sector! is! already! of! large! scale,! but! can! still! grow.! Due! to! Uganda’s! fertile!
soils,! the! country’s! agricultural! resources! could! feed! the! entire! African! continent! if! they!
were! used! efficiently.! At! this! moment! not! all! resources! are! used! in! an! efficient! way:!
According!to!a!report!by!PELUM!Uganda!(2011),!‘95%!of!agricultural!production!comes!from!
smallholder! farmers’.! Furthermore,! ‘most! of! the! food! consumed! in! Uganda! is! being!
produced! by! the! elderly! who! continue! using! archaic! traditional! methods,! leading! to! low!
productivity! and! food! insecurity’! (PACT! EAC,! 2011).! Besides! the! opportunities! from! of!
productivity!improvements!and!commercialization,!some!parts!of!the!agriculture!sector!are!
relatively!easy!to!access,!as!they!require!little!investment!(e.g.!food!processing:!drying!and!
packaging).
Tourism&
Tourism!is!the!second!sector!that!holds!a!growing!amount!of!opportunities.!As!this!moment!
Uganda! is! clearly! not! realizing! his! full! potential! as! tourism! destination.! It! has! tremendous!
nature!resources,!however!the!sector!has!been!hampered!by!gaps!in!its!policy!framework,!
leadership,!coordination,!and!funding.!We!found!out!that!in!the!past!six!years!an!increase!in!
direct! employment! was! 52.5%,! which! is! a! lot! more! than! the! growth! of! the! overall!
employment.!
!
Forestry&
Nowadays,!there!is!much!wastage!of!the!forest!resource!base!in!wood!based!industries!due!
to! inefficiency! of! machineries.! Thereby! the! conversion! of! both! indigenous! and! plantation!
timber! is! generally! inefficient! (FAO,! 2001).! The! Food! and! Agriculture! Organization! of! the!
UN’s!claims!imply!that!this!sector!productivity!can!be!significantly!improved.!Opportunities!
for! new! business! can! be! found! in! forestry! consultancy! services! such! as! matching,! tree!
planting,! forest! management! and! planning! (http://www.ugandainvest.go.ug).! Another!
opportunity!is!the!supply!of!forestry!products!and!services!to!the!public!and!private!sectors.!
!
Transport&and&Logistics!!
The!development!of!road!and!transport!would!hugely!beneficial!of!the!first!and!secondary!
sectors! of! the! economy! (Ladu,! 2014).! Thereby! there! is! an! untapped! market,! since! a! lot! of!
regions! don’t! have! a! good! infrastructure.! Finally! Mombasa’s! port’s! liaison! commercial!
potential!still!underYexploited.!Since!the!current!stream!of!revenues!from!Mombasa!Harbor!
is!constrained!by!the!poor!transport!infrastructure!linking!it!to!Uganda.!
ICT&&
Similar! to! the! Transport! and! Logistics! sector,! the! ICT& market! is! still! widely! untapped.! The!
Software! market! can! be! developed! since! there! are! some! products! still! missing! in! Uganda!
and!could!be!widely!beneficial!in!the!industry.!!(Fortune!of!Africa,!2014).!
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5. Threats
Besides! the! already! mentioned! funding! issue! that! significantly! threatens! the! rise! of!
entrepreneurship!among!youth,!there!are!more!threats!to!be!considered:!
&
Transport&Issues&
After!discussing!the!opportunities,!there!are!still!threats!for!doing!business!in!Uganda.!Some!
of! the! opportunities! are! in! some! cases! a! threat,! like! transport! and! logistics.! Without! the!
development! of! the! roads! many! businesses! will! fail,! since! most! of! the! businesses! are!
dependent! of! the! road! network.! The! road! network! is! improving,! however! is! holding! back!
businesses.!
&
Bureaucracy&
In!the!desk!research!we!found!out!that!setting!up!a!business!is!very!difficult,!since!it!requires!
15!procedures!to!start!a!business.!Thereby,!this!fact!is!strengthened!by!data!from!the!world!
bank.!The!World!Bank!showed!that!Uganda!stands!at!151!in!the!ranking!of!189!economies!on!
the! ease! of! starting! a! business.! However! during! the! field! research! this! problem! is! not!
mentioned!by!any!of!our!interviews.!This!can!be!explained!by!the!fact!that!most!procedures!
are!not!really!needed!to!set!up!a!business.!This!becomes!only!important!when!your!business!
grows.!So!it!is!actually!fairly!easy!to!set!up!a!business.!
&
Climate&Change&
Increasingly! volatile! and! extreme! weather! conditions! in! Uganda,! such! as! more! frequent!
droughts!and!heavier!rainfalls,!cause!dramatic!losses!of!crops!every!year.!They!furthermore!
make!the!transport!of!goods!even!more!difficult!in!rural!areas,!as!the!infrastructure!is!still!
underdeveloped.!As!a!result,!the!income!young!people!can!earn!with!agricultural!goods!can!
be! (perceived! as)! unsteady! and! hence! too! risky.! Farmers! furthermore! only! see! the!
consequences!of!what!is!happening,!however!they!do!not!understand!how!to!hedge!against!
the! risks! of! climate! change,! e.g.! by! collecting! water,! growing! different! crops! at! different!
times!of!the!year,!etc.!!

Section 4: Recommendations for Kinderen van Uganda
First! and! foremost,! to! once! more! address! the! research! question! ‘How" can" the" business"
‘sector’" contribute" to" lower" youth" un(der)employment" in" Uganda?’,! it! appears! that! the!
business!sector!can!do!so!most!effectively!through!an!increase!in!(agroY)!entrepreneurship!
among!Ugandan!youth,!rather!than!e.g.!more!jobs!in!companies.&&
In! the! previous! sections,! the! problems! that! occur! with! respect! to! agriculture! and!
entrepreneurship!were!discussed!extensively.!This!section!is!used!to!describe!the!three!main!
recommendations!for!KvU!on!how!to!overcome!the!identified!key!issues!with!their!projects!
and!project!partners!in!Uganda:!!
!
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1. Address!the!problem!of!selfYconfidence!in!the!abilities!of!future!(agroY)entrepreneurs!
2. Focus!on!both!specialized!practical!and!business!skills!for!vocational!courses!
3. Benchmark!the!best!practices!of!BRAC!and!PELUM!
!
Building&SelfZconfidence&
The! problem" of" low" self>confidence! significantly! hampers! Ugandan! youth,! both! with! regard!
to!general!entrepreneurial!activity!and!agroYentrepreneurship!in!particular.!!
During!multiple!interviews!conducted!in!the!field!we!identified!that!there!are!several!ways!
how!the!problem!of!selfYconfidence!can!be!addressed.!Normally!Ugandans!do!not!believe!in!
their!abilities!to!create!a!startYup!and!in!making!it!a!successful!business.!!
A!proven!method!to!encourage!youth!in!Uganda!is!leading!and!teaching!by!example,!as!well!
as!‘soft!mentorship’.!The!former!can!be!done!by!participating!in!guestYlectures!(for!example!
as!organised!by!FinAfrica)!where!a!successful!–!potentially!also!young!–!entrepreneur!meets!
the!target!group!and!tells!them!in!person!of!his!success!story.!This!can!also!be!done!through!
visits! of! speakers! to! rural! communities,! where! there! are! opportunities! to! exploit! the!
potential!of!agriculture!but!very!traditional!ways!of!working!but!little!confidence!to!succeed!
(even! with! the! first! step! of! knowing! which! business! idea! to! procure! and! how! to! obtain!
funds).! Leading! by! example! can! also! mean! just! drawing! a! stepYbyYstep! ‘success! route’! and!
what! can! be! achieved! from! point! A! to! point! B,! when! profits! are! likely! to! occur,! etc.! ‘Soft!
mentorship’!means!psychological!support!to!people!who!grew!up!in!difficult!conditions!and!
have!low!selfYesteem!and!belief!in!their!abilities.!Such!people!can!be!grouped!up!together!so!
that! they! can! see! that! they! are! not! alone! in! their! situation! and! receive! guidance! through!
skills/confidenceYbuilding! activities.! SIAPROM! for! instance! successfully! employs! this!
approach,!which!‘produces’!confident!and!capable!graduates.!!
&
Business&Skills&
With! respect! to! the! vocational! projects! KvU! supports,! we! would! recommend! to! focus! on!
both! practical! and! business! skills.! While! the! former! is! of! course! invaluable! to! be! active! in!
agriculture,!the!latter!is!seen!to!be!just!as!important!to!manage!and!grow!a!farm!sustainably.!
This!includes!the!skill!to!obtain!market!information,!as!well!as!knowing!how!to!keep!track!of!
basic! finances! regularly,! and! to! plan! ahead.! Similar! to! the! FarmerYtoYFarmer! project! that!
mainly!focuses!on!specialized!practical!skills,!a!program!that!also!shows!youth!how!to!use!
some!(basic)!business!skills!as!a!farm!manager!would!be!desirable.!This!would!also!move!the!
image! youth! has! of! agriculture! from! being! purely! ‘peasant! work’! to! a! work! associated! at!
least!remotely!with!management.!!
&
Benchmarks&
A!considerable!‘best!practice’!of!PELUM!lays!in!creating"trust"and"knowledge"sharing!within!
its! members’! community.! According! to! PELUM,! collaboration! works! best! with! an! external!
facilitator! and! especially! in! rural! areas.! To! promote! trust! among! youth,! KvU! could! engage!
more!in!projects!that!bring!youth!together!to!share!their!agricultureYequipment,!land,!etc.!!
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We! would! furthermore! like! to! draw! attention! of! KvU! to! the! best! practice! of! BRAC! in!
providing"loans"without"collateral"and"to"their"programs"of"supporting"women"entrepreneurs.!
KvU! could! investigate! opportunities! for! collaboration! with! the! organization! on! these!
programs! or! use! their! framework.! We! recommend! to! KvU! to! consider! this! system! since! it!
seems!to!prove!to!be!working!well!in!case!of!BRAC,!however,!we!would!like!to!emphasize!
that! it! might! have! some! significant! drawbacks.! While! providing! a! significant! growthY
opportunity! for! young! entrepreneurs,! the! absence! of! collateral! is! at! the! same! time! an!
important! drawback.! It! enhances! the! default! risk! for! the! lender,! so! that! the! lender! carries!
financial! consequences.! In! case! KvU! becomes! the! lender! it! would! be! difficult! for! the!
organization! to! collect! the! debt.! BRAC! claims! 98%! of! collectability! in! case! of! group! loans!
without!collaterals,!but!we!do!not!know!whether!this!is!general!satiation!and!can!be!valid!for!
KvU.! The! microYfinancing! financing! program! of! BRAC! have! advantages! in! not! requiring! a!
collateral,!but!still!having!a!high!collection!rate.!The!strength!of!the!program!lays!in!group!
control.!The!whole!group,!usually!4Y5!persons,!is!responsible!for!paying!off!the!loan!and!they!
exercise!control!over!each!other!in!it.!This!proves!to!work.!This!could!be!is!the!way!to!solve!
the!problem!of!financing!new!startups.!However,!the!interest!rates!that!BRAC!requests!for!
loans!is!relatively!high,!25%.!
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Introduction
The!following!two!sections!are!concerned!with!the!vocational!training!institute!SIAPROM!in!
Uganda,!which!is!one!of!the!local!project!partners!of!KvU.!!
This! chapter! provides! a! set! of! concise! and! realizable! recommendations! to! the! owner! of!
SIAPROM,!Dr.!Mathias!Wasswa,!with!respect!to!a!more!efficient!and!effective!management!
practice! (Section! 1).! Furthermore,! based! on! the! relatively! limited! information! we! obtained!
about!SIAPROM!through!two!personal!interviews!with!Dr.!Wasswa,!we!developed!a!detailed!
strategic!business!plan!for!the!institute!(Section!2).!This!business!plan!can!also!be!used!for!
external!purposes,!as!it!gives!potential!investors!and!donors!as!well!as!banks!an!overview!of!
SIAPROM’s!current!situation!and!(potential)!future!strategy.!!

Section 1: Recommendations for Mathias Wasswa
1.&PRIORITIZE&YOUR&OPTIONS&&
SIAPROM!has!a!large!potential!to!grow!due!to!its!unique!practical!approach!to!teaching.!It!
also! has! many! opportunities! to! choose! from! in! terms! of! business! expansion,! ranging! from!
new!courses!to!selling!drugs!and!mobile!advisory!services.!Due!to!the!financial!constraints!of!
the! institute,! however,! it! is! crucial! to! prioritize" and! focus" on" one" or" two" feasible" short>term"
goals!at!first.!The!remaining!options!can!then!be!approached!stepYbyYstep!once!the!institute!
has!a!better!financial!position.!
!
2.&ACTIVELY&PURSUE&NEW&FUNDS'
SIAPROM’s! current! financial! resources! are! limited.! It! has! an! income! from! students’! tuition!
fees,! course! participation! fees! and! advisory! service! fees.! SIAPROM! also! receives! support!
from!two!project!partners,!KvU!and!AEE.!This!amount!of!income!is!however!not!sufficient!
for! new! strategic! moves! (see! details! in! the! business! plan).! Our! advice! is! hence:! Use! the!
business!plan!–!perhaps!in!a!summarized!or!adapted!form!–!to!approach!potential!investors,!
donors!and/or!obtain!a!loan.!Several!sources!of!funding!for!SIAPROM!could!be:!
GRANTS/DONATIONS'
• Your& existing& partners:& Resulting! from! a! more! focused! strategy! for! SIAPROM! (see!
recommendation!1)!your!project!partners!and!other!contacts!may!have!more!faith!in!
the!success!of!your!institute.!!
• MasterCard& Foundation:& This! foundation! supports! amongst! others! academic!
institutions! and! NGOs! that! target! disadvantaged! youth! in! Uganda! with! agriculture!
and! agribusiness! programs.! The! application! for! 2014! are! now! closed,! but! you! could!
check!the!specific!requirements!and!apply!with!all!required!documents,!a!solid!plan!
including!updated!financial!information!next!year.!&
• Grant& Assistance& for& GrassZroots& Human& Security& Projects& (GGP):& The! Japanese!
Embassy!in!Uganda!hands!out!grants!of!up!to!USD!100,000.!The!recipient!of!the!grant!
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has! to! be! a! registered! NGO! (can! also! be! an! educational! institutions)! with! minimum!
two! years! experience! of! implementing! projects! at! grassroots! level.! KvU! as! your!
partner! might! have! to! collaborate! with! you! closely! for! this! application,! since! it! fits!
with!this!description.!
• UN& Trust& Fund& for& the& Second& Decade:& The! projects! supported! are! usually! smaller!
(funding! up! to! USD! 10,000)! and! concerned! e.g.! with! social! and! economic!
development.!29%!of!the!supported!projects!focus!on!youth,!mainly!in!rural!areas.!Once!
more,!the!application!period!for!2014!is!closed,!but!keep!the!option!in!mind!for!2015.&
LOANS'
• Bank& of& Africa& (Uganda),& Centenary& Rural& Development& Bank,& Crane& Bank,& DFCU&
Bank& and& Housing& Finance& Bank:! These! large! banks! increasingly! want! to! support!
small! and! medium! sized! companies! in! Uganda! with! longYterm! projects,! as! the!
European!Investment!Bank!backs!them!up.!!
• MY4C.com&(Uganda&Small&Business&Loan):&A!loan!for!Ugandan!entrepreneurs!with!an!
interest! rate! of! max.! 16%! but! also! max.! 13.5! million! Ugandan! Shilling.! The! payback!
period! is! 24! months,! which! fits! with! SIAPROM’s! expansion! plans! and! the! income!
through!more!fees.!&
!
3.&ACQUIRE&A&FACILITY&THAT&ENABLES&YOU&TO&BECOME&ACCREDITED&
The! institute! should! acquire! or! build! a! new! facility! near! Kampala! that! can! host! a! couple!
hundred!students!and!be!accredited!in!order!to!increase!SIAPROM!student’s!turnover.!!The!
new!facility!should!focus!at!first!on!animal!health!since!the!quality!of!that!product!is!already!
proven.!If!the!fundingYissue!is!solved,!this!is!a!lowYrisks!strategy!that!will!allow!the!institute!
to!grow!five!to!seven!folds!its!revenues!in!the!future.!
!
4.&HIRE&MOTIVATED&PERSONNEL&WHO&YOU&TRUST&
Once!SIAPROM!grows!further,!your!role!will!increasingly!be!the!one!of!a!manager!than!that!
of! a! teacher.! When! the! new! facility! is! acquired! and! the! student! numbers! are! slowly! rising,!
you! should! ensure! the! teachers! do! their! job! well! without! you! having! to! check! on! them!
constantly.!This!means,!you!need!to!hire!(and!train)!several!teachers!on!which!you!can!rely,!
who!share!your!passion!and!motivation,!but!also!who!are!capable!of!teaching!the!way!you!
teach!the!students.!!
&
5.&ACTIVELY&MARKET&SIAPROM&
Currently,!you!rely!purely!on!the!word!of!mouth!of!your!alumni,!current!students!and!your!
network.!In!the!medium!and!long!term,!however,!if!you!really!aim!to!grow!the!institute,!you!
need!to!ensure!that!you!control!the!information!about!SIAPROM!and!that!enough!students!
will!enroll!in!your!(new)!programs.!Agriculture!is!still!not!a!very!‘attractive’!sector!for!many!
young!people,!and!paying!for!an!education!in!it!might!not!be!the!most!preferred!option!for!
many.! One! option! to! attract! more! students! would! be! to! create! a! basic! but! professionalY
looking! website! for! students! interested! in! such! vocational! training.! Another! would! be! to!
create!leaflets!to!hand!out!at!selected!schools,!or!to!speak!at!schools!(starting!at!Senior!4!
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level)! about! the! job! opportunities! your! education! provides.! This! could! create! interest! in!
those!students!who!plan!to!pursue!other!career!paths.!Lastly,!a!website!would!also!increase!
the! likelihood! of! having! sufficient! enrollments! for! your! shortYterm! farm! management!
trainings.!!
&
6.&LET&THE&FACILITY&IN&GOMBA&BECOME&AN&INCUBATOR&
Once! the! school! in! Kampala! is! operating,! the! school! in! Gomba! could! be! adapted! to! be! a!
small! animal! production! school! and! a! breeding! centre.! ! The! breeding! centre! was! selected!
among! all! possible! alternative! products! because! it! builds! on! the! current! expertise! of!
SIAPROM! and! seems! to! bring! low! risks.! The! aim! of! this! transformation! of! the! facility! in!
Gomba! is! to! test! at! low! costs! and! improve! the! quality! of! new! products! that! would! later!
become!a!full!part!of!SIAPROM’s!offer.!

Section 2: Business Plan for SIAPROM
1. Introduction
1.1 Key Facts
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Business&Description:&SIAPROM!stands!for!‘Seeta!Institute!of!Animal!Production!
and! Management’.! It! is! a! training! center! that! provides! education! in! animal!
production!and!health!in!the!form!of!(I)!a!2Yyear!diploma!program,!(II)!weekend!
trainings!for!farmers!and!(III)!onYfarm!consulting!and!trainings.!!
Legal& Status:& SIAPROM! started!as!a!nonYprofit!organization.! By!now,!it!is!a!forY
profit!organization!and!registered!as!a!Limited!company.!!
Year&of&Foundation:&2008!
Founder:!Dr.!Wasswa!Mathias!Luboyera&!
Locations:& & Buyana! (Gomba! district),! Gayaza! (Wakiso! district),! Seeta! (Mukono!
district)!
Number&of&employees:!7!!
Number&of&current&students&&&alumni:&!
•
•
•

Current!students!2Yyear!program:!28!
Total!Alumni!2Yyear!program:!57!
Total!Alumni!weekend!courses:!8!

Vision
SIAPROM’s! vision! is! to! be! a! leading! vocational! institute! in! East! Africa,! which! offers! high!
quality!and!appropriate!veterinary!and!entrepreneurial!training!while!responding!to!farmers’!
needs.!
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1.3 Mission Statement
SIAPROM’s!mission!is!to!increase!the!capacity!of!rural!people,!especially!youth,!to!improve!
their! incomes! through! provision! of! costYeffective! and! practical! veterinary! and!
entrepreneurial!training.!

1.4 Goals of this Business Plan
•
•
•
•

Assessing!the!current!situation!of!SIAPROM!regarding!its!position!in!the!market.!
Analyzing!the!opportunities!and!threats!SIAPROM!faces.!
Formulating! feasible! and! fundable! strategic! recommendations! to! facilitate! the!
fulfillment!of!SIAPROM’s!vision!in!the!longYterm.!
Offering!an!actionable!plan!for!the!implementation!of!the!recommended!strategy!as!
well!as!a!feasibility!study!to!ensure!the!financial!viability!of!these!recommendations.!

2. Business Environment Analysis
2.1 External Analysis
2.1.1 Products and Services
Education&
Full>Time"Diploma"Program"in"General"Farm"Management"and"Animal"Health&
This!program!is!taught!over!a!period!of!two!consecutive!years!(Sept.!–!May)!in!the!Gomba!
district! and! is! divided! into! six! terms.! The! students’! training! looks! upon! several! types! of!
animals,!namely!cows,!goats,!pigs!and!poultry.!!At!the!end!of!the!program,!students!receive!
a!certificate.!The!curriculum!covers!different!aspects!of!farm!management,!including:!
Y General!animal!management;&
Y Animal!treatment,!preventive!and!surgical!procedures;&
Y Design,!development!and!economic!management!of!commercial!farms;&
Y Mixture!of!feeds!and!valueYaddition!to!livestock!products;&
Y Consultancy!(extension)!and!human!resource!management.&
&
Part>Time"Diploma"Program"in"Animal"Health"and"Farm"Management!
This! program! is! carried! out! in! the! SIAPROM! premises! in! Kampala! over! a! period! of!
approximately!two!months,!covering!eight!consecutive!weekends.!They!are!demandYdriven!
and!hence!take!place!irregularly.!They!aim!at!improving!the!participants’!farm!management!
skills! and! include! topics! such! as! human! resources,! bookkeeping,! general! business!
management! and! disease! management.! As! opposed! to! the! fullYtime! program,! animal!
treatment!is!however!not!taught!in!this!course.!
!
Short"Courses"in"Animal"Production!
Similar! to! the! aboveYmentioned! partYtime! diploma,! these! courses! are! demandYdriven! and!
take! place! on! an! irregular! basis! in! Kampala.! The! courses! are! furthermore! tailored! to! the!
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needs! of! the! individual! participants! and! may! therefore! cover! various! aspects! of! farm!
management!and!animal!health/production.!
!
Consultancy&&&OnZFarm&Trainings&
Students!of!SIAPROM!visit!farms!in!a!radius!of!approximately!5km!of!the!GombaYcampus!to!
assess! their! current! situation! and! develop! recommendations! to! improve! it.! SIAPROM! also!
supports! the! implementation! of! the! farm! improvement! plans! by! training! the! farmers/farm!
owners!onYsite!regarding!the!suggested!changes!and!is!available!for!further!advice.&
&
Animal&Treatment&
Farmers!can!bring!their!sick!animals!to!the!SIAPROM!premises!in!Gomba!to!let!the!students!
of!the!twoYyear!diploma!program!treat!them.!
&
&
&
Veterinary&Inputs&
Besides! these! services,! SIAPROM! also! sells! a! selection! of! drugs! for! animal! treatment! in!
Gayaza.! It! furthermore! acts! as! a! ‘broker’! by! sourcing! high! quality! animals! and! feeds! for!
farmers!or!farm!managers.!
2.1.2 Markets
Bargaining&Power&of&Suppliers&
SIAPROM’s! suppliers! are! drugs! suppliers! and! suppliers! of! equipment! for! other! veterinary!
work,! animal! feed! suppliers,! livestock! producers,! stationary! dealers! and! farmers/farm!
managers.!Although!SIAPROM!has!many!suppliers,!few!or!none!of!them!have!a!significant!
bargaining! power.! ! Indeed,! the! market! comprises! many! potential! substitutes! for! the!
suppliers,! which! prevents! them! from! exerting! (financial)! pressure! on! SIAPROM.! Even!
though!farm!owners!lend!the!animals!on!which!the!students!can!practice!to!SIAPROM,!these!
very!farmers!need!the!institute’s!services,!as!they!cannot!perform!them!themselves.!This!in!
turn!diminishes!their!bargaining!power.!!Securing!supply!is!thus!not!a!significant!threat!for!
SIAPROM.!
!
Bargaining&Power&of&Customers&
SIAPROM! has! two! main! customer! groups:! (1)! The! students! of! its! 2Yyear! program! and!
weekendYtrainings,!and!(2)!the!farmers/farm!owners!using!its!farm!advisory!and!veterinarian!
services!as!well!as!its!drugs!on!the!other!hand.!
The! bargaining! power! of! students! is! considered! as! medium.! ! On! the! one! hand,! their! fees!
account!for!92%!of!SIAPROM’s!annual!revenues,!making!SIAPROM!financially!dependent!on!
every! single! student.! ! Given! the! small! number! of! students! trained,! any! fee! not! received!
during! the! year! significantly! increases! the! institute’s! deficit.! On! the! other! hand,! the! large!
amount! of! students! in! need! for! practical! training! and! the! few! places! currently! available! at!
SIAPROM,!render!the!institute!in!a!rather!strong!position.!
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The!bargaining!power!of!the!farmers!and!farm!owners!is!considered!low!to!medium,!as!they!
directly!benefit!from!SIAPROM’s!services.!They!do!not!have!to!pay!a!high!(sometimes!even!
no)!fee,!meaning!that!especially!poor!farmers!are!dependent!on!SIAPROM!rather!than!the!
other!way!around.!
!
Barriers&to&Entry&
&
Initial!funds!needed!
Existing!customer!loyalty!
High!qualification/skills!needed!
High!exit!barriers!

High!
Low!
Medium!
Low!

!
Overall,! the! barriers! to! entry! to! enter! in! the! market! of! animal! production! and! health!
education!are!moderate.!!More!specifically,!the!only!significant!barrier!to!entry!is!the!large!
starting!capital!required!to!set!up!the!facilities!and!to!recruit!the!personal.!Once!a!potential!
competitor! has! gathered! this! capital,! entering! the! market! becomes! easy.! The! loyalty! of!
customers! is! overall! low,! implying! that! potential! new! entrants! can! attract! students! from!
competing! institutes! rather! easily.! Likewise,! the! barriers! to! exit! the! market! are! low.! This!
means!that!facilities!and/or!animals!can!be!sold!relatively!quickly!if!institute!owners!decide!
to!close!or!hand!over!their!training!center.!
!
Threat&of&Substitutes&
Looking! at! the! market,! there! are! several! direct! and! indirect! substitutes! for! SIAPROM’s!
offering.!The!former!include!several!training!centers!like!Bukalasa!School,!Sese!farm!school,!
Mityana!Agrovet!or!the!Makere!University.!Right!now,!these!direct!substitutes!offer!a!similar!
but!less!practicallyYoriented!training!than!SIAPROM.!They!moreover!mostly!focus!on!animal!
production,!rather!than!animal!health!and!pharmacology.!This!differentiates!SIAPROM!from!
them.! However,! many! of! the! substitutes! are! accredited! by! the! government,! which!
significantly! raises! the! value! of! their! diploma! for! the! students.! With! regard! to! SIAPROM’s!
shortYterm!trainings,!which!are!more!focused!on!farm!management,!the!number!and!quality!
of! substitutes! cannot! be! determined! with! certainty! due! to! their! rather! informal! nature.!
Besides!these!direct!substitutes,!there!are!various!indirect!substitutes.!These!include!other!
kinds! of! trainings! in! the! formal! and! informal! sector! that! youth! (and! farm! owners)! could!
realize.!
!
Threat&of&Competitors&
The!competitive!environment!is!considered!relatively!fierce,!as!the!intakes!of!the!previously!
mentioned!training!centers!decrease!while!SIAPROM’s!student!numbers!are!in!decline.!
The!majority!of!SIAPROM’s!main!competitors!are!accredited!(or!owned)!by!the!government,!
meaning!they!attract!students!who!want!to!keep!the!option!of!a!university!degree!open!and!
prefer!to!learn!at!an!institute!with!‘quality!label’.!
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2.2 Internal Analysis
2.2.1 Ownership and Management
Dr.!Mathias!Luboyera!Wasswa!is!the!founder,!sole!owner!and!director!of!SIAPROM!Ltd.!He!
holds!a!master’s!degree!in!Preventive!Veterinary!Medicine!(Animal!Production!and!Nutrition)!
from!Makerere!University!as!well!as!a!bachelor’s!degree!in!Tropical!Animal!Production!from!
Larenstein!International!Agricultural!College!in!the!Netherlands.!
Regarding! SIAPROM,! Dr.! Wasswa! is! actively! involved! in! various! activities! and! processes.!
Amongst! others,! his! responsibilities! include! monitoring! and! developing! SIAPROM’s! course!
offering! and! curriculum,! the! teaching! and! practical! training! of! the! students,! ensuring! their!
employability!after!their!graduation,!as!well!as!obtaining!funds!from!donors!and!overseeing!
the!payment!of!fees!by!the!students.!
Since! 2012! Dr.! Wasswa! also! manages! the! ‘SIAPVET! Initiative! Ltd.’,! an! NGO! focused! on!
advisory!and!training!of!farmers,!and!furthermore!teaches!at!Makerere!University.!
!
2.2.2 Resources
Organizational&Resources&
SIAPROM‘s!firm!resources!are!tightly!connected!with!Dr.!Wasswa’s!personal"and"professional"
network."His!strong!ties!with!government!institutions,!for!instance!the!Makerere!University,!
as! well! as! his! informal! contact! with! alumni! of! the! program,! enhance! the! employability! of!
SIAPROM!students.!His!network!also!represents!a!source!for!professors/teachers!as!well!as!
financial!support.!The!Dutch!NGO!Kinderen!van!Uganda!as!well!as!AEE!(African!Evangelistic!
Enterprise)! provide! scholarships! to! a! number! of! SIAPROM! annually! and! hence! enable! the!
institute!to!train!more!students.!
Besides!the!curriculum!as!such,!the!name"of"Dr."Wasswa!created!a!positive!reputation!for!the!
institute.! Considering! its! small! size! and! reach,! comparatively! many! employers! know! (of)! Dr.!
Wasswa!and!support!his!work.!Thus,!students!are!often!treated!favorably!when!applying!for!
jobs.!
SIAPROM’s! involvement" with" the" surrounding" communities," i.e.! providing! advisory! services!
and! animal! treatment,! has! further! promoted! the! positive! perception! of! the! institute.! As! a!
result,!SIAPROM!students!are!able!to!train!with!animals!and!data!from!realYlife!farmers,!as!
well!as!to!develop!farm!improvement!plans!for!them.!
Since!the!Ugandan!government!currently!not!officially!accredits!SIAPROM,!it!is!not!part!of!
any! national! or! international! network! for! vocational! training! centers! or! organizations!
concerned!with!animal!production!and!health.!
!
Physical&Resources&
SIAPROM!has!three!physical!entities:!A!training!center!in!the!Gomba!region,!a!small!office!in!
Gayaza,! as! well! as! another! site! in! Seeta! near! Kampala.! The! premises! of! the! main! training!
center! include! a! building! with! a! dormitory! for! the! current! students! of! the! 2Yyear! program,!
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offices,! a! meeting/class! room,! toilets,! fields! and! stalls! (for! cattle,! goats,! pigs! and! poultry)!
and!a!hangar!for!equipment.!The!offices!serve!for!the!weekend!trainings!that!are!offered!by!
SIAPROM!irregularly.!
&
Human&Resources&
As!an!educational!institution,!SIAPROM’s!human!resources,!such!as!the!professors/teachers,!
play! an! important! role! for! the! quality! of! its! services.! Rather! than! specialized! professors,!
SIAPROM! relies! on! four! male! ‘multiYpurposeYteachers’! who! can! teach! different! courses! to!
the! students.! Besides! these! employees! (including! Dr.! Wasswa),! SIAPROM! has! one!
administrator/accountant,! one! cook! and! one! security! guard.! To! become! a! teacher! at!
SIAPROM,!a!suitable!educational!background!related!to!veterinary!medicine!and!motivation!
are!necessary.!Teachers!vary!in!their!level!of!experience!and!age;!one!of!the!teachers!is!for!
instance!an!alumnus!of!the!program.!
2.2.3 Business Definition&
Customer&Group&
SIAPROM!has!three!‘customer’!groups,!who!all!comprise!individuals!that!receive!education,!
training!or!advice!from!the!institute.!
1. The!students!who!participate!in!the!2Yyear!program.!SIAPROM!students!are!typically!
between!18!and!22!years!old!and!left!school!in!their!senior!four!level!or!above!(senior!
five!or!six).!They!hence!did!not!obtain!a!degree!enabling!them!to!enter!university.!
2. Farmers!and!other!individuals!partaking!in!the!weekend!courses!in!Kampala.!
3. Farmers!and!farm!managers!who!receive!advice!and!training!at!the!farms.!
&
Customers&Needs&
Long>term"students"
• Receiving! practical! abilities! and! theoretical! knowledge! in! animal! production! and!
health!
• Becoming!employed!or!being!enabled!to!found!an!own!business!
• Building!a!network!of!useful!contacts!
• Receiving!the!opportunity!to!enter!a!university!program!afterwards!
!
Course"participants"(Weekends/Short"Courses)"
• Receiving!practically!applicable!knowledge!in!a!short!amount!of!time!
• Improving!farm!management!skills!
!
Farmers/Farm"Owners"
• Receiving!advice!on!general!farm!improvement!(for!a!rather!low!cost)"
• Learning!new!skills!and!knowledge!to!commercialize!animal!production"
• Receiving!drugs!and!contacts!for!high!quality!animal!feeds!and!animals"
• Treatment!of!sick!animals!(for!a!rather!low!cost)"
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3. SWOT Analysis
3.1 Strengths
Quality&Of&Education&
SIAPROM’s! main! service,! the! 2Yyear! education,! is! assumed! to! have! a! comparatively! high!
quality.! This! is! because! the! program! is! rated! well! by! the! National! Council! of! Uganda! and!
students! are! said! to! outcompete! students! from! other! (mostly! governmental)! training!
centers.! The! small! program! size! allows! for! a! fairly! interactive! and! personalized! training,! in!
which!for!instance!the!weaknesses!of!students!can!be!tackled!effectively.!The!quality!of!the!
classes! and! the! graduate! is! kept! up! amongst! others! by! entrance! interviews! in! which!
students! have! to! show! they! are! interested! in! working! with! animals,! and! discontinuing!
unmotivated! students! throughout! the! course.! The! effectiveness! of! the! initial! screening!
appears!to!be!high,!as!only!very!few!students!drop!out!or!are!let!go!after!having!entered!the!
program.!
!
Employability&
Usually,! all! of! SIAPROMs’s! graduates! start! working! in! an! organization! or! become! selfY
employed! upon! graduation! from! the! 2Yyear! program.! If! they! do! not! find/create! a! job,! the!
teachers! of! SIAPROM! and! Dr.! Wasswa! in! particular,! actively! use! their! network! to! facilitate!
this!process.!
&
Organizational&Flexibility&
SIAPROM!is!able!to!adapt!the!different!services!it!offers!to!what!seems!to!be!needed!in!the!
market.!This!covers!the!curriculum!of!the!different!courses!and!trainings!on!the!one!hand,!as!
well!as!the!overall!course!offer!of!the!institute!on!the!other!hand.!This!flexibility!originates!
from!two!sources:!Firstly,!SIAPROM!is!independent!from!the!Ugandan!government.!It!thus!
does! not! have! to! adhere! to! strict! rules! and! regulations,! and! is! generally! less! bound! do!
bureaucratic!processes.!Secondly,!SIAPROM!has!a!really!flat!organizational!structure.!
!
Network&
As! mentioned! earlier,! SIAPROM! has! a! solid! network.! Mostly! through! Dr.! Wasswa! it! has!
beneficial!connections!to!government!representatives,!farmers!and!farm!managers,!as!well!
as! various! organizations! like! NGOs.! Its! ties! to! representatives! of! the! government! are!
essential!to!the!continuation!of!the!institute!for!as!long!as!its!education!not!accredited.!The!
remaining! network! is! highly! useful! for! the! funding! of! the! institute! as! well! as! the!
employability!of!the!students.!
!

3.2 Weaknesses
Lack&of&Accreditation&
The! most! pressing! weakness! is! that! SIAPROM! cannot! offer! its! students! an! officially!
accredited!degree.!This!bears!two!problems:!Firstly,!students!cannot!extend!their!education!
at!a!university.!Since!obtaining!a!university!degree!is!the!ultimate!goal!of!many!Ugandans,!
the!lack!of!government!recognition!could!be!a!reason!why!the!number!of!enrolments!for!the!
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program! has! decreased.! Secondly,! accreditation! serves! as! a! ‘quality! label’.! Considering! the!
high! price! of! the! program! for! local! youth,! the! lacking! accreditation! could! make! SIAPROM!
seem!less!professional!and!trustworthy.!
&
Limited&Resources!
All!of!SIAPROM’s!resources!are!currently!considered!limited,!meaning!that!they!impede!the!
growth!of!the!institute.!The!physical!facilities!offer!too!little!space!for!a!significantly!larger!
number!of!students,!and!the!available!equipment!would!likewise!not!suffice.!Currently,!four!
teachers! are! enough! for! the! students! in! the! program.! To! provide! for! the! same! quality! of!
education! in! the! future,! more! teachers! would! be! required.! Considering! this,! the! limited!
financial! resources! of! SIAPROM! are! its! biggest! weakness.! Namely,! additional! funds! are!
necessary! to! purchase! or! rent! new! facilities! and! equipment! and! to! train! and! hire! more!
human!resources.!
&
Substitutability&
Looking!at!the!curriculum,!SIAPROM’s!competitive!advantage!does!not!appear!sustainable.!
Even! though! the! quality! of! the! education! is! considered! higher! than! that! of! many!
competitors,!it!seems!that!it!could!be!easily!copied.!Competitors,!including!training!centers!
of!the!government,!could!adopt!a!more!practical!way!of!teaching,!blend!teaching!methods,!
include! more! animal! health! topics! (incl.! pharmacology/performing! surgeries).! This! would!
leave!SIAPROM!with!little!differentiation!and!a!lack!of!accreditation,!meaning!it!would!be!a!
worse!choice!for!students!than!other!institutes.!
&
Little&Business&Training&
SIAPROM’s!students!receive!training!in!a!multitude!of!topics!related!to!farm!management.!
However,!the!focus!is!on!the!practical!or!‘operative’!management!of!a!farm,!rather!than!the!
business!side!of!it.!Students!thus!do!not!have!skills!in!bookkeeping!and!financial!planning,!
even!though!this!could!be!highly!advantageous!for!soonYtoYbe!farmers,!farmYmanagers!and!
extension!workers!alike.!

3.3 Opportunities
New&Educational&Services&
SIAPROM! currently! only! focuses! on! animal! production! and! health! in! its! courses,! while! the!
training! in! other! areas! like! foodYproduction! and! processing! could! also! benefit! from!
SIAPROM’s!practical!teaching!approach.!Moreover,!depending!on!the!demand,!a!day!and/or!
evening!program!throughout!the!week!could!be!offered!in!Kampala,!rather!than!only!having!
a! weekendYprogram.! These! new! educational! programs! could! be! offered! in! addition! to! the!
existing!ones.!
!
Adaptation&of&the&Program&Structure&
Rather!than!having!one!general!program,!SIAPROM!could!offer!the!option!between!a!2Yyear!
general!program!and!a!1!or!1.5Yyear!specialized!program.!
Students! could! all! start! with! the! same! basic! training! for! the! first! one! or! two! semesters.!
Thereafter,! students! could! choose! to! obtain! a! specialized! degree! in! poultry,! piggery,! etc.!!
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This! would! be! beneficial! and! financially! more! attractive! for! those! students! who! know! in!
which!kind!of!farms!they!would!like!to!work.!Those!wishing!to!work!as!advisors!for!all!kinds!
of! farms! would! have! to! complete! the! 2Yyear! program! to! acquire! knowledge! about! the!
different!farm!types.!
&
‘Speed&Courses’&in&Farm&Management&or&Specific&Topic&Areas&
A! one! or! two! weeks,! fullYtime! course! could! be! given! to! a! group! of! interested! farmers! and!
farm! managers! at! specific! times! of! the! year! (e.g.! during! a! lowYincome! period! when! no!
harvests! are! made,! it! is! not! breeding! period,! etc.).! This! could! provide! for! a! predictable!
source! of! income! for! SIAPROM.! An! advantage! would! be! that! the! travel! costs! for! teachers!
and!participants!alike!would!be!low!because!rather!than!going!back!and!forth,!they!would!all!
be!required!to!be!in!Kampala!only!for!a!given,!limited!period.!
!
More&Students&From&Kibinge&
The! Kibinge! area! is! facing! a! decrease! in! soil! fertility! due! to! the! constant! use! of! land! for!
agricultural!purposes.!A!combination!of!land!usage!for!animal!production!and!cultivation!of!
crops! could! give! the! soil! more! time! to! rest! and! provide! natural! fertilizers! to! ultimately!
increase! its! fertility! again.! Young! people! from! Kibinge! could! thus! be! an! interesting! target!
group! for! SIAPROM’s! education.! They! could! be! attracted! through! more! (informal)!
marketing! activities,! as! well! as! increased! collaboration! with! NGOs! that! are! active! in! the!
Kibinge!area.!This!would!not!only!benefit!this!region!of!Uganda!but!also!increase!SIAPROM’s!
intake!of!students.!
&
Better&Use&of&Network!
An!interesting!opportunity!would!be!for!SIAPROM!to!use!its!existing!ties!more!effectively.!
Firstly,!this!would!entail!organizing!more!regular!alumniYmeetings!or!workshops/discussions!
with! alumni! and! current! students.! Alumni! could! exchange! their! experiences! and! hold! a!
discussion!with!students!around!a!specific!topic.!This!could!be!useful!to!produce!more!wordY
ofYmouth! about! SIAPROM! (more! marketing)! and! to! connect! alumni! with! students! (more!
employment!opportunities).!
Secondly,!SIAPROM!could!use!its!connections!with!Makerere!University!better,!e.g.!to!earn!
money!by!offering!practical!workshops!for!university!students!on!a!regular!basis.!
&
Change&of&Course&Fee&Financing&Structure&
Looking! at! the! limited! financial! capital! available! to! SIAPROM! as! well! as! the! declining!
numbers! of! new! enrolments,! a! change! from! full! scholarships! to! partYscholarships! or! loans!
could!be!a!viable!opportunity.!SIAPROM!could!give!out!part/full!loans!with!low!or!no!interest!
rates!which!students!would!have!to!repay!to!some!extent!once!they!have!an!income!after!
their! graduation.! These! loans! should! be! backed! up! by! some! kind! of! collateral.! Since!
especially! poor! youth! do! not! have! valuable! possessions! (like! land,! a! house,! etc.),! other!
things! like! crops,! cattle,! working! hours! or! the! like! could! be! considered.! Since! most! of! the!
scholarships! are! provided! by! the! partner! NGOs! KvU! and! AEE,! SIAPROM! would! have! to!
negotiate!this!opportunity!with!them.!
&
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Sale&of&Drugs&
Since!drugs!are!not!readily!available!on!the!Ugandan!countryside,!SIAPROM!could!become!
the! main! outlet! center! for! animal! drugs! in! the! Gomba! region.! Customers,! i.e.! the!
veterinarians! in! the! surrounding! communities,! would! not! have! to! travel! all! the! way! to!
Kampala!anymore!and!hence!save!time!and!money.!SIAPROM!could!transport!the!drugs!in!
bulk!from!Kampala!in!regular!intervals!and!charge!a!small!premium!on!the!products!to!make!
a!profit.!Due!to!SIAPROM’s!existing!network!of!farmers!and!veterinarians,!the!drugs!could!
be! marketed! relatively! easily! and! the! demand! could! be! determined! by! receiving! regular!
updates!from!customers.!
&

Phone&Advice&Service&

In!order!to!provide!advice!to!farmers!and!farm!managers!on!demand,!SIAPROM!could!offer!
a!textYmessage!service.!Clients!would!be!able!to!send!text!messages!with!specific!questions!
about! their! animals’! health! or! other! concerns! related! to! farm! management! to! SIAPROM.!
SIAPROM! would! in! turn! respond! in! a! given! amount! of! time! and! provide! either! concrete,!
practical!answers!to!the!issues!(for!rather!simple!to!tackle!problems)!or!advise!the!client!to!
visit!a!veterinarian!or!come!to!the!SIAPROM!training!facility!(for!complex!questions).!Clients!
would!pay!for!the!service!on!a!weekly,!monthly!or!yearly!basis.!
&
Production&of&Books&

SIAPROM! has! considerable! experience! and! knowledge! about! farm!
management.! To! reach! those! farmers! who! live! outside! SIAPROM’s! nearby!
communities! with! this! knowledge! and! make! a! profit! from! it,! Dr.! Wasswa! had!
the! idea! to! write! a! comprehensive! book! for! farmers! and! farm! managers.! He!
would!then!sell!the!copyright!for!the!book!and!let!somebody!else!market!the!
book.!
3.4 Threats
Decreasing&Demand&
The!number!of!fullYtime!students!has!declined!from!between!40!and!50!in!2012/13!to!only!28!
in! 2013/14.! This! is! a! considerable! decrease,! and! the! chances! that! numbers! will! continue! to!
drop! due! to! lack! of! accreditation,! relatively! high! program! fees! and! long! time! commitment!
should! be! taken! seriously.! Without! sufficient! new! fullYtime! students,! especially! those! who!
pay!the!fees!and!do!not!use!a!scholarship,!SIAPROM!lacks!an!important!income!source.!
!
&
No&Access&to&Additional&Funds&
SIAPROM! is! in! need! for! additional! funds! to! acquire! the! facilities,! equipment! and! human!
resources!that!are!necessary!to!obtain!the!government’s!official!accreditation.!It!also!needs!
more! funds! to! provide! scholarships! to! disadvantaged! youth.! Without! having! the!
accreditation,! however,! many! investors! shy! away! from! donating! money! or! investing! their!
funds!in!SIAPROM.!A!wellYstructured! plan! for!the! future!including! financial!projections!will!
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be! required! especially! from! investors! in! the! formal! sector,! before! SIAPROM! can! acquire!
funds!from!them.!
!
Substitution&by&Competitors&
SIAPROM’s!main!differentiator!is!its!practical!teaching!method.!Competitors!could!however!
copy! this! relatively! easily! by! adapting! their! courses! accordingly.! Due! to! Dr.! Wasswa,! who!
frequently! receives! new! insights! concerning! veterinary! medicine! from! his! network! in! the!
Netherlands,! the! course! content! will! nevertheless! not! be! fully! substituted.! It! however!
remains! questionable! whether! this! matters! to! students,! who! are! likely! to! prefer! an!
accredited!degree!over!a!nonYaccredited!one.!

4. Strategy
4.1 Current Strategy
4.1.1 Economic Logic
As!touched!upon!previously,!SIAPROM!currently!charges!below!average!fees!for!‘premium’!
(high!quality)!services.!Students!pay!a!fee!of!5.6!million!USH!(€1600)!to!participate!in!the!2Y
year! program.! Two! of! its! main! competitors,! Mityana! Agrovet! and! Bukasa! School,!
respectively! charge! 6! million! USH! (ca.! €1,750)! per! term! and! 5.4! million! USH! (ca.! 1,580)! per!
term.!For!a!2Ymonths!course!at!SIAPROM’s!Kampala!office!students!pay!a!fee!of!1.2!million!
USH!(ca.!€350).!The!price!SIAPROM!asks!for!its!advisory!services!depend!on!the!farm:!Richer!
farmers! pay! up! to! 3! million! USH! (ca.! €880)! and! poor! farmers! pay! no! fee.! Currently! the!
quality/price!ratio!is!attractive!to!students!and!customers.!
4.1.2 Arenas
Markets&
SIAPROM! is! mainly! active! in! the! education! sector,! more! precisely! in! animalYrelated!
vocational!training.!As!mentioned!earlier,!it!is!also!active!in!professional!services!(advisory),!
health!(animal!treatment)!and!retail!(drugs).!
!

Product/Service&Category&
SIAPROM! offers! practical! skills! in! animal! production! and! health.! By! providing! training,!
outreach!to!local!farmers,!treatments,!advisory!and!consultancy!SIAPROM!succeeds!in!this!
product! category.! It! also! acts! as! a! broker! by! sending! over! other! people! who! sell! animals,!
food!or!other!products.!
!
Geographic&Area&
The!geographic!area!in!which!SIAPROM!operates!(its!main!training!facility)!is!very!localized.!
The!Gomba!region!is!rural,!i.e.!hard!to!reach.!Nevertheless,!a!lot!of!students!from!all!over!the!
country!participate!in!the!2Yyear!program.!The!existing!facilities!in!and!around!Kampala!are!in!
use! and! attract! course! participants,! however! they! currently! are! not! the! focus! of! the!
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institute’s!activity.!Depending!on!the!future!strategy!adopted!by!SIAPROM,!the!geographic!
focus!will!shift.!
4.1.3 Vehicles
SIAPROM!is!focused!on!internal!development.!It!aims!to!expand!to!Kampala!and!start!up!a!
new!campus!with!a!larger!training!facility.!
4.1.4 Differentiators
Accessibility&
As! the! students! who! approach! SIAPROM! commonly! have! a! background! in! farming,! they!
know!about!veterinary!work!from!a!young!age.!Often,!those!students!are!however!not!able!
to!work!in!this!sector!because!they!cannot!afford!studying!at!a!government!institute!or!do!
not! fulfill! the! requirements! to! enter! university.! To! enable! them! to! acquire! veterinary! skills!
anyhow,! SIAPROM! offers! scholarships! to! selected! underprivileged! students! and! does! not!
have!strict!(formal)!entry!requirements.!The!main!entry!requirement!is!a!genuine!interest!in!
working!with!animals.!The!conditions!to!obtain!and!maintain!a!scholarship!are!continuously!
high! practical! performance! (35%)! and! high! grades! (65+%)! in! the! courses! at! SIAPROM.!
Similarly,! SIAPROM’s! services! to! farmers! and! farm! managers! are! highly! accessible,! as! the!
aforementioned!free!farm!advice!implies.!
!
Customization&to&Customer&Needs&
SIAPROM’s! courses! are! tailored! to! the! customers’! needs! in! different! ways.! Firstly,! the!
amount!of!information!is!reduced!to!a!degree!that!the!students!and!course!participants!can!
process! and! directly! apply.! This! means! SIAPROM! does! not! focus! too! much! on! theory,! but!
rather!teaches!students!the!relevant!knowledge!the!job!market!directly!asks!for.!Secondly,!
the! knowledge! is! conveyed! through! a! highly! practical! approach.! By! showing! many!
demonstrations,! for! instance,! students! are! able! to! replicate! the! work! easier.! Dr.! Wasswa!
furthermore!approaches!the!students!in!an!interactive!way,!allowing!them!to!ask!questions!
any! time.! As! many! students! are! dropouts,! SIAPROM! moreover! provides! guidance! to!
students! to! give! them! confidence! and! empower! them.! This! is! usually! not! the! case! in!
educational! institutes! in! Uganda.! Thirdly,! many! students! come! from! rural! villages,! and! this!
specific! social! background! inherits! the! risk! of! ‘false! knowledge! transfer’.! SIAPROM! tackles!
this!by!revising!what!students!have!learned!from!uneducated!people,!e.g.!veterinarians,!in!
their!villages!together!with!them.!
!
Speed&to&Market&
SIAPROM! has! a! fast! speed! to! market! of! new! products! (new! curriculum).! This! is! possible!
because! of! the! independence! from! the! government! and! the! flat! structure! as! a! business.!
There!is!hence!little!or!no!bureaucracy!needed!when!updating!the!curriculum!and/or!adding!
new!educational!services.!
Likewise,!students!can!access!the!market!from!early!on,!as!they!can!work!while!studying!and!
can!offer!their!services!to!the!community.!
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4.2 Recommended Strategy
4.2.1 Economic Logic
SIAPROM!has!two!choices!with!regard!to!gaining!higher!profits!and!improving!its!financial!
situation:! ! (1)! Providing! competitive! services! at! a! low! price! or! (2)! providing! aboveYaverage!
services!at!a!higher!price.!At!this!point,!SIAPROM!provides!a!formation!that!presents!several!
advantages! compared! to! the! offer! of! its! competitors,! and! it! does! so! at! a! lower! price.! To!
acquire! a! higher! profit,! SIAPROM! could! cut! its! costs! further! (option! 1)! to! increase! its! own!
margin!while!keeping!the!price!for!its!customers!stable.!Option!2!would!be!to!raise!both!the!
price! of! SIAPROM’s! services! and! their! quality,! which! should! ultimately! also! increase! the!
margin.!
&
Evaluation&of&the&Current&Strategy&
Maintaining! the! current! positioning! of! the! institute,! i.e.! a! price! below! the! competition’s!
standard! for! an! aboveYaverage! quality,! is! considered! a! risky! option.! ! Firstly,! firms! that!
develop! a! ‘stuckYinYtheYmiddle’! strategy! incur! the! risk! of! being! attacked! by! lowYcost!
competitors! or! highYend! competitors.! Currently,! there! are! several! institutes! that! are! more!
expensive!and!governmentYaccredited,!but!these!cannot!offer!the!same!quality!of!practical!
education.! Once! this! circumstance! however! changes,! SIAPROM! will! have! severe! issues.! Its!
strategy!requires!the!firm!to!constantly!balance!a!tradeYoff!between!costs!and!margins!on!
the!one!side!and!quality!or!differentiation!on!the!other!side.!This!strategy!is!requires!good!
management!as!well!as!extensive!awareness!of!the!competition!and!the!customers’!needs.!
To!conclude,!sticking"with"the"current"strategy"is"unattractive"for"SIAPROM.!The!choice!thus!
remains!between!moving!to!the!highYend!or!having!lowYcosts.!
&
Recommended&Positioning&
The!results!and!implications!of!the!field!research!point!towards!a!highYend!strategy.!First!of!
all,!the!main!customers!seem!moderately!priceYinsensitive,!on!the!education!market!as!well!
as! on! the! consultancy! market.! Indeed,! students! massively! subscribe! to! schools! that! are!
accredited,!regardless!of!the!higher!fees!and!the!lower!quality!of!their!offer.!Especially!when!
SIAPROM! has! acquired! a! better! facility! elsewhere,! it! could! take! advantage! of! this!
circumstance.!Likewise,!farm!managers!and!farmers!should!pay!a!higher!price!for!the!same!
service! when! it! is! obvious! that! they! can! afford! it.! Poor! farmers! who! are! unable! to! pay! for!
SIAPROM’s!consulting!services!should,!in!line!with!the!community!advancement!approach!of!
SIAPROM,!continue!to!receive!free!services.!SIAPROM!should!however!balance!its!advisory!
client!portfolio!well.!
Secondly,!there!is!a!shortage!of!supply!given!the!demand:!Based!on!the!interviews!with!Dr.!
Wasswa!and!several!SIAPROM!students,!it!appeared!that!the!demand!for!technical,!practical!
education!exceeds!the!current!offer!in!Uganda!by!far.!
Thirdly,! the! main! differentiation! of! SIAPROM! stems! rather! from! its! mentality! and!
methodology! rather! than! from! its! supply! chain! management! skills.! The! latter! implies! that!
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SIAPROM’s! competitive! advantage! is! more! suitable! to! provide! an! aboveYaverage! service!
rather!than!to!obtain!lowYcost.!
Lastly,!SIAPROM’s!customer!base!for!its!main!service!(education)!is!inherently!restricted!by!
expensive! investment! in! facilities.! ! Therefore,! it! is! doubtful! whether! SIAPROM! could!
significantly!achieve!low!cost!leadership.!
In! sum,! the! aforementioned! facts! suggest! that! a" (rather)" high>end" strategy" would" be" the"
most" profitable" for" the" institute.! Indeed,! due! to! its! customers’! relative! priceYinsensitivity,!
SIAPROM! could! expect! to! increase! its! margin! without! losing! too! many! customers,! hence!
increasing! its! profit.! ! Moreover,! the! few! customers! lost! due! to! a! raise! of! price! can! be!
expected! to! be! regained! due! to! excess! of! demand,! by! there! cancelling! the! main!
disadvantage!of!raising!prices.!!Lastly,!a!concurrent!would!more!difficultly!copy!SIAPROM’s!
mentality! than! its! organizational! structure.! ! Hence,! SIAPROM’s! competitive! advantage!
seems!not!only!better!suited!but!also!better!protected!on!the!highYend.!The!economic!logic!
of!SIAPROM!would!thus!be!to!provide!aboveYaverage!services!for!higher!prices.!!To!do!so,!in!
the!future!(see!section!4.2.!5)!SIAPROM!could!extend!the!range!of!products!it!offers!while!
keeping!its!current!methodology!and!mentality.!
It! should! be! once! more! emphasized! that! the! suggested! price! increase! would! be! most!
effective! and! successful! if! implemented! in! Kampala! (the! new! facility)! rather! than! already!
now! in! the! Gomba! region.! This! is! because! SIAPROM! has! a! strong! connection! with! the!
surrounding!communities,!and!should!not!deteriorate!its!image!with!existing!regular!clients!
in!this!area.!New!advisory!clients!as!well!as!new!students!will!not!necessarily!know!about!the!
increased!price!and!hence!accept!it!more!easily.!
4.2.2 Arenas
Choice&of&Markets&
Although! several! markets! are! attractive! for! SIAPROM,! the! firm! needs! to! carefully! pick! the!
ones!it!will!enter.!Indeed,!opening!businesses!that!are!too!far!apart!from!each!other!as!well!
as! far! away! from! the! current! business! is! associated! with! much! risk! for.! To! be! precise,! it! is!
doubtable! whether! SIAPROM! will! have! any! competitive! advantage! in! the! new! markets:!
Some!business!models!appear!like!sound!ideas!on!first!sight!but!are!built!on!competencies,!
knowYhow!or!assets!that!SIAPROM!does!not!yet!possess.!Besides!this,!it!could!be!difficult!for!
SIAPROM! to! successfully! adapt! or! transfer! its! mentality! to! very! different! business! ideas!
and/or!attract!the!right!employees.!
With!this!in!mind,!SIAPROM!could!achieve!a!superior!service!by!keeping!its!current!mentality!
and!methodology!while!building"businesses"only"around"its"two"core"competencies:"practical"
education"and"animal"health"practices.!Indeed,!SIAPROM!has!already!proven!it!has!got!what!it!
takes! to! be! successful! to! compete! around! such! activities.! ! Thus,! regardless! of! the! entered!
market!or!the!product,!SIAPROM!is!expected!to!be!successful!as!long!as!the!new!business!is!
based! on! a! skill,! knowYhow! or! product! stemming! from! or! associated! with! these! two!
competencies.!If!SIAPROM!aims!to!be!active!in!several!markets,!the!main!ones!would!remain!
the!education!in!animal!health!and!the!consultancy!in!animal!health.!!Although!SIAPROM!can!
and!should!diversify,!the!new"business"should"reinforce"the"institute’s"position"on"these"two"
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markets"by"complementing!its"offer.!!SIAPROM!does!not!yet!have!nor!it!is!expected!to!have!
the!size!to!run!several!largeYscale!businesses!in!independent!market.!Thus,!the!potential!of!
every!new!market!should!be!assessed!not!only!on!the!possible!profit!flowing!from!this!very!
market,!but!also!on!the!increase!of!value!of!SIAPROM!previous!offer!if!this!new!business!is!
incorporated!in!SIAPROM’s!offer.!
!
Animal&Breeding&and&Trade&
The! most! easily! accessible! and! currently! thus! most! attractive! new! market! would! be! the!
breeding! and! trade! of! animals,! as! suggested! by! Dr.! Wasswa.! SIAPROM! already! acts! as! a!
broker! for! animal! trading,! as! it! has! a! good! network! of! potential! clients! and! producers!
(farmers).! Developing! a! breeding! centre! is! equivalent! to! a! vertical! integration! (i.e.!
developing! the! business! of! your! own! suppliers).! Instead! of! buying! the! animals! ! The!
investment! for! SIAPROM! is! minor! since! it! already! owns! adapted! facilities! and! possesses!
qualified! employees.! ! Moreover,! the! institute! has! already! a! customer! base! with! local! farm!
owners.! The! market! is! deemed! attractive! since! it! builds! on! SIAPROM’s! current! expertise,!
uses! its! current! channels,! has! a! stable! demand! while! requiring! a! low! investment! and,!
therefore,!presents!a!low!riskYprofile.!
!
Other&AgricultureZRelated&Education&
SIAPROM!could!extend!its!penetration!within!market!for!agricultureYrelated!education.!The!
most!straightforward!possibility!in!this!case!would!be!developing!a!curriculum!similar!to!the!
current!one,!however!focused!on!a!related!discipline!(e.g.!animal!breeding,!crop!production,!
food!processing,!farm!management!focused!on!business!skills).!These!alternative!segments!
of! the! market! are! attractive! due! to! the! apparent! low! loyalty! of! customers.! As! previously!
explained,! SIAPROM! is! expected! to! successfully! compete! with! many! of! its! competitor! in!
animal! health! education! and! easily! attract! students! (once! it! has! become! an! accredited!
institution).!The!same!is!expected!in!these!new!disciplines.!
Offering! multiple! trainings! in! related! fields! would! furthermore! reinforce! the! quality! and!
attractiveness!of!each!course.!!On!the!one!hand,!a!single!farm!owner!desiring!several!shortY
term!courses!could!participate!in!all!of!them!at!SIAPROM.!!On!the!other!hand,!a!large!farm!
would!be!able!to!send!several!of!its!employees!into!different!courses!at!the!same!institute.!
To!address!a!larger!public,!SIAPROM!could!develop!its!shortYterm!education!(i.e.!weekYend!
based!or!monthYbased)!by!continuing!to!adapt!its!current!longYterm!curriculum!to!the!needs!
of!these!new!customers!and!hiring!the!adequate!staff.!
!
PostZGraduation&Services&
A!third!interesting!market!for!SIAPROM!would!be!the!postYgraduation!services.!!These!could!
include! for! instance! networking! services,! microYinvestment! services! and! business! plan!
reviews.!
A! networking! service! would! consist! in! developing! an! extended! network! (and! a!
corresponding!dataYbase)!to!connect!the!members!(not!only!students)!looking!for!jobs!and!
the! employers! looking! for! a! qualified! employee! in! exchange! for! an! annual! fee.! The! microY
investment!services!and!business!plan!reviews!would!help!newly!graduated!students,!alumni!
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as!well!as!farm!owners!to!start!a!new!business!on!their!own.!Brought!together,!these!postY
graduation! services! would! both! enhance! the! employability! of! SIAPROM! students! and!
provide! an! entrepreneurial! support! to! its! network! members.! The! microYfinance! option!
would! clearly! require! a! stronger! financial! position,! while! the! business! plan! review! would!
require! a! better! businessYrelated! knowledge! on! behalf! of! SIAPROM’s! management! and!
teachers!(or!new!teachers!hired!especially!for!this!purpose).!
!
Expand&Advisory&Services&
The!animal!health!consultancy!has!already!proven!its!attractiveness!for!SIAPROM!on!a!small!
scale.! SIAPROM! could! build! on! its! expertise! and! expand! its! advisory! services.! Two! main!
options! are! deemed! viable:! opening! either! a! new! extension! worker! sister! firm! or! an! SMSY
based!service.!
Developing!its!consultancy!section!is!appealing!since!the!new!firm!would!have!an!abundant!
source!of!qualified!workers!and!would!tap!into!the!already!develop!network!of!SIAPROM’s!
customers.! The! SMSYservice! as! explained! in! ‘opportunities’! (section! 3.3)! would! have! two!
main! advantages.! Together! with! more! internal! consultants,! it! would! enable! SIAPROM! to!
acquire!more!projects,!even!though!SIAPROM!might!still!have!to!forward!some!requests!to!
veterinarians.!It!would!also!help!SIAPROM!to!use!its!resources!more!efficiently!by!reducing!
unnecessary!travel!time.!
Both! options! could! lead! to! higher! margins! and! thus! higher! profits! for! SIAPROM.! Yet,! the!
skills! and! assets! needed! to! develop! these! businesses! once! more! represent! a! significant!
obstacle.! Thus,! they! represent! a! high! risk/high! reward! scenario.! As! SIAPROM! still! is! a! firm!
with!modest!financial!means,!safer!scenarios!were!preferred.!However,!both!options!seem!
sufficiently!appealing!to!be!kept!as!a!longYterm!goal,!as!it!will!be!mentioned!later!on.!
!
LocationZRelated&Strategic&Considerations&
Most! of! the! aforementioned! businesses! would! gain! by! opening! several! facilities! across!
Uganda.!!Indeed,!a!farmer!would!not!like!to!travel!several!hundreds!of!kilometres!merely!for!
a! weekend! long! training.! On! the! same! basis,! both! parents! and! students! would! most! likely!
see! value! in! students! receiving! classes! rather! close! to! their! homes.! Therefore,! in! the! longY
term! SIAPROM! should! aim! at! opening! a! main! infrastructure! in! every! populated! region! of!
Uganda.!Such!an!infrastructure!could!host!all!of!SIAPROM’s!local!activities!in!order!to!spread!
the! cost! of! the! facilities! on! several! businesses.! Taking! the! financial! risks! and! managerial!
complications!of!opening!a!new!facility!into!account,!the!first!business!extension!must!not!
only!be!aimed!at!lowYrisk!businesses!but!also!be!developed!in!high"potential"areas"of"Uganda.!
We!would!recommend!developing!facilities!located!in!the!suburbs!(where!agriculture!land!is!
available)! of! the! main! cities,! i.e.! where! more! customers! can! interact! with! SIAPROM.!
However,!a!careful!market!study!should!be!conducted!to!further!assess!the!attractiveness!of!
each!region.!
4.2.3 Vehicles
In! line! with! its! current! growth! strategy,! we! would! recommend! sticking! with! an! organic!
(internal)!growth!of!the!institute’s!core!businesses,!i.e.!education!and!advisory,!rather!than!
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acquiring! or! merging! with! other! institutes.! ! The! acquisition! of! rival! schools! and! businesses!
presents! an! inherent! danger.! The! main! strength! of! SIAPROM! namely! stems! in! large! parts!
from!its!mentality!and!methodology!(see!section!3).!!When!a!new!business!is!acquired,!it!has!
its! own! firm’s! mentality! and! methodology,! which! are! hard! to! change.! ! Therefore,! an!
acquisition! of! a! competitor! would! be! valuable! rather! when! the! firm’s! assets! are! targeted!
(e.g.!new!campus!in!Kampala!that!can!easily!be!accredited).!
For! alternative! business! ideas,! such! as! a! phone! consultancy! service,! breeding! centre,! etc.,!
starting! by! smallYscale! joint! ventures! is! however! highly! recommended.! ! There! are! two!
advantages!of!that!form!of!growth:!brings!in!the!expertise&of&the&partner!and!share!the!risk!
that!would!have!else!been!absorbed!only!by!SIAPROM.!
4.2.4 Differentiators
SIAPROM! should! keep! its! two! main! differentiation! features.! ! In! other! words,! the! institute!
should! keep! offering! services! that! are! both! of! high! quality! and! flexible! to! the! customers’!
needs.!
Although!valuable!and!necessary,!these!features!are!not!sufficient.!SIAPROM!could!enhance!
and!market!the!reliability!of!its!services.!!For!example,!students!follow!SIAPROM!formation!
in!order!to!find!a!job.!!Therefore,!developing!a!network!service!to!help!the!students!to!find!a!
job! would! reinforce! SIAPROM’s! reliability! for! that! market! segment.! ! Such! an! enhanced!
reliability!could!then!be!easily!marketed!to!the!students.!
4.2.5 Staging
As!mentioned!in!the!previous!section,!several!markets!are!appealing!to!SIAPROM.!!However,!
the! latter! only! disposes! of! spare! resources! and! time.! ! Therefore,! this! staging! section! is!
guided! by! the! belief! that! SIAPROM! should! focus! all! of! its! available! resources! onto! the!
development!or!the!consolidation!of!one!new!business!at!a!time.!!SIAPROM!is!not!a!multiY
national!that!can!afford!to!be!active!on!several!fronts.!!So!a!rapid,!aggressive!growth!based!
on!a!proven!business!model!should!be!prioritized!on!the!exploration!of!several!alternative!
business!models!for!now.!
ShortZTerm&Horizon&(1&to&2&Years)&
The! first! priority! for! SIAPROM! should! be! to! become! accredited.! ! Not! by! transforming! the!
current! facilities! since! the! scale! of! the! current! facility! is! too! small! to! be! a! viable! long! term!
solution.!!Moreover,!the!transformation!would!most!likely!prove!to!be!too!costly.!!So,!firstly,!
the! institute! should! acquire! or! build! a! new! facility! near! Kampala! that! can! host! a! couple!
hundred!students!and!be!accredited!in!order!to!increase!SIAPROM!students!turnYover.!!The!
new!facility!should!focus!at!first!on!animal!health!since!the!quality!of!that!product!is!already!
proven.! ! This! first! step! presents! both! medium! to! low! risks! while! allowing! the! institute! to!
grow!five!to!seven!folds!its!revenues.!
Once!the!new!school!in!Kampala!is!developed,!the!old!facilities!in!Masaka!could!become!an!
incubator!for!the!later!products.!!In!other!words,!once!the!school!in!Kampala!is!operating,!
the!school!in!Masaka!could!be!adapted!to!be!a!(for!example)!small!animal!production!school!
and! a! breeding! centre.! ! The! breeding! centre! was! selected! among! all! possible! alternative!
products! because! it! builds! on! the! current! expertise! of! SIAPROM! and! seems! to! bring! low!
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risks.! ! The! aim! of! this! transformation! of! the! facility! in! Masaka! is! to! test! at! low! costs! and!
improve!the!quality!of!new!products!that!would!later!become!a!full!part!of!SIAPROM’s!offer.!
Although,!several!other!businesses!have!much!potential,!they!should!be!set!aside!for!now!
due! to! the! lack! of! funds! at! SIAPROM,! the! lack! of! expertise! in! these! domains! and! the! high!
risks!involved.!
&
MediumZterm&Horizon&(2&to&5&Years)&
Once! quality! of! one! (or! two)! new! curriculum! is! proven! and! recognized! by! the! students,!
SIAPROM!should!aim!at!opening!schools!in!several!towns!of!Uganda.!!The!goal!here!is!now!
to! penetrate! the! market! with! a! lowYrisk! product! in! order! to! capture! a! larger! share! of! the!
market.! ! ! Besides,! a! (modest)! breeding! centre! could! be! developed! in! every! animal! health!
school!given!the!higher!margin!involved.!
The!goal!here!is!a!rapid!growth,!still!focused!on!the!core!of!SIAPROM’s!offer:!its!educational!
services! and! its! student! consultancy.! ! Developing! new! products! or! services! requires! times!
and!funds!that!SIAPROM!might!not!have!yet.!!On!top!of!that,!SIAPROM!might!want!to!grow!
fast!before!too!many!competitors!enter!the!market.!!The!benefits!of!alternative!products!at!
this! stage! are! not! evident! given! the! high! growth! potential! that! goes! with! the! opening! of!
new!facilities.!
!
LongZterm&Horizon&(5&to&10&Years)&
If! and! when! SIAPROM! manages! to! own! several! operating! schools,! it! can! start! developing!
higherYmargin! products.! ! At! this! stage,! the! potential! for! SIAPROM! to! keep! growing! in! the!
education! market! will! most! likely! be! largely! reduced.! ! In! other! words,! simply! keeping!
opening! new! facilities! might! not! be! a! profitable! investment! anymore.! Therefore,! the!
benefits! of! new! products! weight! now! their! full! weight! given! the! lack! of! profitability! of!
product!favorised!during!the!midYterm.!
!
The! business! should! be! developed! for! their! complementarity! of! the! current! core!
competencies!of!SIAPROM!and!for!their!profitability.!!The!first!new!product!that!should!be!
developed! are! the! networking! services.! ! Using! a! model! halfYway! between! an! Alumni!
network! and! a! rotary! club;! the! school! could! develop! a! more! professional! network.! ! The!
members!would!be!an!annual!registration!fee.!Besides!generating!alternative!revenues,!an!
extended!and!active!network!could!also!beneficiate!the!future!growth.!!For!example,!when!
a! new! facility! is! opened,! the! existence! of! a! large! network! will! facilitate! the! recruitment! of!
competent!employees.!
Lastly,! if! SIAPROM! runs! several! facilities,! with! profitable! breeding! centre! and! networking!
services,! we! would! then! advise! it! to! venture! into! the! consultancy! phone! business.! ! The!
possible!reach!and!disruptive!capability!of!such!a!business!model!is!not!to!be!shunned.!!But!
developing!such!a!business!would!most!likely!require!a!whole!team!and!a!great!investment.!!
The! technical! and! marketing! challenges! will! be! consequent! if! not! huge.! ! For! example,! the!
information! available! in! an! SMS! is! so! small! that! the! quality! of! the! service! is! dubious.!!
Therefore,! SIAPROM! would! have! to! figure! out! how! to! properly! diagnose! from! afar.! ! It!
definitely!deserves!a!shot!but!only!when!SIAPROM!can!afford!to!have!a!(paid)!team!working!
!
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5. Financing and Investment
5.1 Financial Resources
In! the! year! 2013/14,! SIAPROM! had! three! main! sources! of! revenue:! The! tuition! fees! paid! by!
students! directly,! the! bursaries! received! for! students! by! donor/aid! partners,! as! well! as! the!
income!from!SIAPROM’s!farm!consulting!services!and!short!courses.!!
Revenue&Source&

Amount&in&Ugandan&Shilling&

Tuition!fees!(25!students)!

41,250,000!(ca.!12,275!EUR)!

Bursaries!(15!students)!

15,750,000!(ca.!4,987!EUR)!

Consultancy,!short!courses,!etc.!

5,000,000!(ca.!1,488!EUR)!

Total&

62,000,000&(ca.&18,&449&EUR)&

!
The!following!is!SIAPROM’s!balance!sheet,!a!financial!snapshot!from!September!2014.!
ASSETS"
Current"Assets""
"
'
Estimated"Value""(USh)"
Cash!!
"
&&&5,004,500&&
Accounts!receivable"
&&&9,867,000!
Inventory!! "
&&&8,687,300!
Total!Current!Assets!!
"
&&&23,558,800&
Non>Current"Assets"" "
"
!
Property!!
150,000,000!
Vehicles!! !
&&&15,000,000"
Plant!and!equipment!!
!
&&&&6,078,000!
Total!NonYCurrent!Assets!!!
173,078,000!
Total'Assets'
196,636,800!
&
LIABILITIES"
Current"Liabilities"
"
'
Estimated"Value""(USh)"
Accounts!Payable"
4,750,000!
Credit!Card!Debt"
?!
Tax!Liability"
?!
Bank!overdraft!! "
3,650,000!
Non>Current"Liabilities"
"
!
LongYterm!business!loan!
13,000,000!
LongYterm!personal!loan!
&&7,000,000"
Total'Liabilities'
28,400,000&
!
!
SIAPROM’S"NET"ASSETS"
Total"Assets"–"Total"Liabilitiies'
168,236,800&USh"
"
Owner’s!Equity!
168,236,800&USh!
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5.2 Feasibility Study
The! first! step! supported! by! the! recommended! strategy! concerns! the! opening! of! a! new!
facility! in! Kampala! in! order! to! pursue! an! aggressive! growth.! We! thus! studied! whether! this!
step!was!financially!sustainable.!
Given!that!much!of!the!information!was!unavailable!and!its!collection!was!not!possible,!we!
based! this! section! of! this! study! on! many! assumptions.! ! More! specifically,! when! missing! a!
statistic!or!a!price,!an!educated!guess!was!used!instead.!!This!section!is!thus!not!about!the!
financial!study!of!the!opening!a!new!facility!in!Kampala!but!rather!the!method!and!the!excel!
model!used!to!obtain!it!as!well!as!the!following!analysis.!!The!computation!are!provided!in!
the!excel!model!while!a!summary!is!highlighted!in!the!appendix!(Appendix!2).!
The!financial!sustainability!of!the!project!will!be!evaluated!by!estimating!whether!the!project!
can!quickly!return!profits!and,!if!yes,!how!long!would!it!take!to!return!the!equivalent!of!the!
initial!investment.! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
First! of! all,! we! need! to! evaluate! the! amount! needed! to! acquire! the! facilities! in! Kampala.!!
Based!on!an!educated!guess!(see!appendix),!this!number!was!set!to!1,7!bn!USh.!!Once!again,!
the! accuracy! of! this! number! is! not! as! important! as! the! method! used! to! analyze! whether!
SIAPROM!should!invest!such!an!amount.!
After!evaluating!the!investment!needed,!the!next!step!consists!in!evaluating!the!annual!net!
income!generated!by!the!project.!!To!do!so,!we!need!to!evaluate!both!the!related!costs!and!
revenues.!!There!are!two!types!of!costs:!fixed!costs!and!marginal!costs.!!The!first!ones!are!
costs! that! do! not! depend! on! the! number! of! students! being! taught! at! the! institute.! ! The!
second!ones!are,!obviously,!costs!that!do!depend!on!the!number!of!students!taught!at!the!
institute.!!As!fixed!costs,!we!listed!the!board!costs!and!the!insurances.!!However,!this!list!is!
not!exhaustive.!There!could!be!easily!many!more!that!simply!would!need!to!be!added!in!the!
computation.!!For!the!marginal!costs,!we!kept!the!current!ones!and!updated!them!for!the!
costs! of! living! in! Kampala.! ! ! To! estimate! the! new! marginal! costs,! we! incremented! or!
discounted! the! current! ones! based! on! an! educated! guess.! ! To! come! up! with! the! final!
marginal! costs,! we! thus! brought! computed! the! current! costs! per! student! and! then!
multiplied! the! later! by! the! estimated! number! of! students.! ! For! example,! if! teaching! 10!
students! costs! 5,000! USh! so! far,! we! could! expect! the! costs! 25! students! to! be! 12,500! USh.!!
This! logic! led! the! evaluation! of! this! section.! ! For! further! detail,! see! the! ‘marginal! income’!
section!of!the!appendix.!
It!should!be!noted!that!many!fixed!costs!we!considered!as!marginal!ones.!!For!example,!the!
wages!of!the!staff!was!taken!as!marginal!costs.!!It!means!that!the!total!wages!to!the!staff!
would!depend!on!the!number!of!students.!!It!is!obviously!not!the!case.!!In!a!more!precise!
model,!these!costs!should!be!moved!to!the!fixed!costs.!!However,!we!can!expect!that!if!new!
school! has! twice! more! students! than! the! previous! one,! it! will! hire! twice! more! staff.! ! From!
that!perspective,!we!used!many!of!the!current!fixed!costs!as!marginal!costs!in!order!to!be!
able! to! estimated! the! amount! of! fixed! costs! need! in! the! new! facility.! ! Coming! back! to! the!
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image!previously!used,!we!do!not!know!yet!how!many!staff!members!would!be!hired!in!the!
beginning!of!the!year.!!Since!this!number!is!needed,!we!estimated!it!using!the!current!staff!
member!to!student!ratio.!!Once!SIAPROM!managerial!team!knows!how!many!staff!members!
are!needed,!it!can!compute!the!actual!amount!it!would!need!to!pay!to!its!staff.!!The!wages!
would!at!that!point!be!considered!as!fixed!costs.!
For! the! revenues,! we! developed! twelve! scenarios! in! order! to! assess! several! possibilities.!!
First! of! all,! three! different! numbers! of! students! coming! in! each! year! were! envisaged:! a!
pessimistic,! a! neutral! and! an! optimistic! scenario.! ! Under! these! scenarios,! the! number! of!
students!would!rise!from!a!modest!number!the!first!year!to!a!greater!level!that!varies!with!
each! scenario.! ! The! later! were! given! a! likelihood! of! occurrence.! ! Indeed,! if! the! pessimistic!
scenario!will!happen!only!1%!of!the!time,!it!should!not!weight!as!much!as!a!scenario!that!is!
more! likely! to! happen.! ! Then,! for! each! possible! number! of! students,! we! estimated! the!
income!for!different!fees:!the!current!one,!if!it!risen!by!10%,!20%!or!30%.!!We!thus!have!three!
possibilities!for!each!different!fee,!yielding!12!different!scenarios.!
We!will!now!present!the!results!of!the!analysis!of!these!scenarios.!!The!result!of!this!analysis!
is!now!very!dependent!on!our!estimations.!!We!thus!would!like!to!stretch!a!last!time!that!the!
method!and!logic!is!here!more!important!than!the!conclusion!since!SIAPROM!should!run!this!
analysis!again!with!updated!information!as!input.!!!!
The!first!result!is!that!with!the!current!income!and!expenses,!it!seems!likely!that!it!will!costs!
more!to!teach!the!students!that!what!their!fees!cover.!!An!increase!of!income!is!thus!needed!
to!make!the!new!facility!financially!sustainable.!!This!increase!of!income!cannot!come!from!
more! students! coming! in.! ! Indeed,! we! estimated! that! the! marginal! costs! of! teaching!
students!are!almost!as!high!as!their!fee.!!However,!SIAPROM!has!two!tools!at!its!disposition!
to! quickly! increase! its! income:! decrease! the! fraction! of! bursaries! or! increase! the! overall!
entrance!fee.!!The!profits!of!the!institute!are!greatly!degraded!by!the!burses!of!the!institute.!!
Actually,! 24%! of! marginal! costs! stem! only! from! the! large! number! of! bursaries! offered! by!
SIAPROM.!!Accordingly!to!the!strategy,!we!focused!on!increasing!the!fees.!!!
This! model! predicts! that! the! new! institute! could! return! profits! only! increase! its! income! by!
30%.!!Hence,!we!predicted!that!the!institute!should!increase!its!fees!by!30%.!!The!appendix!
shows! that! increase! the! fees! by! 20%! would! allow! the! institute! to! generate! significant!
revenues!but!the!latter!would!be!cancelled!out!by!the!high!fixed!costs!related!to!the!new!
facilities.!!!
The!analysis!of!the!total!profits!also!shows!that!a!critical!mass!of!350!students!seems!to!be!
necessary.!!Indeed,!if!the!institute!raises!its!fees!by!20%,!350!students!would!lead!to!a!breakY
even.!!If!it!raises!its!fees!by!30%,!the!same!amount!of!students!would!mark!the!threshold!of!
significant!profits.!
Thus,!in!order!to!generate!profits!and!repay!the!initial!investment,!SIAPROM!should!raise!its!
fees! by! 30%.! ! Under! that! condition,! we! believe! that! acquiring! the! new! facilities! will! be!
financially! sustainable! in! the! sense! that! it! will! generate! profits.! ! However,! it! would! take!
almost!40!years!to!repay!the!initial!investment!with!the!current!profits.!!This!shows!that!the!
profit!envisaged!so!far!are!rather!small!compared!to!the!investment!required.!!
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When! running! again! the! simulation! under! the! scenario! that! SIAPROM! would! dispense! no!
burses;!the!same!project!suddenly!shed!a!totally!different!light.!!Even!raising!its!fees!by!10%!
would!now!be!likely!to!allow!SIAPROM!to!collect!a!profit.!!Moreover,!if!the!institute!raises!its!
fees!by!30%!and!manages!to!attract!a!reasonable!number!of!students,!it!would!be!likely!to!
repay!the!investment!in!less!than!10!years.!!!
The!acquisition!of!the!new!facility!in!Kampala!is!thus!a!sound!plan!if!SIAPROM!could!raise!its!
fees!by!30%!and!still!be!able!to!attract!350!students.!!On!the!side,!SIAPROM!should!seriously!
consider! decreasing! the! fraction! of! bursaries! it! offers! every! year! –! if! considering! only! the!
financial! side! of! the! matter.! ! A! possible! solution! would! be! to! transform! these! burses! into!
loans.!!The!student!would!be!bound!by!contract!with!SIAPROM!to!pay!back!a!given!fraction!
of! its! future! income! until! it! has! paid! its! tuition! fees.! ! Under! such! terms,! SIAPROM! would!
receive!a!stream!of!extra!revenues!that!would!significantly!boost!its!profits.!
To!conclude!this!section,!we!showed!how!we!could!investigate!the!financial!sustainability!of!
an!investment.!!We!did!so!by!computing!the!net!income!for!several!scenarios!and!possible!
business!options.!!!

6. Conclusion
Agricultural!training,!consultancy!and!supply!of!high!quality!inputs!are!a!lucrative!business!in!
an!agricultural!country!like!Uganda.!However,!the!only!challenge!with!SIAPROM!is!the!low!
capital!base,!which!prevents!the!institute!from!putting!up!structures!and!registering!it.!!The!
latter!will!eventually!see!increased!enrollment!and!higher!incomes.!
!
To!achieve!these!higher!incomes,!SIAPROM!needs!to!pursue!a!lowYrisk,!organic!aggressive!
growth.!!In!other!words,!it!needs!to!focus!all!its!means!and!assets!on!developing!quickly!its!
current! activities! in! order! to! capture! a! larger! market! share! and! generate! extra! revenues.!!
Later!on,!riskier!and!more!diversified!businesses!should!be!envisaged.!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: List of Interviewees in Uganda
!
BRAC Uganda
Mr. Abul Kashem Mozumder
Country Representative
Plot 90, Busingiri Zone, Off Entebbe Rd., Nyanama, Kampala
M: +256 712 111 322 ; +256 759 214 306
E: mozumber.ak@brac.net
Website: www.brac.net
Mr. Albert Ssimbwa
Program Manager, Karamoja-Program
M: +256 756 217 932 ; +256 773 816 532
Dutch Embassy
Mr. Josephat Byaruhanga
Senior Policy Officer/Agriculture and Agribusiness
Ambassade van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden
Rwenzori Courts, 4th floor, Nakasero Road, Plot 2, Kampala
T: +256 41 4346 000 and +256 41 4231 861
M: + 256 772 918 372
E: josephat.byaruhanga@minbuza.nl
Twitter: josephatby
Website: www.uganda.nlembassy.org
Enterprise Uganda
Plot 38, Lumumba Avenue, Nakasero, Kampala
T: +256 312 382 100
FinAfrica
Mr. Agabe Bless
UMA Show Grounds, Jinja Rd., Lugogo, Kampala
M: +256 782 766 873
E: agbless2@gmail.com
Website: www.finafrica.org
FK Youth
Mr. Farid Karama
M: +256 752 584069
E: fkyouth@gmaill.com
Website: www.fkyouth.org
Facebook: FK Youth Mentoring Network
LiveBuild
Mr. Douwe van Loenen
Makerere University
Mr. George B. Batte
Head of Department, Department of Entrepreneurship
Plot M118, Portbell Road, Kampala
T: +256 414 338 173
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M: + 256 752 953 397
E: hodentrepreneurship@mubs.ac.ug ; gbatte@mubs.ac.ug ; gbatte@hotmail.com
Website: www.mubs.ac.ug
Mathias Ssuuna
Sound-Engineering and Music Production Entrepreneur
M: +256 775 201 110
PELUM Uganda
Ms. Ruth Nabaggala
Programme Officer/Agricultural Market Development
Plot 155, Kira Road, Kamwokya, Kampala
T: + 256 414 533 973
M: +256 712 121 373
E: ruthnabaggala@pelumuganda.org
Website: www.pelumuganda.org
PRIDE Microcredit Ltd.
Nakawa Branch, UMA Show Grounds, Lugogo, Kampala
T: +256 414 220 751
Website: www.pridemicrofinance.co.ug
SIAPROM
Mr. Mathias Wasswa
E: lubwass@yahoo.com
USSIA – Uganda Small Scale Industries Association
Mr. Kawule Jooga
Assistant Technical Advisor – Central Region
USSIA Building, UMA Show Grounds, Jinja Rd., Lugogo, Kampala
T: +256 414 286838 ; +256 312 278798
M: +256 712 442 560
E: kjooga@ussia.or.ug
Website: www.ussia.or.ug
YEDMA Africa
Mr. Tinyefunza William
UWEAL House, UMA Show Grounds, Jinja Rd., Lugogo, Kampala
M: +256 771 825 379
E: william.t@yedmaafrica.org
Facebook: YEDMAAfrica
Twitter: yedmaafrica
Website: www.yedmaafrica.org
Mr. Andrew Nangai
M: +256 711 336 617
E: andrewnangai@gmail.com
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Assumption*#1:*max*capacity*current*facility*of 75 students
Assumption*#2:*max*capacity*Kampala*facility*of 450 Students

Initial*Investment
Facility(purchase
Accreditation(related(costs
Furnitures
Repairs
Total

Annual*Fixed*Costs
Insurances
Board(costs
Total

1406700000
70335000
105502500
140670000
1723207500

(((((42.201.000,00(
((((((((4.800.000,00(
*****47.001.000,00*

Return*on*investment*obtained*after…(years)*;*
Fees(risen(by(10%
C(((((((((((((((((((((36,33(
Fees(risen(by(20%
C(((((((((((((((((((356,70(
Fees(risen(by(30%
(((((((((((((((((((((42,06(
NB:(if(this(number(is(negative,(the(return(will(never(be(obtained(
((((((((since(SIAPROM(loses(money(every(year(in(this(scenario

Probabilty*of*occurance

Number*of*students
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Marginal*annual*income*
BreakReven*turnRover*(students)

Pessimistic
25%

Neutral
50%

Optimistic
25%

Pessimistic
150
225
275

Neutral
200
300
350

Optimistic
250
350
425

Risen(10%
C8958
Impossible

Risen(20%
120208
391

Risen(30%
249375
188

Annual*income*if*risen*10%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
C((((((1.343.750,00(
C((((((2.015.625,00(
C((((((2.463.541,67(

Neutral
C(((((1.791.666,67(
C(((((2.687.500,00(
C(((((3.135.416,67(

Optimistic
C((((((2.239.583,33(
C((((((3.135.416,67(
C((((((3.807.291,67(

Annual*income*if*risen*20%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
((((18.031.250,00(
((((27.046.875,00(
((((33.057.291,67(

Neutral
(((24.041.666,67(
(((36.062.500,00(
(((42.072.916,67(

Optimistic
((((30.052.083,33(
((((42.072.916,67(
((((51.088.541,67(

Annual*income*if*risen*30%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
((((37.406.250,00(
((((56.109.375,00(
((((68.578.125,00(

Neutral
(((49.875.000,00(
(((74.812.500,00(
(((87.281.250,00(

Optimistic
((((62.343.750,00(
((((87.281.250,00(
((105.984.375,00(

Annual(income(with(the(marginal(costs(already(taken(into(account.

This(three(number(give(the(probability(of(occurance(of(every(scenario:(the(pessimistic,(neutral(and(optimistic(one.

Net*income*10%
Pessimistic
1st(Year
C((48.344.750,00(
2nd(Year
C((49.016.625,00(
3rd(Year
C((49.464.541,67(

Neutral
C((48.792.666,67(
C((49.688.500,00(
C((50.136.416,67(

Optimistic
C((49.240.583,33(
C((50.136.416,67(
C((50.808.291,67(

Average
C((48.792.666,67(
C((49.632.510,42(
C((50.136.416,67(

Net*income*20%
Pessimistic
1st(Year
C((28.969.750,00(
2nd(Year
C((19.954.125,00(
3rd(Year
C((13.943.708,33(

Neutral
C((22.959.333,33(
C((10.938.500,00(
C((((4.928.083,33(

Optimistic
C((16.948.916,67(
C((((4.928.083,33(
((((4.087.541,67(

Average
C((22.959.333,33(
C((11.689.802,08(
C((((4.928.083,33(

Net*income*30%
Pessimistic
1st(Year
C((((9.594.750,00(
2nd(Year
((((9.108.375,00(
3rd(Year
((21.577.125,00(

Neutral
((((2.874.000,00(
((27.811.500,00(
((40.280.250,00(

Optimistic
((15.342.750,00(
((40.280.250,00(
((58.983.375,00(

Average
((((2.874.000,00(
((26.252.906,25(
((40.280.250,00(

Total(profits(once(all(costs((fixed(and(marginal)(are(taken(into(account

No*bursaries
Assumption*#1:*max*capacity*current*facility*of 75 students
Assumption*#2:*max*capacity*Kampala*facility*of 450 Students

Initial*Investment
Facility(purchase
Accreditation(related(costs
Furnitures
Repairs
Total

Annual*Fixed*Costs
Insurances
Board(costs
Total

1406700000
70335000
105502500
140670000
1723207500

(((((42.201.000,00(
((((((((4.800.000,00(
*****47.001.000,00*

Return*on*investment*obtained*after…(years)*;*
Fees(risen(by(10%
(((((((((((((((((((((18,56(
Fees(risen(by(20%
(((((((((((((((((((((11,77(
Fees(risen(by(30%
(((((((((((((((((((((((8,42(
NB:(if(this(number(is(negative,(the(return(will(never(be(obtained(
((((((((since(SIAPROM(loses(money(every(year(in(this(scenario

No*bursaries
Probabilty*of*occurance

Number*of*students
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Marginal*annual*income*
BreakReven*turnRover*(students)

Pessimistic
25%

Neutral
50%

Optimistic
25%

Pessimistic
150
225
275

Neutral
200
300
350

Optimistic
250
350
425

Risen(10%
384792
122

Risen(20%
513958
91

Risen(30%
643125
73

Annual*income*if*risen*10%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
((((57.718.750,00(
((((86.578.125,00(
((105.817.708,33(

Neutral
(((((76.958.333,33(
(((115.437.500,00(
(((134.677.083,33(

Optimistic
((((96.197.916,67(
((134.677.083,33(
((163.536.458,33(

Annual*income*if*risen*20%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
((((77.093.750,00(
((115.640.625,00(
((141.338.541,67(

Neutral
(((102.791.666,67(
(((154.187.500,00(
(((179.885.416,67(

Optimistic
((128.489.583,33(
((179.885.416,67(
((218.432.291,67(

Annual*income*if*risen*30%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
((((96.468.750,00(
((144.703.125,00(
((176.859.375,00(

Neutral
(((128.625.000,00(
(((192.937.500,00(
(((225.093.750,00(

Optimistic
((160.781.250,00(
((225.093.750,00(
((273.328.125,00(

Annual(income(with(the(marginal(costs(already(taken(into(account.

No*bursaries

Net*income*10%
Pessimistic
1st(Year
(((((10.717.750,00(
2nd(Year
(((((39.577.125,00(
3rd(Year
(((((58.816.708,33(

Neutral
(((29.957.333,33(
(((68.436.500,00(
(((87.676.083,33(

Optimistic
((((49.196.916,67(
((((87.676.083,33(
((116.535.458,33(

Average
(((29.957.333,33(
(((66.031.552,08(
(((87.676.083,33(

Net*income*20%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
(((((30.092.750,00(
(((((68.639.625,00(
(((((94.337.541,67(

Neutral
(((55.790.666,67(
(107.186.500,00(
(132.884.416,67(

Optimistic
((((81.488.583,33(
((132.884.416,67(
((171.431.291,67(

Average
(((55.790.666,67(
(103.974.260,42(
(132.884.416,67(

Net*income*30%
1st(Year
2nd(Year
3rd(Year

Pessimistic
(((((49.467.750,00(
(((((97.702.125,00(
(((129.858.375,00(

Neutral
(((81.624.000,00(
(145.936.500,00(
(178.092.750,00(

Optimistic
((113.780.250,00(
((178.092.750,00(
((226.327.125,00(

Average
(((81.624.000,00(
(141.916.968,75(
(178.092.750,00(

Total(profits(once(all(costs((fixed(and(marginal)(are(taken(into(account
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Should!you!require!further!information!about!this!project,!please!contact!the!EFR!under!
involve@efr.nl.!
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Introduction
Background
This report is written in request of Kinderen van Uganda as part of the EFR Involve research
project. The Involve project is an initiative of the Economic Faculty association Rotterdam (EFR)
and was started three years ago as a development research project. The project offers students
the opportunity to put the theoretical knowledge gained at the Erasmus University of Rotterdam
into practice. In previous years separate projects in Cameroon and Ghana have focussed on water
management and electricity constraints in rural areas (the research was conducted for LiveBuild).
However, this year the focus of the research is the youth unemployment in Uganda, which is an
economically highly relevant topic given the high levels of youth unemployment in recent years.
The topic was suggested for the Involve project 2014 by their new-found partner Kinderen van
Uganda (KvU). KvU is an organization that has been founded in 1995 by volunteers in the
Netherlands and supports local NGO’s and organizations in Uganda.
In April 2014 a group of twenty motivated bachelor 3- or master students came together in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands, to start the first two months of desk research, which was followed
by three weeks of field research in Uganda between the 23rd of July and the 15th of August 2014.
Research question
The main research question how youth unemployment can be decreased with a special focus on
the agricultural sector was answered in three phases. During the first phase relevant background
information on Uganda and our areas of interest, namely the economy, the labour market and the
educational system, was collected. For the second two months, the group was split in three
groups, such that the research question was addressed in three different, more practical research
propositions that increase the likelihood that the research will be of use to KvU. The three groups
focussed on Agriculture, Business and Institutions.
After the completion of the desk research in the Netherlands, the field research in Uganda
consisted of appointments with NGOs, micro-credit companies, the ministry of agriculture and
farmer cooperatives, amongst others, in order to discuss our research question and to finally
formulate practical solutions.

Three possible solutions to reduce youth unemployment
As the Institution Group we have focussed on the role of (non-)governmental institutions in the
process of decreasing youth unemployment. During the desk research three possible
solutions emerged. A short description of the business ideas and their theoretical
background to decrease youth employment in the agricultural sector will be given in the
below.
1. Farmer Cooperation
80% of the Ugandan population is dependent on agriculture. The majority of those are poor
subsistence farmers and peasants in rural areas. As a result of lacking information on the
prevailing market prices, market trends and the remoteness of many villages, there is a very high
level of exploitation of individual farmers by the local middle men, who buy up the farmers’
products. These middle men are tradesmen who buy the farmers´ crops and finalize the
production process or sell them to shops and other traders. The problem is that the tradesmen
are mostly informed about the prevailing market prices, while the farmers do not have access to
that information before the middlemen pass their farm to buy up their crops. Furthermore, there
i soften only one middle man passing each village, so that there seems to be a high dependence
on the local tradesmen. Adding to this, in recent years, Uganda has seen an increase in the
pressure from middlemen from Kenya. They come to Uganda to buy the crops at a very low price
and take the products back to Uganda to finalize the production process ( for example to roasting
of coffee beans) which adds a lot of value to the product. Thus, the Kenyan middle men can ask a
higher price for the final product.
A possible solution to this problem can be to bring different farmers of the same crop together in
order to unite them in a cooperative This cooperative can assure them a stable income by setting
up relationships with companies and institutions that will buy their products. The cooperative can
pool and store the products and sell them at a time when the market price is most favourable.
To prevent them from selling their products quickly to a middle man right after harvest, as a
consequence of the high need for short term profits, the cooperative will pay them a year round
salary. This salary is higher because products can be sold in periods of less supply and higher
demand, in exchange for the guarantee that the farmer will sell its products to the cooperative.
The cooperative can also help to increase the crop yield as well as the quality of the crops by
providing trainings to help the farmers to see their farm as a business and to increase their income,
given to seasons and good agricultural conditions in Uganda.
2. Market demand information centre
Having one of the highest start-up rates in the world, Uganda shows a lot of entrepreneurial
potential. However, many people will see their company fail soon again, as a consequence of
lacking business management skills, such as knowledge about book keeping, IT, as well as financial
and general management. Part of the problem is that companies are neither started as a response
to the demand in the market for the products that they sell, nor do they distinguish themselves
from the other businesses around. Thus, an information centre can provide potential

entrepreneurs in a village with market information and help them to find a business for which
there is sufficient market demand. In this way, a diverse market will arise in which diversified
businesses will focus on different products. The information centre will not only provide the
potential entrepreneurs with necessary market information, but also help them with training to
get the necessary skills required in order to turn their business into a success.
3. Job Centre
Each year 40,000 students graduate from the Makere University, while only about 8000 jobs are
offered (George Batu, 29/07). Most unemployed people look for job placements in the
newspapers, however, due the excess demand for jobs, many available job positions have already
been filled by the time the newspapers are sold. Next to the newspapers there is no central
database with available jobs, which people can access online and which is continuously updated,
presenting the latest job openings in certain areas. Furthermore, there are also no physical job
centres, where unemployed people can register and leave their profile in the database of the job
centre. When jobs become available, a job centre could create a match with suitable job-seekers
that are in their database. The job centre would also be involved in providing training for the
unemployed on topics such as the job screening and application process, as well as interview
trainings and trainings on how to present and market yourself.
Advantages and drawbacks business ideas
The next section will present the advantages and drawbacks of each business idea.
With respect to the farmer cooperative, the spread and distribution of information is facilitated
compared to reaching out to individual farmers in remote villages. In addition to that, a group of
farmers can enjoy a better negotiation position and more market power. A group of farmers can
also achieve higher levels of trust and commitment, as they are aiming for a common goal and
are mostly socially connected already prior to the establishment of the cooperative. Farmers who
join the cooperative have to be local farmers with some knowledge about business skills. Hence,
there seem to be several direct impacts and positive results from the farmer cooperative.
Nevertheless, a farmer cooperative can still be used to exploit farmers if there is a low level of
trust, which is quite difficult to enforce among the participants. Furthermore, there is a high need
for structure and organization, which Ugandans seem to find difficult to establish, so that it can
be difficult to set up a cooperative. In addition to that, one has to be cautious about the high levels
of corruptions present in the country.
Next to a farmer cooperative where all members are equally treated and have the same
responsibility, there is also the possibility to elect a local farmer to be the leader of the
cooperative, who has an entrepreneurial business mind, carries the interest of the farmers and
represents the cooperative as a business. Having a leader of the cooperative, who is preferably a
neighbouring farmer, is more sustainable and the farmers have to trust one strong farmer instead
of all the other members at the same time. Given that the leader earns money of the other
farmers and coordinates their savings, the farmers have to trust him and he has to establish the
trust by helping them out during times of financial trouble for instance. However, it is difficult to

find a capable, trustworthy entrepreneurial farmer with the ability to lead the cooperative. The
most common constraint of cooperatives is the lack of starting and working capital, so that it is
tough for the farmers to handle certain advance payments. Overall, the farmer cooperative can
ensure better quality of the products, which results in a better reputation of the products sold, so
that it can possibly stabilize the prices in the long term.
With respect to the second business idea, the market demand information centre, there are many
advantages it can offer, especially to local farmers. The market demand information centre can
provide better feedback and knowledge about the quality and value of their product sold and help
to increase the quality of their product. Furthermore, the centre can offer knowledge and
information about the market prices for farmers, so that farmers could adjust their prices more
towards market standarts. In addition to that, the centre can provide information about the
benefits of storing the harvest in a warehouse, until supply has dropped and the demand and
market price for the crop have risen. Moreover, the centre can support the farmers to diversify
their livelihood, so that they become less dependent on the middlemen, who purchase their
crops. This transfer of knowledge is especially beneficial in the long term if the information
provided by the centre to the farmers will be passed on to neighbouring farmers and their
children. In addition to that, local farmers can receive information via SMS or radio about
upcoming weather conditions, which fertilizers work best etc. in order to achieve a better harvest.
Similar to the drawbacks of the farmer cooperative, trust is also a constraint for the information
centre, because the local population is not very prone of changes. Hence, it is difficult to make
local people change their actual behaviour and habits, for example convincing farmers to plant
other crops then they normally do. Additionally, it is difficult to reach individual farmers in remote
villages, who receive most information per SMS or the radio. In order to ensure continuously high
levels of trust of the local people and a good reputation of the information centre, the information
provided by the centre has to be up-to date at all times.
It is very difficult to screen and verify the CV’s and applications of applicants, so that the job centre
and database would work best if they were linked to the university to ensure that the applicants
are high quality students. Many poor people especially in the rural areas do not have access to
the internet and there is a high rate of illiteracy among them, so that mostly people in urban areas
with a certain level of education could benefit from an (online) database of job openings and a
job centre.
Taking all the advantages and drawback of the job centre into account, we have decided to drop
the third business idea of the job centre and a central job database for several reasons. Most
importantly, even though there is a high need for a central database of available jobs, this business
idea is less relevant for our research partner, KvU, Kinderen van Uganda. Next to that it is unlikely
that job centres would work in the villages because of oversupply of labour, low education levels
and the overall lack of available jobs, so that only the idea of an online central database of
available jobs seems to be feasible. However the lack of sufficient supply of jobs makes it very
difficult to match educated young people with open job positions. Given the difficulties of
verifying the CVs of applicants, young people have to proof themselves to companies by doing an

unpaid internship in order to show their abilities and commitment to the work.
Nevertheless, this business idea can be a good starting point for students of the Makere University
Business School (MUBS) to work it out in more detail, possibly with the help and guidance of
FinAfrica. A more detailed description of the business idea concerning an online jobdatabase can
be found in the Appendix.
The following analysis will thus focus on farmer cooperative, since we believe that this business
idea is the most feasible and beneficial one in order to decrease youth unemployment in the
future. As described before, a farmer cooperative can help to stabilize prices and rise the income
of farmers, so that we hope that agriculture will become more popular among young people. This
would lower the pressure of the excess demand for jobs and the need to match job seekers and
employers in urban areas.
The market demand centre is one step ahead since the way to communicate with the farmers to
spread the information can be done through the farmer cooperative. The farmer cooperative will
thus facilitate the spread of information and the access to it. We will come back to the Market
Information Centre later when combining it with the farmer cooperative.

Farmer cooperatives
SWOT analysis
In this chapter we will perform a SWOT analysis, in which the Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats of a farmer cooperative will be uncovered. We assume that the
cooperative to which these characteristics apply, is a cooperative that is a well functioning and
somewhat developed cooperative. This means that the right structure, as offered in the chapter
‘how to set up a cooperative’ is in place and that the improvements mentioned under ‘how to
improve a cooperative’, such as the availability of trainings, have been made. The cooperative is
thus somewhat developed, but it does not have to be very large. To such a cooperative, the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats listed below have to be considered.

Weaknesses
Strengths
1. Favourable agricultural conditions
2. Collective voice
3. Democratic structure
4. Way to cut out the middleman
5. Easier spread of market information to individual
farmers
6. Market power
7. Offer professional trainings to all farmers
8. Provide social and economic security

1. Distrust towards cooperatives
2. Starting capital
3. Slow progress
4. High need for short term capital

Opportunities

Threats

1. Diversity of products
2. Increase export by profiting from a stronger market
in the East African Federation
3. Increased access to market information for invidual
farmers
4. Benefit from the mandatory internships for students
5. Improved access to inputs
6. Use advanced means of treating their crops against
diseases
7. Benefit from economies of scale with other farmer
cooperatives
8. Become involved in value adding activities, higher in
the value chain
9. Increased access to world market
10. Presence of financial services for individual farmers
11. Use stored harvest as collateral for loans

1. Government will try to destroy the organization once
it becomes too powerful
2. Cooperatives are used for political means, and trust
will be destroyed
3. Diminishing fertility of the soil and climate change
4. Mismanagement of funds and misuse of power of
administration of a cooperative
5. Political, economic and social instability in the
country
6. Threat of middle men

Strengths:
1. Favourable agricultural conditions
2. Collective voice
3. Democratic structure
4. Way to cut out the middleman
5. Easier spread of market information to individual farmers
6. Market power
7. Offer professional trainings to all farmers
8. Provide social and economic security
Strengths
1. Favourable agricultural conditions
The Ugandan soil has always been very fertile. That is a great benefit since this means that
crops will grow easily. Furthermore, weather conditions are good. Besides, there is a lot of
unused land in the villages.
2. Collective voice
When grouped together, the cooperative can have more impact on political, social and
economic level. The cooperative can have a voice in the parish or district discussions on
politics.
3. Democratic structure
Farmers do not want to be exploited. A middleman can exploit the farmers by
giving a low price.Farmers do not like the hierarchy if they cannot choose thirselves
who will be their leader. A democratic structure contributes to equality.
4. Way to cut out the middleman
The farmers in the cooperative together can buy or rent a truck to transport their harvest
and sell directly to the markets in the city instead of selling to the middleman for lower
prices..
5. Easier spread of market information to individual farmers
The cooperative can share information on weather conditions and possible fertilizers so
the harvest will be bigger.
6. Market power
The market power increases when selling with a group instead of selling your own harvest.
Even if the cooperation can not affort to rent a truck to bring their harvest directly to the
city-markets, your negotiation position still improves because of the fact that you discuss
selling prices with the farmer groups all together. The cooperative can work together with
people in the city and call for current market prices for example. The farmers can thus gain
more profit if they know the real prices in the city. Some people even say that the seller
now decides the price instead of the buyer. That is of course not true in all cases, but at
least the farmers have gained more power as sellers.
- Exploitation of economies of scale
You can decide to buy part of a truck (to transfer your goods) with your farmers group
which is way more beneficial than buying a part of the truck on your own.
Furthermore, you can buy fertilizers in bigger loads when using it with the whole
group.

-

Increase the quality of the product
When you work together with other farmers and share information, the quality of your
product can increase. The result is that the demand market for better
products is bigger so there is enough demand.
7. Offer professional trainings to all farmers
Many farmers are ignorant of the possibilities of their farm. Not only are they often
unaware of the value of their products, but also of the quality the prevailing market price
and on treatment of their crops. With adequate trainings, farmers could be taught to
think more as a business man or woman and to raise their earning by delivering a better
product. Constant change is necessary to create a product that is marketable and for this
innovation through knowledge supply is necessary.
a. - Use irrigation and fertilizer to make the ground more fertile
The soil of Uganda has always been said to be very fertile. Due to intensive cropping
over the past decades, many farmers notice that their soil has become less fertile
and that yield of their ground has fallen. In order to reverse this process, it is
necessary to make use of fertilizers that are suitable for the Ugandan climate.
Another problem is that farmer are often far away from a water source so that they
depend totally on rainfall to water their crops. With improved irrigation systems
farmer wouldn’t solely have to rely on rainfall.
8. Provide social and economic security
Sometimes it is better to wait a few weeks before you sell your harvest. However, some
farmers really need money immediately and sell their harvest against a low price due to
necessity. When there is a savings account, farmers can be paid in advance and the harvest
can be sold later at a higher price.
Weaknesses:
1. Distrust towards cooperatives
2. Starting capital
3. Slow progress
4. High need for short term capital
Weaknesses
1. Distrust towards cooperative
There is a lot of distrust from farmers against cooperative. There are farmers who fear
cooperative because of political issues that happened years before. Candidates for
president promoted and promised cooperative to get more money when they voted in
favour of the candidate. However, when the cooperative became too big, the government
tackled them down because they were scared that the cooperative would be too powerful.
The candidates used the farmers as marionettes to gain more votes. Therefore there is a
lot of distrust against cooperatives.
2. Starting capital
Ideally you want to pay the farmers in advance. So you can keep the harvest for some time
and sell it at the market when the price is optimal. To do so, you need capital. Farmers
normally don’t have savings, so they can’t wait with selling their harvest until an optimal

price is reached. They have to sell directly to the market for a lower price. Starting capital
is therefore needed but hard to find in Uganda, high interest rates are normal and farmers
mostly don’t have some collateral to assure the bank that the money is coming back.
3. Slow progress
It takes a long time before farmers start to see the benefits of a cooperative. People are
not easily willing to change crops or add another crop to earn money. You really need to
prove and show them you are right. Besides, the trust issue is so big that it takes a lot of
time before farmers will step into the cooperative. Furthermore, the increase of the
harvest takes a long time as well since farmers will stick as long as possible to their own
habits. This means that the increase of profit is a slow process as well.
4. Fear of times of financial stress will lead to high need for short term capital
The middlemen can and may exploit the farmers in times of financial stress, this can be
prevented by a saving initiative. The farmer group is still a very small group on the market,
they do not make a difference on the market in the capital city for example. Also, they have
relatively small market power, the international market can’t be influenced for example.
Most of the times they cannot fill a whole truck, because they don’t have enough harvest;
the truck will be partly empty. They need to work together with other farmer groups that
are a member of the same coorperative. In this way costs can be shared and a saving
initiative can be started to eliminate the problem of the middle man who wants to make
advantage of the farmers. However, the trust issue is a problem when working together
with another group.
Opportunities:
1. Diversity of products
2. Increase export by profiting from a stronger market in the East African Federation
3. Increased access to market information for invidual farmers
4. Benefit from the mandatory internships for students
5. Improved access to inputs
6. Use advanced means of treating their crops against diseases
7. Benefit from economies of scale with other farmer cooperatives
8. Become involved in value adding activities, higher in the value chain
9. Increased access to world market
10. Presence of financial services for individual farmers
11. Use stored harvest as collateral for loans
Opportunities
1. Diversity of products
There is a benefit in multiple commodity trading, since individual farmers are less dependent on
the middlemen, have more security and a constant flow of income if they grow multiple crops for
the commodity market. It’s important that the farmers diversify their crops, the cooperative
should still focus on one specific crop.
When there is a middleman, he has no interest in pushing the farmers to grow various crops.
Hence people on a farm often depend on only one crop for the commodity market. They have
some other crops but this is used for their own consumption. Once they are a member of a

cooperative, they are more open to growing other crops since the cooperative will advise them to
do so. This variety makes them less dependent on the value of the only crop. Besides, they have
incomes at different times.
2. Increase export by profiting from a stronger market in the East African Federation
With the introduction of a common market for goods, labour and capital in 2010 the East African
Federation, a large market has opened up to which products can be exported. There are great
exporting opportunities in this emerging market that combines the markets of Burundi, Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda (East African Community, 2014) (Cristopher, 06-08-2014).
3.
Increased
access
to
market
information
for
invidual
farmers
In order to create continious loyalty to the cooperative and to combat the temptation of the
middleman that offers advance payments, an information system could be introduced that
reaches farmers directly, for example via mobile phones. This will not only keep them commited
but can also provide them with vital information for their business. Weather forecasts, climate
change, scheduled trainings as well as price fluctuations could be transferred by the market
information center. With this information all farmers can directly act on changes in the market
and the environment.
4. Benefit from the mandatory internships for students
Create internship opportunities for students from argicultural vocational training centers as well
as students from Universities, as a result the cooperative will benefit from the knowledge of the
students and students will benefit from a usefull internship.
In the current situation there are on the one hand, farmer's cooperative who often lack sufficient
access to information and have difficulty in providing suitable trainings. On the other hand there
is a great need for internship opportunities for the students of Makerere University (Batu, 29-072014). When we combine these two facts a wonderful exchange could take place. The cooperative
gains access to information through the university student and the university student has a
valuable learning experience.
5. Improved access to inputs
Means to improve the quality and quantity of the crops are often hard to come by for farmers in
a village. When they would be able to use for example fertilizers or vaccines and treatments such
as pesticides, which are necessary to avoid losing (part of) the harvest, they would be able to
improve their product significantly. When a shop would be accessible for the farmers where they
can buy such inputs, this would mean a step forward on the way to commercialization of their
business (Bucyanyandi, 11-08-2014).
6. Use advanced means of treating their crops against diseases
As anywhere in the world, Ugandan farmer are faced with deceases that threaten their crops and
livestock. Vaccines and treatments such as pesticides are necessary to avoid losing (part of) the
harvest (Bucyanyandi, 11-08-2014). Cooperatives should provide means of treating their crops
against diseases and give vocational training in prevending diseases.
7. Benefit from economies of scale with other farmer cooperative
The best solution would be to create an umbrella organization for farmers cooperatives to
facilitate the exchange of knowledge, create a collective voices and to combine efforts in
marketing, training, management etc an umbrella organization could be created of which all
farmer cooperative become a member. This organization could also perform as a research and
training center that provides information and trainings to its members.

8. Become involved in value adding activities, higher in the value chain
Most agricultural products that are sold out of Uganda today are raw products, to which hardly
any value has been added. If farmer cooperatives would focus on first added value to product of
their farmers they would move up the value chain and gain a much higher profit. The profit made
by adding value is then not collected by the country that the product is exported to, but by the
cooperatives and thus the Ugandan farmers themselves.
9. Increased access to world market
Globalization is a development that also influences Uganda. In general it has become much more
easy to transport goods all over the world and to trade with many partners. This provides a good
opportunity for Uganda, since the growth of the world population creates a greater demand for
food. As a country whose economy agriculture plays an important role, Uganda could benefit from
this development greatly.
10. Presence of financial services for individual farmers
The most important problems in the lives of individual farmers are financial ones. The immediate
need for cash to solve short term problems and the temptation to get this cash from the middle
man is a weakness of cooperative. This weakness can be tackled if farmers have access to a
financial service centre, where they can save in times of prosperity and borrow in time of financial
distress. If such organizations were present, farmers would be much more likely to stay loyal to
the cooperative.
11. Use stored harvest as collateral for loans
In order to create more value for example by stepping up the value chain, but also to realize some
other opportunities, the cooperative needs access to loans, form either financial institutions or
NGOs. When the harvest is bought from the farmers and temporarily stored, this could serve as
collateral. With this as a guarantee towards the provider of the loan, the cooperative gains access
to the financial means that it needs to grow.
Threats:
1. Government will try to destroy the organization once it becomes too powerful
2. Cooperatives are used for political means, and trust will be destroyed
3. Diminishing fertility of the soil and climate change
4. Mismanagement of funds and misuse of power of administration of a cooperative
5. Political, economic and social instability in the country
6. Threat of middle men
Threats
1. Government will try to destroy the organization once it becomes too powerful.
The risk for the government, when cooperative are successful, is that they will start operating at
a district and national level and will want to influence politics. If they become too powerful the
government will try to destroy the cooperative.
2. Cooperatives are used for political means, and trust will be destroyed.
In the past Uganda knew many successful farmer cooperatives, which were however destroyed
by politicians when they started using the cooperatives to influence its members politically. Since
the cooperatives are in an ideal situation capable of reaching many people, people can misuse the

cooperative to communicate a message. The farmers will feel betrayed by the cooperative, if this
happens and will lose trust in it, after which the organization will fall apart (Kahiigwa, 31-07-2014).
3. Diminishing fertility of the soil and climate change
One of the strengths of Ugandan farmers is that they work of very fertile ground in a climate that
is very suitable for agriculture. Due to intensive use of soil for many years and few knowledge on
how to treat the soil, many plots of land have become much less fertile over the years. This has
led to a decrease in yearly harvest.
4. Mismanagement of funds and misuse of power of administration of a cooperative
Corruption is a vice that is omnipresent in Uganda. Corruption and mismanagement therefore
pose a great threat to the sustainability of farmer cooperatives. When large sums of money
become involved in a somewhat bigger and more experienced cooperative the risk of fraud
becomes bigger.
5. Political, economic and social instability in the country
With national elections coming up in 2016, there will be a period of uncertainty as for the political
course of the country. In the past three decades Uganda has been a quite stable country, but it
has known period of severe turbulence before that. Furthermore, Uganda is surrounded by a lot
of instable neighbouring countries and it is not sure what will happen over there.
6. Threat of middle men
When farmers are really out of money and the middleman passes by, the farmer will often sell
(part of) the harvest to the middleman. The middleman triggers the farmer to sell it immediately
and pretends like he is offering a high price. Furthermore, the middleman comes by to set a fixed
price for harvest that is not ready yet. When the price of the product increases, you as a farmer
still get the fixed price and you miss a lot of profit.
How to set up a cooperative?
In this chapter, we will discuss what is the best way to set up a cooperative. In order to set up a
cooperative one has to start by forming farmers groups on the village level. The use of the farmer
group is to create a local social environment in which farmers support each other and through
which communication with the cooperative is facilitated. The farmer groups are organized groups
of 10-30 farmers, which have a clear democratic structure, which ensures equality among the
farmers, as well as accountability and the prevention of fraud. Each farmer group elects a board
which consists of a chairman, a treasurer and a secretary. Board members should operate
independently in the best interest of the farmer group, while they control each others' actions.
The role of the chairman is to guide the farmer group and it is critical that he always represents
the common interest of the group. The elected chairman should be a strong natural leader, who
is preferably schooled and has sufficient knowledge of the English language. Most importantly,
the chairman has to have the trust of the other farmers. Moreover, the chairman needs to have a
long-term vision and communicate this to the farmers.
The chairman informs the farmers in his group about the strengths of the cooperative, such as the
exploitation of economies of scale. He also should inform them about the opportunities that
present themselves, such as retaining crops after harvest, to sell at a higher price later, when
demand for the crops has risen.

Another function of the chairman is to make the farmers aware of the disadvantages of selling
their crops to the local middlemen. Making farmers aware about the harm in selling to the middle
men is essential, which would lead to the loss of economies of scale and would weaken the
position of the cooperative. Both decreases the personal income of the individual farmer.
Vision Statement:
An Ugandan agricultural sector free of exploitation by middle men, offering sufficient jobs to
eradicate youth unemployment.
Mission Statement:
To stabilize farmers income at a higher level through easier access to market information and
agricultural trainings for all members resulting in an improved negotiation position.
Savings and Credit sytem in an cooperative
It is advisable to start saving from the first harvest onwards. The possibility to smooth income will
help the farmers to overcome financial distress resulting from the seasonality of their crops, as
well as short term needs for money due to the sickness of a child, for instance. The joint incentive
to save will enable the farmer group to purchase equipment and material that will add value to
the crops.
An early saving scheme in combination with a savings account will facilitate the formation of the
farmer groups into a cooperative later and it provides financial security to its members.
One of the main reasons Ugandan farmers are selling to the middlemen is the quick cash
middlemen can provide. Farmers might need this fast liquidity for several reasons, such as a sick
child, a failed harvest, maintenance on housing or direct need of nutrition. To ensure that these
emergency cases do not force the sale of crops to middlemen, a monetary safety net should be
developed.
The savings/credit system has two main goals. The first has been mentioned above and is the most
important reason: to ensure the liquidity of farmers within the cooperative in case of
emergencies. The second goal is to provide capital to the cooperative, from which they can grow
and make investments that benefit the members. Both purposes are vital for a healthy
cooperative and to ensure long term growth. One side effect a shared savings account might be
an increase dependence of individuals on the group, hence enlarging commitment towards the
cooperative and the common interest. However, this should not be a goal on itself.
The idea of the savings account is that if every individual saves a small portion of their income,
they will accumulate towards a larger fund that serves as the safety net required by the society.
Since only occasionally a farmer will make a claim on the fund, the small individual savings
together will be sufficient to cope with emergencies.
The system should work as follows. A certain percentage of the income generated from sold crops
is saved in a general account that is managed by the treasurer. He divides the retained earnings

between a savings account and a capital account, while giving priority to the savings account.
When someone requests credit for emergency situations, the treasurer decides together with a
democratically appointed committee.
Once the farmer group has been formed and is well functioning, the chairman is responsible to
actively look for other farmer groups or partners, such as large farms or export partners, in order
to connect with them. Next to the link with other existing farmer groups, the chairman should
also seek the set up of new farmer groups by visiting villages to encourage farmers to join together
to a farmer group, which creates economies of scale and the transfer of knowledge.
Once the connections between the farmer groups have been achieved, they can come together
to form a cooperative. The different chairmen of the farmer groups carry the main responsibility
to realize the creation of the cooperative. The cooperative will operate at the level above the
farmer groups (village level/parish level etc.)
A well-functioning cooperative should comply with the following standards:
1. Good Governance:
1. A General Members Assembly should be organized yearly. During the meetings the
financial statements are discussed in order to create transparency. Furthermore,
at the start of every new term the board is elected democratically at the general
member assembly, which has to account for the actions they are taking.
Additionally, the long term strategies for the cooperative should be discussed
during the meeting.
2. The cooperative has to comply with basic guidelines of the vision and mission (see
above). All actions of the cooperative should be in the best interest of all individual
farmers.
3. The board will try to reap all benefits of larger economies of scale and exchange of
information, since a larger collective voice is created.
How to improve an existing cooperative?
After having set up a stable cooperative, there are always possibilities to improve and that is
what this chapter is about. In an ideal situation, the board members are suited for the positions
they take. Furthermore the board will be a reflexion of the group of farmers they represent.
An existing cooperative can be improved by offering trainings to farmer groups in which all farmers
of the group can participate. The farmers should be taught on subjects such as pesticides,
techniques to keep the ground fertile, value addition to increase the product quality and general
farming techniques.
These trainings have to reach out to the farmers directly.Trainings concerning value addition can
cover the improvement of the product quality and ways to move up the value chain following
initial invesments. The former aims at value addition by providing information about planting
crops in rows, drying and roasting coffee beans instead of selling them in raw state and drying
them without mixing dirt and stones under them for instance. The latter refers to value addition

by moving up the value chain which requires an initial investement. Examples could be to get
agricultural trainers from SIAPROM or the inclusion of agricultural students who can do their
internship at the farmer group.
Another improvement of an existing cooperative can be the promotion of the active involvement
of the individual members.
Furthermore saving initiatives can be improved such as to save part of the profit and to raise
external capital, which would be a long term goal.
In addition to the improvements mentioned above, the set up of a Market Information Centre
could greatly benefit the farmer cooperative.
The market information center can pass information about weather conditions, market prices and
their fluctuations, agricultural techniques and much more to the chairmen who then pass on that
information to the farmers directly during the meetings.
Furthermore the market information centre can inform the farers about news and strengthens
the loyalty.
The communication channel used to transfer the information and news would be group text
messaging to all the chairmen.

Conclusion
Practical recommendations to Kinderen van Uganda
-

Distribute the report to farmers
Because of KvU´s presence in the Kibinge area they have build a strong relationship with
the population there. KvU could use these connections to distribute this report about
farmer´s cooperatives to people whom it may be of help. They will be familiar with the
already existing cooperatives that could profit by reading about how they can improve
their cooperative and what opportunities and threats are out there. Furthermore, KvU
might be familiar with farmers that would want to set up a farmer´s cooperative and that
could use our manual to do so.

-

Translate the manual into Luagandan
Many people in Uganda speak English and will be able to read our report. However, for
farmers in the villages who might put it to practice it will not always be the case that they
can read and understand English. Therefore, it could be nice to see whether the report
could be translated into Luagandan, for that is the language that most people speak.

-

Incorporate classes about farmer cooperatives into the curriculum of farming schools
such as SIAPROM
In order to encourage the widespread initiation of farmer groups and cooperatives
throughout the country, it is important to teach young people about the benefits of
cooperatives and how they can participate in them. We would therefore like to see classes
about farmer´s cooperatives incorporated into the curriculum at (vocational) farming
schools such as SIAPROM. A combination of the skills and knowledge that they have gained
as well as the respect that they will received as educated people when they return to their
village makes them very well suited to set up a farmer group in their village and serve as
its chairman.

-

Help existing cooperatives to improve their organization and to benefit from the
opportunities. Especially in the field of international trade and marketing.
Because of KvU’s experience and knowledge of the situation in Uganda but also in the
western world, they can be a partner to farmers’ cooperatives that are in a somewhat
more evolved state. These cooperatives need to look at opportunities to grow and improve
their organization. They can do so by looking at our SWOT analyses. KvU could help to
identify relevant opportunities and threats and work on a plan on how to exploit the
opportunities and avoid the threats. Especially in the field on international trade and
marketing of their product KvU can prove to be of much help.

-

Have local partners look for farmers that could set up farmer groups in villages. Kinderen
van Uganda will mainly act as the connector here.
In order to promote the initiation of farmers’ cooperatives in the Kibinge area, KvU could
look for suitable farmers that could set op farmer groups. It is important to use the local

partners that KvU already has to do this, since they know the people in the area well and
are trusted. KvU should not have a share in the farmers’ cooperatives, but it can help to
find people that are most suited to start new cooperatives.

Appendix 1
One-pager about online job centre
Each year 40,000 students graduate from the Makere University, while only about 8000 jobs are
offered. Most unemployed people look for job placements in the newspapers, however, due the
excess demand for jobs, many available job positions have already been filled by the time the
newspapers are sold. Also, there is a lot of nepotism in Uganda, therefore a lot of jobs are actually
already filled even when the company still needs to put the job placement in the newspaper. Next
to the newspapers there is no official central database with all available jobs, which people can
access online and which is continuously updated, presenting the latest job openings in certain
areas first. Furthermore, there are also no physical job centres, where unemployed people can
register and leave their profile in the database of the job centre. In many countries around the
world, such job centers are being use, to create a match when jobs become available for which
suitable people are in the database, Such centers do not exist in Uganda.
As described earlier, there is the need for a central online database for job openings, starting
positions and internships, and a physical job centre. Nevertheless the online database would only
work well when set up in Kampala, since many people in other area lack access to internet.
Furthermore, it will benefit only educated people and not the low-skilled workers. In addition to
that the demand for highly educated people is much lower than the supply and there are only
very few jobs available, which can be matched every year. However there seems to be a very high
demand for low skilled jobs, which most people can do (Douwe, 28/07). There also seems to be a
problem with finding the ‘best’ candidate for a high-skilled job. Even when the companies have a
lot of choice, they also don’t have access to a database with CV’s. (Agume Bless, 29/07)
It is very difficult to screen and verify the CV’s and applications of applicants, so that the job centre
and database would work best if they were linked to the university to ensure that the applicants
are high quality students. Many poor people especially in the rural areas do not have access to
the internet and there is a high rate of illiteracy among them, so that mostly people in urban areas
with a certain level of education could benefit from an online database of job openings. In the
long term it then would be possible to connect the website to other universities so that there is a
big network of students which can be accessed by companies and by students. Even when at first
only the Makere University will participate in this project there are enough students with different
backgrounds who find a job.
A possible solution to set up this database is to find IT students from Makarere University who
can work together with the university to set this up. There has to be a website at first, where
people can log in to and fill out different forms including an online CV, personal letter and a
motivation letter. Also, the university has to participate in the process of some sort of control to
check and screen whether the student actually did study at the university. Before a profile comes
online, this has to be verified.

Appendix 2
Manual ‘How to set up a farmers’ cooperative in Uganda’
Step1
Find a few farmers in your village that grow the same crop as you do, and for which you would like
to start a cooperative. These farmers should (get to) know each other well and trust you
completely. In order to do this, you have to meet once every month. During harvest time you will
gather the harvest of all the individual farmers. Make sure that it is recorded how much everyone
has harvested. In order to get a good price for you product there are three possiblities:
1. Try to contact multiple possible buyers. If you know what different prices they offer, you
will have a better position to negotiate a good price.
2. Wait with the sale of your harvest until the price rises. In the period immideately after
harvest there will be a great supply of your good, since all farmers have just harvested. If
you wait a bit longer, the supply will drop, which makes the price rise. Thus you can sell
your harvest for a better price.
3. You could together with the cooperative rent a truck. By all putting in a small amount of
money, you can simply raise your price by directly selling to the market.
After selling you will pay the farmers that contributed their harvest, their share of revenue. It is
wise to start saving part of your revenue already from the first harvest onwards. You have to do
this on a shared bank account. In step 5.a it will be explained how a more advanced financial
service center can be introduced.
Step2
Find more farmers in your village and show them what you have done in the previous harvest(s).
If you show them that together you have a better position you can convince them to join the
farmer group. A well working farmer group will have between 10 and 30 members. It is important
now to formalize the functioning of the group. There will have to be chosen a chairman, secretary
and treasurer. This is a democratic process in which every member of the group has one vote. The
roles of the different members will be as follows.
Chairman: Responsible for the overall functioning of the group, contact with other groups
Secretary: Registers all members, stays in contact with them and plans meetings
Treasurer: Registers the sale of harvest, pays out the members after sales
Step3
After the farm group in the village works well, the chairman of the farm group will look for other
farm groups in nearby villages. If these do not exist, he will encourage and help with the start of
such a group. Preferably this happens in several villages, within the same parish, at the same time.
During harvest time it might be possible to combine the harvest of the different farmer groups
and sell together. The two possibilities to get a good price for the harvest that are mentioned in
step 1, can be applied.
Step4
Once several villages in a parish have a functioning farmer group it is time to set up the

cooperative. The cooperative will unite the different farmer groups and should comply with the
following rules.
1. A board is chosen every couple of years, with at least an chairman, secretary and
treasurer. They will create a long-term strategy which they will try to execute during
their term.
2. There will be a General Members Assembly every year, where the financial statements
are discussed in order to create transparency and where the board has to account for
the actions they are taking and the progress of their long-term strategy.
The cooperative will now collectively sell the harvest of all the farmers in the farmer groups, and
thus a better negotiation position is achieved.
The following steps do not have to be taken in this order. They are all improvements that have to
be made to evolve the basic cooperative into a better functioning one
Step5.a
Once the cooperative has been started, it is time to educate the farmers and improve on the
quality of the product. When the quality of the product is better, the price at which you will be
able to sell is higher. To achieve a better quality, the farmers will participate in trainings. These can
be offered by experienced farmers from within or outside of the community. It is important to
show the results of the advised techniques directly to the farmers. Only if they can see the result
with their own eyes, you can convince them to change the way the handle their products.
Step5.b
In order to help the farmers to be financially responsible and to provide them with resources in
times of financial distress a financial service center can be set up. Here it will be possible to safe
the money that the farmers don’t immediately need after harvest. Also it is possible to get a loan
here if necessary. These financial services will help the farmers to be less vulnerable to sudden
expense that they cannot afford, which otherwise could induce them to take credit with bad
conditions from middlemen. It would also be possible to invest in or temporarily lend the savings
to the cooperative, so that it can grow.

Appendix 3
Overview of all minutes
28/07- Douwe (Livebuild)
Douwe started Livebuild in 2006, after that he worked with them for 7 years. In march 2013, he
came to Uganda and became the CFO of Brood. Brood is a lunchcorner in Uganda, Ruwanda,
Amsterdam and in The Hague. Next to that they supply restaurants. Douwe himself is also
expanding to Uganda. On the side he has a non-registered company as accountant. But he also
has an accountancy company for small and medium sized companies which now has a turnover
of 5000 euros per month, he expects it to grow. He thinks his company will grow because of the
mouth to mouth marketing.
Cooperative
The cooperative is also a good idea. There’s a lot of distrust, also towards the NGOs. It is
probably hard to set up because of the lack of trust. With Brood there are less trust issues, since
the employees and suppliers are dependent on them, the orders they place are quite big.
Therefore the buyer and the seller can’t afford to not keep up with their agreement.
Dependency is important.
Job centre
If there are jobs, they are for very low skilled, so basically everyone can fill them.
The job center is not a good idea, because there is nothing to match them to. There are no jobs.
If you want to do it, you should start a big farm and give people jobs there. You should not try to
change what people grow. According to him the information centre was the best idea.
Us: combine giving information to new potential entrepreneurs but also existing entrepreneurs.
Difficult: starting a new farms, are people that have inherited it from their parents, so they
won’t change their crops. Could the centre also provide information, or give trainings.
Market information centre
Douwe thinks that the information center is the best idea, because some other NGO’s do this as
well. The ‘one acre fund’, would be interesting to figure out. After looking this up we found that
they don’t operate in Uganda. Also, it would be nice to follow up on something that already
exists, since a lot of plans will probably not be implemented. When you follow up on an existing
idea, the ideas will be used more likely and are then more substantial. Talking and trust is very
important. The first two and three years have to be just about talking and being there to gain
their trust. Right now entrepreneurship is started because of necessity. It would be better to
start with a really big farm that employs other people, because not everyone wants to be an
entrepreneur and can be an entrepreneur.
It is difficult to start a big business because of tax regulation. So you have to take a lawyer for
this. Once a company is small you don’t have to give taxes, but when you revenue is higher it is
difficult. A lot of companies who are doing well lack to keep up their tax registrations and
administration. Therefore they get a big fine after a few years and the company goes bankrupt.

You should avoid hierarchy, always stay close to the farmers. He saidhe will go out of Uganda
during the elections because he expects people to die.
Kenya has improved more than Uganda. There is a lot of corruption: treasurers of NGO’s
walking away with money. About the Youth Capital Venture Fund he had only heard negative
sounds.
His idea about marketing is that social marketing (talking to them) is the best idea. It is possible
through NGO, but especially for a cooperative the farmers should determine their group leader
themselves.
29/07- Agumé Bless (FinAfrica)
Cooperative
There is a political aspect to it, in the past they were used to influence farmers. There are
attempts for cooperatives, but not very succesfull. Farmers are fearfull of cooperatives. Change
the word cooperative to association. It is better to have an individual leader, who acts as the
middle man and has to carry the interest of the farmers. He has to do it also because he sees a
business opportunity. You should pay higher than middle man. Contract farming is important. If
you can stabilize the prices that adds a lot of value. You have to be a friend of the farmer and
Bless prefers a more entrepreneurial kind of an association.
Job centre
Companies don’t look for qualities in applicants, they just higher friends (or friends of friends).
There is a lot of nepotism and therefore a lot of inefficiency. Supply of labour is much higher
than demand. The only exception are banks, they provide internships in which they test students
and afterwards can higher the best.
Bless prefers not a physical but a digital job centre. According to him, you should collect
information that is available and post it online. People will send in their application because
they’re always looking for a (better) job. Physical job centre doesn’t work. However, CV checking
is almost impossible and it is better to work with recommendations of previous jobs. Many
people that are good are poached from another company by promising them a higher salary.
Now people use the New Vision to look for jobs. Many jobs are already taken before they appear
in the newspaper. Electronically use have a faster and constant stream of information. Many
people are unaware of the opportunities. It is about making jobs known, also for rural areas they
can access it now.
The question remains how you can finance digital job centres. Companies will not pay, since they
will get enough applicants anyway, they have market power. Students might pay. The best is to
start with a fund from an NGO, later if it is successful you can charge people because you have a
good reputation.
Market demand information centre
He once started a website that did this, it failed because he couldn’t keep up with the price

changes. They change every minute, and are different for every village even. You need to have a
database of many exporters to check their prices, so that you are aware of where to get the best
price. Make them compete for your product (if you have good stuff). Not only give farmers
information about prices but also help them with requirements for good quality products.
For a physical centre he wouldn’t know how it would work.
29/07- Joshua (Entreprise Uganda)
Introduction: started as a small entrepreneur, saving small amount of pocket money. After 7
years of saving he bought a computer. Used it to type for other students. Saw he could make
more money by also printing the papers. Enteprise Uganda does same as FinAfrica, but it is way
bigger. They have training programmes in which 1500-2000 people participate. Large focus on
empowerment and change of attitudes. There are more opportunities than working for the
government. Guidance, encouragements. They reach out to the whole country. In the villages
people are less risk taking, in the city students are exposed to more market opportunities. 95%
of businesses that are started have not conducted research or written a business plan.
Cooperatives
Most get a lot of support from the government. You need a strong leader to survive. He was in
favour of it. There aren’t many, but it would help to give them access to information, provide
them with knowledge when they are organised better. Limitations: you have to appoint a strong
leader, how do you find hem. More in favour of equal cooperation, instead of one big
entrepreneurial farmer that acts as the middle man. Lack of cash is a problem with second idea.
You always have to offer the best prices. (problem of 5 euro now instead of 100 later, immediate
needs).
Job centre
Online database can work in the city. But it has to be promoted by success stories of people that
have used it. There is no database yet. There are internships but they’re difficult to find on
different website.

Market demand information centre
Much need. Online would not work, since many don’t have access to internet and don’t go
looking for information actively. Promotion of their programs
Promotion/communication channels: political and local partners, radio, village meetings, market
executives, churches, in schools, local coordinator.
29/07- George Batu (Makerere University Business School)
George Batu is a professor at Makarere University Business school. There are 40.000 students at
Makerere University. This is the biggest campus. Business School has 6 faculties. Most students
are Bachelor (18-21 years) and there are slightly more women. Students come from all over the
country. Number of students is growing. There are two types of paying your tuition fee. On the
one hand, government can sponsor everything, because every district has a budget for
scholarships. On the other hand, you can also pay yourself.

Cooperatives
According to Batu, this is a good way to cut out the middle man: buy a truck with a cooperative
and sell directly to the market in the city. Possibly a good idea, but let the farmers start the
cooperative and not the muzungu. In past, a lot of cooperatives were taken over by the
government, which resulted in a loss of trust. Gaining trust is a slow process, but it will succeed
once you give proof to the farmers. Trust is the most important, use the trust that KvU has
already built up. In the long run, make the livelihood of the farmers more diverse. You don’t
depend on the harvest of one crop. People will be open to new things, as long as you show the
direct benefit to them. This is what happened with chili and vanilla. Nowadays we even export
these products.
Job centre
The university tries to encourage people to think about what they can do for a living. They do
this by talking about it, nothing practical. Most graduates start small shops in Kampala. A lot of
students have no ambition, they try to get out of the village. There is not much export, although
it is growing as a business. Business clubs (membership of FinAfrica), students are not very
involved in them.
Very few jobs, so hard to set the centre up. Physical centre, with a lot of visible vacancies,
creates false hope and would result in losing trust. Website will still create hopes, but is better.
Nepotism is big. The people that have access to internet are the same as those that have access
to the newspaper. Reach of newspaper is big. Sometimes companies are obliged to advertise
their jobs, to avoid the notion of nepotism, but the job has already been taken.
An internship is part of the Bachelor programme over here. It is obliged by the government.
There is a big problem to find useful/good internships, so everything will do. University doesn’t
offer internships. The students should do an internship for 16 weeks, but we cannot be selective
where people go. There is no platform for internship, but there is a demand for it. Some banks
do offer internships, to recruit people. Only very few people can stay with the company they
interned at. A platform where big companies offer several slots of internships would be very
helpful. Only there aren’t enough big companies in Kampala. It is easier to get another jobs,
when you already have a job. There are a lot of people that are unemployed for the long-term.
29/07- Justus and Henry (Deniva)
Deniva aims to share, provide and help with knowledge. It guids on how to get grants and it all
about NGO’s and they’re the oldest network. They give out accreditation and they only give
them to a couple of NGO’s. They send collective messages to the government. Furthermore,
they inform the NGO’s about policies etc.
Everybody puts money in, and the ones with the best business idea get the whole pot (lot of
trust). They are monitoring each other and all get access to capital earlier then they would
normal. It works like some kind of saving fund. Question is how they get the trust.

Cooperatives
Positive reactions due to better negotiation positions and more information. Both the equal
structure as the strong leader idea from Bless could work. Henry was less enthusiastic because
you would need to be a part of the cooperative before you can access the information. A lot of
cooperatives are being revived and according to Henry that was a good thing.
Market information centre
Very dependent on physical presence, people would be using it. Could such a centre give
information about the climate and its changes in the harvesting period. You need to find a
sustainable way to finance this. Project: one person would collect the information, so he would
give the women in the perishes a phone and they would pass on the information (e.g. about the
weather). Not only weather, but also prices are got by contacting the big shops in Kampala. This
gets high expectations, he will tell them and they will use his prices. Farmers don’t know prices
and the level of quality of their crops.
31/07 - Matthias (The Grain Council)
Matthias is a program officer of the Grain Council (GC)and entrepreneur whose company focus
on agriculture value adding, specialised in grain. Vision of the GC is to get all (private and
governmental) parties together. The grain council is a key private sector player in the agricultural
sector.
According to Matthias, the current problems of the current agricultural sector are:
- No advanced technology
- Low quality products (low crop yied)
- No demand driven production
- Sector is informal
- Thus: export standards are not met
Start is value adding for the agricultural sector: Lack of knowledge process handling and postharvest management (often more than 40% of the harvest is lost in the process)
Objectives GC:
- Formalise sector (such that there is a market for the products when needed)
- Regulate
- Revitalization
- Only 5 licenced public warehouses1
- Be more effective than the government because it’s private sector

1

The GC objectively checks warehouses on quality and hygiene and licenses the warehouses who
meet the standards.

The market information centre is a great initiative according to Mathias. He thinks the phone is
the most reliable communication system. The only problem is that there is a lot of illiteracy
among farmers.
There is a Uganda communities exchange market. Farmers can bring their product and there is a
warehouse system to extend the lifetime of agricultural products. A licensed warehouse consist
of a qualified inspector, a person trained for communication, an electrical system and an
internet database with current products. Growth plans for warehouses are to expand from 5 to
12 and eventually 19 warehouses..Farmers can store their products for up to 6 months and sell
them at better prices later after harvest. The crops also serve as collateral to financial
institutions, so that farmers can take up a loan
The farmers have to actively participate in the association and must have the feeling they own
the association.Current problem is that farmers lack the information or the skills and the middle
man are trained. Another problem is that middle men from Kenya buy products from small
farmers, export them to Kenya and sell them at the world market as Kenyan products. Therefore
the world sees Ugandan products as poor products, however this is not true
Associations have bargain powers hence they can influence the price. There are a lot of up and
downs in prices. The (near) arrival of new crops negatively influences the price of old crops
Farmers can learn the real price of the crops if they have contacts in the city. The difference in
maize prices past year is huge, the lowest price was 400 and the highest was 1200. Uganda does
not influence the world price.
Matthias vision is to regulate grains prices. The current situation is that middle man sets the
prices in rural areas as an result of lack of information. Farmers cannot negotiate a higher price
because the middle men simply leaves and find another farmer. Basically farmers have no
market power. Thus for farmers have to be in associations to successfully negotiate higher
prices.This confirms the statement Bless made.
31/07/2014- Festus Kahiigwa (NGO Forum)
The National NGO Forum of Uganda is an independent platform for Ugandan national NGO’s.
They look at government policies, analyze them and comment on them. The look at strengths
but also weaknesses and publish advises on how they should be changed. It is their ideal to have
a government that accounts for its actions and that serves the true needs of the Ugandan
population. It should provide the necessary services to its citizens. One of their most prominent
campaigns is the black Monday outcry, which targets corruption. The NGO Forum is a collective
voices of all of it’s members.
Cooperatives
Within the government administration there exist district offices for agriculture. These offices
have officers that are responsible for different aspects such as marketing, production,
information provision and finance. Sometimes there is also a department that provides microfinance.

It is very important to form farmers cooperatives in order to have a common voice and develop
a long term strategy, something that is now often missing in individual farmers. When an
cooperative is too well organized however and becomes too powerful, the government might
feel threatened by the cooperative. It can become a political voice that opposes the
government, which is the reason why they will try to break it down. Only when the cooperative
has build up capital and has a sound financial plan, they can avoid this threat of being hindered
by the government.
A good effort in this field was done by the Governement by the NAADS program. This we meant
to educate and help the farmers and help them to become organized. There were two reasons
however why the program failed in practice. The first reason was because the organization
started competing with the structures that were already in place. Secondly the government used
it to influence farmers politically and corruption was present.
Organizational structure of cooperative
It is best to start at grass ground level, within the villages. From there you can start to build the
cooperatives up. The village groups will collectively represent the parish, then you continue up
to the sub-county level, the district level and ideally to a national level. Currently the different
cooperatives that exist are not connected to each other. It is important the start a village level
because language barriers will otherwise prevent the association from reaching all farmers. Also,
the people in a village know and trust each other. They can select a leader that is perhaps better
educated that can perform as a spokesperson on parish level as well; he will form the
connection between the two levels.
The main objectives of an cooperative should be marketing and financial activities. Farmers have
to set it up themselves for it will give them a feeling of purpose and ownership. Furthermore it
will make the organization sustainable in the long term. It will not be easy however to change
the mindset of farmer and the key to change will be to show them the direct results of change.
Market demand information office
There is an organization that has such a project, BRAC. It offers information on the prices of
seeds, on the weather forecasts, where to buy fertilizers via mobile phone. It works very well.
31/07 - Abul Kashem (BRAC)
BRAC is a foundation that was founded in Bangladesh but is currently active in many other
countries as well. Since 2006 they are present in Uganda and they have their main focus on
microfinance.
Micro Finance
There are three kinds of microfinance programs, start-up loans for micro businesses, loans to
expand existing businesses and social businesses. The interest rate for all in 25% and they differ
in terms of collateral, the height of the loan, payback time and whether you have to apply as a
group or individual. The success rate is high, 99% pays back their loan.
Connected to micro finance is the ELA program for girls, which teaches them basic skills and

gives training. Some of the girls continue in a vocational training program.
Agricultural information provision
The employees of BRAC that are local coordinators have contact with model farmers, whom they
send information to via phone. These model farmers, who work on parish level, contact the
other farmers in the villages. The reach is unclear but could be around 200.000. It is a pilot
program with the World Bank. In order to become a model farmer, one has to be literate, of a
certain age, be respected in the community and know a lot of people in the community. New
model farmers are found be the local BRAC coordinators.The messages contain also information
on health and nutrition and are send on a monthly basis.
06/08- Cristopher (friend of Henri – Deniva)
It is a farmers’ association on parish level (subcounty 101). Their goal is to become a strong
player on district level. They buy and process coffee, but don’t roast it. They clean it. They get
460.000 for 1 ton of coffee. If there are some stones in it, the price is already declining to
440.000. Christopher took us to a group of farmers on a village level. There are around 30
farmers in a farmers group on village level. The goal is that all farmers can send their children to
a school with a good quality of education. They should have an enjoyable life and have a savings
account in case of emergencies.
There have been made a lot of changes since the association.
 First there was few harvest and now it is getting better but the process is slow.
 The demand market used to be too small, but if the quality of your coffee is better, it
sells at a better market and there is enough demand on that market. So, there should be
less stones in the coffee. Some of the farmers get an advanced payout if that is
necessary. Sometimes it is better to wait two more weeks to sell your product, but the
farmers can be very short of money. The association can pay in advance and then the
farmers eventually get a higher price for their product instead of selling immediately out
of necessity. To get more demand, it is also import to promote your product.
 Selling to traders directly leads to a low price. They only get 100/170. It depends on
negotiation. They used to sell it raw but now we all sell dried coffee. We got support
from the NGO forum which gave us trainings in drying beans. We as the association told
other groups to do it as well, but they want to see proof.
 Before the buyer used to determine the price. Nowadays, the seller has more and more
influence.
The farmer group we visited exchanged information with another farmer group since they
perform better. We get information about how to get a better production, for example on
fertilizers. The problem is however that fertilizers are pretty expensive and most farmers can’t
afford it. The farmers produce 20 kg per person per harvest. It could go to 50/60 kg, because of
fertilizers.
On a parish level they work together with other associations to fill our truck to Kampala for

example. However, they only fill ¼ of the truck.
Trust is not a very big issue in the village. The chairman of a group is from the village. Most of
the times they also have a secretary and a treasurer.
A percentage of the sale is saved. They have a joint account after sale from which the
association can buy sheets for example to dry the beans. There are two markets: dried on sheet
and dried on the ground. 5% of the sales is put on the village savings account and that is also the
reason why the farmers can borrow before the harvest s sold.
The association provides information about the market prices to the farmer group chairman.
The chairman of this farmer group thinks it is nice to provide information about weather
conditions.
After we visited the farmers group, we went to a smaller farmers group and asked them
questions about the association as well. The reason why they joined was because of government
policy and it is easier if you get help and work together. You can share information.
The changes the second farmer group noticed were:
1. Share with other farmers
2. Quality and quantity increased.
3. They got trainings in how to harvest.
4. The variety of seeds improved
07/08 - Kibinge Coffee Farmers’ Co-operative Society Ltd.
The Kibinge Coffee Farmers’ Co-operative Society Ltd. is an cooperation of farmers in the subcounty Kibinge, with around 1250 members. They have a facility to store coffee and to process
them before the coffee beans (unroasted) are sold to several international partners. Part of the
coffee is UTZ certified. The co-operative also runs a store where farm supplies can be bought
and has an office for financial services where money can be saved and borrowed.
Cooperative
Structure
The organisation consists of 48 village level farm group, with each having 25 to 35 members. In
every group there is at least a leader, a secretary and a treasurer, which are democratically
elected. The farmers subscribe to the co-operative directly and not to the group, but do become
part of a group. These groups come together to interact on their problems, to participate in
trainings and they can be mobilized in specific circumstances.
Above the farmer groups, several ‘promotor farmers’ are active. They more or less work on
parish level and take on 3 villages. Their tasks are to: mobilize (new) farmers, provide training
and mobilize sale around harvest time. The provide in the communication between the board
and the farmers. At the top of the organisation there is a board of directors of 9 people, which
are elected democratically every 2 years with a maximum of 2 terms. In the board, different

groups of members will be represented, such as women and the elderly.
The co-operative also works together with similar organisations outside of Kibinge. They give
trainings together and try to promote drinking of coffee in Uganda itself, in order to expand the
domestic market.
Communication and training
Every group leader has a telephone through which the association can reach him. The phone is
however not always efficient, for the electricity is not always reliable. There is a database of
phone numbers of individual farmers that the associations intends to use in the future to send
bulk SMS. They could contain information about prices and meetings and work to build loyalty
between the farmer and the association.
All the trainings that the association provides are demand driven. They are giving directly to the
farmers, not to the leaders only.
Financials
Farmers are offered the possibility to save. They can do so in a financial service centre that has
been set up alongside the co-operative one year ago, and which seems to work well. Saving goes
as follows: the farmers buys some shares of the co-operative (this does not earn him extra votes
in the general members assembly). One can save up to a maximum of 1/3rd of his/her working
capital. It is also possible to get a loan here.
At the start of the co-operative in 1995, there was no money to buy the coffee from the farmers
and then sell it. They started with 4 members and convinced them of the following: that the
organisation was trustworthy, and that in the long run it would be more profitable to sell
collectively. After one month already 25 farmers had joined. The farmers that joined in the
beginning were patient people and that had a long-term focus. They were mostly somewhat
older and had a positive experience with co-operative of the past. In the beginning the harvest
was not sold at a higher price. Younger farmers are only starting to join now, after having seen
the positive results.
In 2009, the co-operative received a grant from an American association, which made it possible
to pay farmers in advance for their coffee beans, store it for a while, and sell later. Because part
of the coffee caries the UTZ certification it is easier to get access to loans.
At the end of every year the profit is calculated and used for two things. Part will be paid as
divided to the farmers (based on the amount of coffee sold), and another part will become part
of the assets of the association as retained earnings. These retained earnings are however too
small to do investments, which is way the co-operative is looking for loans or grants from
Ugandan banks or NGO’s.
Plans for future
- Diversification of crops such as corn and barkcloth. This will create more income for farmers
and different times of the year. It will make them less vulnerable to sell to the middleman in
times of financial distress.
- Improve farm supply shop, so that there are better inputs to the product.

- Look for new markets to sell to.
- Encourage continuous change of farm techniques. Change is however difficult.
- Rate the quality of the beans locally instead of in Kampala.
- Owning a factory (instead of renting). They have already build a plot of land and it will be close
to the farm supply shop and the financial service centre. It will be small at the start, but it will
help to build the confidence of farmers and has potential to grow in the future.
- In the very far future it might be possible to start roasting the coffee beans themselves.
11/08 - Minister of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries: Tress Bucyanyandi
According to Bucyanyandi, the majority of people are dependent on farming: 30% belong to
commercial farmers. Their ministry has a goal to improve the educational system to reach and
teach farmers. Their target is to increase their income to 20 million. Their investment plan
consists of two parts:
1) Value Addition: Starting from scratch, food processing (there is a loss of value of
unprocessed food is sold below value)
2) Agriculture is supported by many industries
 Fertilizers
 Comprehensive Development Projects in Sukulu, Uganda
 Lot of cow diseases: need for vaccinations ad animal drugs
The NAADS project is one of the initiatives in 2001 to reach their goal. Its main objective was to
transform subsistence farmers into farmers with a business oriented income. It should change
the sector from supply to demand driven. Private companies should be contracted out. Farmers
that already achieved certain level could reap the benefits of the program, whereas subsistence
farmers did not receive the services. Then there was an agricultural decline; growth went down
from 6% to 0.7% and there was a public outcry. According to Bucyanyandi, the approach of the
programme was not appropriate. The service provision had a poor quality and therefore NAADS
collapsed.
According to Bucyanyandi it is important to look at the market itself. He said quality should be
improved, they should promote their products and not impose restrictions on commodities.
Uganda is starting a political union: it removes trade barriers between Tanzania and Kenia
12/08 - Lawrence N Bategeka
Introduction
Independent consultant for the private sector, entrepreneur with upcoming hotel, former head
researcher at the Economic Policy Research Centre, founder of secondary school.
David introduced our project and pitched the three ideas as they were before we came to
Uganda and as they changed during our research.
B. started with telling about the history and development of the Ugandan economy from 1960

to now, stressing the liberalisation of the markets and the following market failures (especially in
rural areas) that occurred due to the lacking power of the farmers and the overextensive power
of the middle man. Before liberalisation farmers were more organised in associations, but
politics broke their structure since the associations were not bound to regulations and only a
few people benefited. Cooperatives existed for most sectors, especially for export commodities,
and they controlled the market.
Since then productivity has gone down due to increasing input prices (like antipestcides and
fertilisors), less organised farming and decreased interest of the youth. There is a shift of labour
from agriculture towards services and industry. Farmers also do not have money to invest, they
can only sell the surplus of the production they do not need for their own livelyhood. The
government tried to institute the Plan for Modernisation of Agriculture (PMA) but of the seven
pillars only the NAADS programme was implemented due to lack of funding.
Farmer groups is an initiative that was set up by farmers themselves to compensate for the lack
of association power, however they were too small, unstructured and lacked manegerial
expertise to be effective on market level. The middleman could still exploid the small farmers
since there were no regulations and the farmers still depended on the middleman for
subsistence.
EXAMPLE of failing non-regulated liberal market: when an investor gave input to farmers, e.g.
seeds, fertilisor and equipment, and the farmers sold back the higher quality products to the
association. Now other parties, who can offer higher prices due to the fact that they would not
have the investment costs, take the higher quality products and therefor make the initial
investment no longer worthwile. Either some kind of loyalty to the association should 'ensure'
the return on investment, or the farmers should be empowered to make the investments
theirselves.
While 60-70% of labour force is working in agriculture (while 90% of the population depend on
agriculture), it only accounts for 20% of GDP, while services account for 15-20% of labour force
and 60% of GDP. Inequality, measured by Gini coefficient, rose from 30% to 50% due to these
disproportionatal parts in the composition of GDP.
The mindset of the farmers need to change towards a more marketorientated and
businessminded view. This is hard because most farmers are still subsistent farmers that are self
employed. Associations (and the infastructure that comes with them) are the start for this
change. They can enforce some market power and require farmers to participate in the market
process. Also, they can more easily provide in for example storage of harvest or transportation
to the city. Youth will come back to the agricultural sector if farming is seen like a business.
Associations play large roles in creating market power for farmers and adding value to the crops,
as well as protect and/or help farmers as they face challenges.
Is it possible to use sleeping cooperatives as a base or is it better to set up new associations?
The problem with sleeping associations is that they are mostly institutes that have been used to
getting help in the way of grants or micro credits. Therefore their target and the expectation of

their farmers is to get financial support, instead of sharing information and improving
themselves in a sustainable way. Furthermore there is a lot of corruption and fraud in the
current governance of the sleeping associations. Good leadership is important in associations
and if such a sleeping association does have the right base and vision/targets, they can ease the
process. Most of the money that is destined for agricultural development in a bad association
ends up fixing personal problems instead of being invested in the development.
Would the market information system work if you have a good structured cooperative?
B. thinks so, and the focus should lie on helping with deciding on the right inputs. Make sure
farmers use the right seeds, fertiliser, pesticides etc. Training such as possibly can be given by
SIAPROM (or their students) is also an important aspect when improving associations, since
educating farmers will improve their willingness to cooperate.
On what level should cooperatives be structured?
Associations are focussed on two main points, geographic, meaning on which level they are
organised, and enterprise, so what they grow and sell. Farmer groups will work on village level,
but the association should work on parish/sub-county level. Farmer groups therefore are to be
combined into an association. You get an appex structure in which individuals are part of the
association whilst in the farmer group (for individual support). If you further improve the
structure, in the long term it could give the farmers a policy voice, but only as long as it has been
structured bottom-up.
How should cooperatives finance themselves/set up an savings account?
The intention of forced savings is good, but the association needs good financial governance to
make such a structure work. Transparency is important, also because then there can be formed
a board that can invest money that has been made with trade. B. said some sort of fee (or part
of profits) can be used to invest, but only when there is good financial policy and that is very
hard to accomplish on parish level. Shares could work, but there is a thin line between making
money and the supporting role an association should have. Special care has to be taken into
ensuring no corruption envails in such an environment.
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Abstract
This report is written in request of Kinderen van Uganda. The topic of this research is the
unemployment of Ugandan youth. As a subgroup of the EFR Involve group, the agriculture group has
focused on assisting Ugandan Stephen Kamya who has plans to develop a food processing factory in
Kibinge, Uganda. Several recommendations will be given to Kinderen van Uganda concerning the
assistance of Stephen during the process of setup. Besides that, Stephen’s original business plan has
been adjusted to international standards.
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Introduction
EFR Involve has now been active for the last three years. The Involve project is a unique project on
the EUR-campus, a project that is bridging the gap between theory and practice and bridging the gap
between ideas and actions. The goal of EFR Involve has always been to get students involved in real
life socioeconomic situations, through which they can develop their academic skills and help
communities in developing countries at the same time. EFR Involve gives students from every faculty
of the Erasmus University Rotterdam the opportunity to bring theory learned during their studies
into practice, by organising a research project in cooperation with an NGO.
As for the last two years, 2012 and 2013, the research of EFR Involve has been conducted for
LiveBuild, which is a Utrecht based NGO with several projects in Cameroon. Two years ago the
Involve Team of the EFR performed desk and field research concerning water wells in Cameroon.
Last year the Involve Team worked on a project about a water and electricity network in Ghana.
In search of a new partner for the research project EFR Involve got in touch with Kinderen van
Uganda, a Dutch NGO which is active in several Ugandan communities to fight poverty. Since Uganda
had not been explored by the EFR and since KvU was very willing to cooperate with the twenty EUR
students, the first decision concerning the research project had easily been made.
In consultation with Kinderen van Uganda a research question for the whole group had been
decided upon. Considering the ideas of KvU and the situation in Uganda, the focus of the research
was drawn towards youth unemployment in Uganda, which has shown to be economically highly
relevant. After dividing the students into three groups, the agriculture group had been formed to
research the possibilities for Ugandan youth within agriculture.
This lead to an intensive desk research period, which was dedicated to learning about agriculture in
Uganda. As the research continued, more and more it became clear that there was a lot of
improvement possible within the field of agriculture in Uganda. Because KvU and the EFR Involve
agriculture group would not be able to change the whole field of agricultural business within one
project, this lead to a more practical approach of the research.
As a result of this decision, the agriculture group got in touch with Stephen Kamya, project leader for
KvU in Kibinge in the Bukomansimbi district in Uganda. Stephen had just participated in a business
development training and this gave him the knowledge to develop a business plan for a food
processing factory, that would process local products from the area so that these could be
preserved and at the same time add value to the production chain of Kibinge. This business plan was
however not yet ready to be executed in the fields and lacked some of the money needed for the
initial investment as well. Therefore, Stephen and KvU asked us to cooperate with them and thereby
ensure that the plan for a food processing factory would be carried out.
The main goal of this research became to help Stephen Kamya setting up this food processing
factory. By for example having a very critical look at his business plan, finding partners with
knowledge on entrepreneurship in Uganda and getting in touch with possible funders we have come
up with several recommendations for both Stephen Kamya and KvU as the supervisor of this project.
This information and knowledge has been acquired over the last 4 months, starting with 3 months of
desk research in the Netherlands and ending with a 3,5 week visit to Uganda where several meetings
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have been attended to collaborate with partners for improving and starting with the proposed
business plan.
In this research paper a theoretical framework concerning the situation in Uganda on agriculture and
entrepreneurship will be provided. Also, a summary of the revised business plan (which is included in
the appendix) will be presented. Furthermore, a schematic overview of the field research will be
provided. Later on, the full list of recommendations and points of attention will be given with a
following conclusion. In the appendix, the meetings in Uganda we encountered as a group will be
shared to give more of an inside look on the situation mentioned above. Besides that, the improved
business plan will be added, which can be useful for both internal and external uses.
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Theoretical Framework Desk Research
Introduction
Agriculture continues to dominate the Ugandan economy. It contributes about 23.9 percent of the
total GDP in 2013. The total GDP in Uganda in 2013 was $ 21.48 billion (Worldbank). Agriculture also
provides approximately 82 percent of the employment and most industries and services in the
country are dependent on this sector.1
Uganda sits on the equator and daylight is nearly always 12 hours. The tropical climate is moderated
by frequent cloud cover, high altitude – most of the land lies over 1,000m – and in some areas, by the
presence of huge lakes. Maximum daily temperatures therefore average between 25°C and 32°C
across the various regions. Rainfall patterns vary greatly in different parts of the country. In the
south, there are two rainy seasons – from March to May and September to November. But in the
north-east, the wet months tend to merge into one long rainy season.
Several studies (Global Climate Change Alliance, 2012) have confirmed that Uganda is vulnerable to
climate change and variability. Climate change is expected to result in more extreme and frequent
periods of intense rainfall, erratic onset and cessation of the rainy season, as well as more frequent
episodes of drought. These changes are likely to have significant implications for agriculture, food
security, and soil and water resources.
The majority of the people in rural areas own land. However, some of them lack the abilities and the
means to efficiently farm their land and harvest crops. As a result, such families suffer from shortage
of food and income, especially during dry season. The resulting famine and poverty take lives of
thousands in Africa (Uganda Rural Funds).

Agriculture (crops, export, etc)
Most of Uganda’s agriculture is oriented towards production of food for domestic consumption.
Next to this there is a significant amount of agricultural production available for export (Rogerson,
2010). Exports in Uganda increased to 237.39 USD Million in March of 2014 from 225.74 USD Million in
February of 2014. Uganda mostly exports agricultural products (80 percent of total exports). The
most important exports is coffee (22 percent of total exports) followed by tea, cotton, copper, oil
and fish. Uganda’s main export partners are Sudan (15 percent), Kenya (10 percent), DR Congo,
Netherlands, Germany, South Africa and UAE (Trading Economics, 2014). The export crops only
accounts for 12%. The most important food crops however are cassava, potatoes, corn, millet, maize,
beans and groundnuts. They represent 60% of agricultural GDP.

Farmers (techniques and association, land ownership)
The agricultural production is almost exclusively accounted for by 2,2 million smallholders. These are
mostly family businesses, working on 2 to 3 hectares of land. These smallholders use traditional
1

http://uganda.um.dk/en/danida-en/growth%20and%20employment/u-growth/agriculture/
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farming methods. Although farmers still use old techniques, mechanised agriculture is now being
emphasized as the way forward. Powered machinery has replaced many jobs formerly carried out by
manual labour and by animal traction with oxen and horses. But the latter is still useful to most
farmers in the developing countries including Uganda.
Farmer groups
Another way to improve agriculture productivity and food security are farmer groups. These are
groups of farmers that share common interest and come together to share experiences in farming.
They are usually used as means of reaching smallholder farmers by the government, the private
sector and the development partners. Overall, farmer groups are important avenues through which
farmers can access market and credit information as well as other important agricultural information
like new agricultural technologies. They also form important avenues for mobilizing farmers around a
common objective especially in delivery of services and formulation of policies that support
agriculture development.
The National Agricultural Advisory Services (NAADS) programme has its implementation strategy
based on the farmer group concept. Farmers are supposed to join existing groups or form new
groups within the village and then merge to form the village farmer forum. The NAADS programme
uses these groups for recruitment of farmers, selection of food security enterprises and distribution
of multiplied planting and stocking materials.
Land ownership
In Uganda, land ownership and management of particularly agricultural land is an important asset in
the rural setting. It plays a special role in the daily livelihood and the general social structure of the
majority of the households. Land serves more than just a productive asset and is often used as
preferred collateral in the credit market. Land tenure issues continue to impede many youths from
engaging in agriculture, with the majority of youth using land without exclusive ownership rights.
This not only limits their investment on the land but also their access to loans secured against land
title deeds. The inability by the youth to strengthen their investment position in the agricultural
production processes is a catalyst to the push factors of the youth out of agriculture.
However, having access to land is a major constraint when youth consider venturing into agriculture.
Only a few youth headed households (19 percent) have exclusive ownership rights to the land they
possess. This not only limits their investment on the land but also their access to loans secured
against land title deeds. A large number of young people are likely to remain on the family land
holdings which they inherited. Such a category have access to land, but need skills and capital to
invest in high-valued agricultural enterprises like coffee as pointed out by (Brooks, Zorya, & Gautam,
2012) and (Ahaibwe, 2013). The problem that comes along with this need for skill is that the youth is
not interested in obtaining their land when they are not skilled enough to make money of it.
In spite of the increased government support, a current trend show that youth is leaving agriculture
due to various reasons. For example, young people perceive agriculture as a profession of intense
labour, not profitable and unable to support their livelihood compared to what white-collar jobs
offer (Youth in Farming, 2011).
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Another obstacle for youth to work in agriculture is the inequality between genders. Land is passed
down through male lineage which reinforces women’s exclusion from land ownership. Another
detriment to equality, pointed out by Women’s Land Link Africa, is that women lack sufficient
knowledge about the rights they have under the law to own land. Rural, illiterate women do not
even have access to the new constitution which guarantees them land rights. Even though males
usually have more land, male youth are less involved in agriculture and the rate at which they are
leaving the sector is higher than that of female youth.

Youth and Education
Formal education
Formal education in agriculture in Uganda is provided by the BTVET (Business Technical Vocational
Education Training) programme which is supervised by the MoES, Ministry of Education and Sports.
The MoES has the main responsibility for the implementation and monitoring of the program. Other
ministries and stakeholder are involved and assume responsibility for selected strategies, notably the
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries (MAAIF) (Ministry of Education and Sports,
2011).
Enrollment
BTVET is offered at community polytechnics, farm schools, technical schools and institutes,
vocational training centres and technical colleges. At the lower secondary level, farm and technical
schools as well as vocational training centres offer three-year programmes (four-year programmes in
the case of community polytechnics) leading to the Uganda Junior Technical Certificate or Trade Test
Certificate, Grade 2. The government mostly aims on school leavers to ensure they acquire a skill that
will ensure them with the capabilities to find a job. At the upper secondary level, technical and
vocational training institutes offer two-year programmes leading to the UNEB Craft Certificate. In
2008, most of the BTVET institutions (81%) were privately-owned; the total number of public BTVET
institutions was 131. The total enrollment in formal BTVET programs in 2011 is estimated at 42.000
students of whom the great majority are boys (Ministry of Education and Sports, 2011).
Demand
The Government recognizes that the productivity of micro and SMEs in Uganda is greatly hampered
by lack of basic technical and vocational skills. Skilled electricians, artisans, carpenters, machine
repairers etc. are all in short supply and not available in some cases. For example, the private sector
has to import skilled technicians from neighbouring countries, especially Kenya, despite Uganda’s
high level of under- and unemployment. The current vocational education and training system is
considered no longer adequate for the demand placed on it by a fast growing economy. The
Government has decided to implement key reforms with the assistance of the donor community to
ensure vocational and technical skills development to support private sector growth. As part of the
reforms, the Government shall enact new national vocational education and training legislation and
promote training of entrepreneurs (Ministry of Education and Sports, 2011).
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"Skilling Uganda"
The BTVET Strategic Plan 2011 – 2020 called "Skilling Uganda" builds on a considerable progress in
the reform of the BTVET system achieved during the last decade, notably the BTVET Act of 2008 and
the establishment of the Uganda Vocational Qualifications Framework (UVQF). In 2010, the
Government of Uganda (GoU), with support from the World Bank and Government of Belgium,
commissioned a consultant team of national and international experts to conduct a sub-sector study
and subsequently support the drafting of the Strategic Plan.
The Strategic Plan is titled ―Skilling Uganda‖, which denotes a paradigm shift for skills development
in Uganda. The BTVET system is expected to emerge from an educational sub-sector into a
comprehensive system of skills development for employment, enhanced productivity and growth.
The main purpose will be to create employable skills and competencies relevant in the labour market
instead of educational certificates. It will embrace all Ugandans in need of skills, including but not
only primary and secondary school leavers.

Re-orienting BTVET to the needs of the labour market does not mean it will not keep strong ties with
the education system. Certificates awarded in the formal BTVET system (technical education) remain
educational certificates facilitating progression in the educational system. However, training
contents will be aligned with skills requirements in the labour market (Ministry of Education and
Sports, 2011).
The present BTVET system in Uganda is perceived both in Government and in the private sector as
outdated in the sense that it does not correspond to the needs of the private sector. There is general
agreement that the new BTVET system should be demand-driven, as opposed to supply or policydriven. Though no countrywide analysis of the demand for BTVET is yet attempted (Wirak, Heen,
Moen, & Vusia, 2003).
The strategic plan aims to more than double the amount of students enrolled in BTVET courses. The
prospected enrolment increase will proportionately raise the number of teachers, both in public and
private institutions, and consequently, the need to train BTVET instructors and health tutors. The
plan estimates that both the number of teachers in the public system and the enrolment in BTVET
instructors training institutions will increase by 10% annually.
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The Strategic Plan is committed to broaden the target groups of the BTVET system, beyond the
traditional school leaver group of the previous system. Addressing training needs of out of school
youth (with or without primary school certificate), providing Ugandans with second chance
education and responding to skills upgrading needs of the existing workforce requires deliberate
approaches to non-formal skills development. The Strategic Plan assumes that non-formal BTVET will
be permanently integrated into the public BTVET portfolio (Ministry of Education and Sports, 2011).

Agriculture
With agriculture (including processing) providing employment for 75% of the population, the annual
enrolment of about 4,600 students in formal agriculture education2 is by far inadequate to meet the
skills requirements for the agriculture sector. Private training institutions, which include NGOs,
religious organizations, community groups, associations and individuals, operate about 1,000 skills
training centres (not all may be teaching agriculture), with an estimated enrolment in agriculture
training of nearly 11,000 students3.

Developments and restraints
The role of innovation and technology development has increased significantly over the past
decades. Many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) are investing in improved agricultural
techniques, developing science and technology centers and attempting to move up the value chain
in terms of the quality. At the moment there is a low level of technological advancement in
agricultural applications. Agricultural productivity can be improved and through upgrading the
existing jobs in agriculture or by creating new ones, employment can be created.
The young people should be at the forefront of revitalizing agriculture since they tend to be more
innovative (FAC, 2011).
There is a correlation between the structure of a value chain and the innovations within the value
chain. A short chain (like the banana value chain) limits the range of innovations (Larsen K., 2009, p.
164).
Constraints to agribusiness innovation result from:
- Inadequate implementation and enforcement of policies for infrastructure development
- Value addition to agricultural products
- Existing regulation and standard
- Access and usage of lake resources
- Stringent and ever-changing international market demands
- High freight costs
(Larsen K., 2009)

2

Certificate, diploma and degree courses
3 MoES, Worldbank and BTC Uganda (2011) Technical Report No.3 Agribusiness development.
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A relatively lower percentage of youth use improved inputs (such as improved seeds, fertilizers,
agricultural chemicals and veterinary drugs). With this poor rate of adoption of appropriate inputs,
productivity is likely to remain low and constrain the youth to subsistence farming (Ahaibwe, 2013).
One of the biggest problems in the agricultural sector is subsistence farming. Subsistence farming,
where households are only able to produce enough for themselves, is dominating farming in
Uganda. Especially in the rural areas, households have a few animals and just a very small garden. It’s
a cyclic problem because it cuts across the family, starting with the father to the son and then
grandchildren. It’s not income-focused which makes breaking the cycle difficult. They are not able to
pay for education, which means the children learn the farming practices from their parents, so there
is no innovation at all. They don’t learn any additional skills. This way of farming depends on the hoe
and the weather so it’s time and energy consuming. The production is low for home consumption
and if something remains it can only go to informal markets (Timbiti, 2012).

The youth are disenfranchised in the ownership and management of critical assets in agricultural
production, especially land. Land tenure issues continue to impede many youths from engaging in
agriculture, with the majority of youth using land without exclusive ownership rights. In addition, the
results point to the fact that the youth are less likely to access credit, extension services and social
capital (farmer group membership); all key factors in agricultural transformation (Ahaibwe, 2013)
Even if they can afford education for the children, they aren't taught about the importance of
agriculture in school. Agriculture is used as a punishment because youth has to work in the school
garden if they do something wrong. They also have an unclear view of their future, they are
expecting ‘white collar’ jobs in the cities instead of high unemployment. This is also a cause of the
migration problem to Kampala, they find out too late that there are no jobs in the city centers,
instead of staying in the rural areas and make at least some money with farming.
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Another constraint consists obtaining credit. Most farmers aren't able to buy improved inputs and
fertilizers because it's hard to obtain credit and the rates are extremely high. Besides this, there is a
lack of good storage facilities. These facilities are important in maintaining the quality of harvested
crops. Most farmers use their houses to store harvest.
To improve production in agriculture, farmers need insurance, better returns, access to inputs and a
viable institutional framework. This framework may help with mobilizing and developing abilities and
experiences. Through this institutional framework farmers can share knowledge, which will improve
the basic knowledge.
To increase the average productivity, households should focus more on one product or one kind of
animal. An increase in average farm-size will also increase productivity by use of economies of scale.
That means the way households are subsistence farming has to change. Large farm sizes make
farming much more economically viable for the farmers.
To attract youth into agriculture the conditions need to be improved. They need to know how they
can make money with agriculture. They will need improved inputs, such as good seed, fertilizers,
mechanization and market information (Ahaibwe, 2013).
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Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors
In order to benefit the Ugandian community we decided to participate in a project set up by a local
entrepreneur. In order to improve his businessplan the information of the desk research was used. In
addition to this, our research group performed field research in the form of visits with important
stakeholders of the project. The contact details of the stakeholders can be found in Appendix 1. The
time schedule regarding our field research was as follows:

Date

Day

Location

Program Agriculture

Day 1 – July 23

Wednesday

Rotterdam - Entebbe

x

Day 2 – July 24

Thursday

Entebbe

x

Day 3 – July 25

Friday

Kampala

Dutch Embassy 10am & Aguma Bless (FinAfrica) 2pm

Day 4 – July 26

Saturday

Kampala

x

Day 5 – July 27

Sunday

Kampala

x

Day 6 – July 28

Monday

Masaka

Stephen Kamya

Day 7 – July 29

Tuesday

Masaka

Stephen Kamya

Day 8 – July 30

Wednesday

Kampala

John Socrates Mugabi (IDSS)

Day 9 – July 31

Thursday

Masaka

Stephen Kamya

Day 10 – August 1

Friday

x

Day 11 – August 2

Saturday

Kampala – Lake
Bunyonyi
Lake Bunyonyi

Day 12 – August 3

Sunday

x

Day 13 – August 4

Monday

Lake Bunyonyi
Masaka
Masaka

Day 14 – August 5

Tuesday

Masaka

Siaprom

Day 15 – August 6

Wednesday

Masaka

Julius Senkeezi (Barclays) 6pm

Day 16 – August 7

Thursday

Kampala

Day 17 – August 8

Friday

–

Day 18 – August 9

Saturday

Kampala
Murchison Falls
Murchison Falls

Farid Karami (FK Youth) 2pm & Aguma Bless (FinAfrica)
5pm
x

Day 19 –August10

Sunday

-

Day 20 – August
11
Day 21 – August 12

Monday

Murchison
Kampala
Kampala

Tuesday

Kampala

Philip Odii (Teso Farmers) 9am & Hillary Musoka
(Entebbe Youth) 11am
Working on the presentation

Day 22 – August
13
Day 23&24 –
August 14/15

Wednesday

Kampala - Entebbe

Dutch Embassy 4pm

Thursday

Entebbe -Amsterdam

x

Falls

-

x

Kibinge

x
x
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The business plan that was looked upon, as constructed by Stephen Kamya, proposes the
establishment of a preservation food factory ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ by the
year of 2016. This business idea contributes to solving the problem of unstable prices by providing
constant supply and demand of agricultural goods in the region. The input of the factory accounts
for 30% of the local farmers surplus production.
Because local farmers lack preservative means, surplus yields are often sold at very low prices
compared to the cost of production. The ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ factory will
preserve agricultural goods, hence these products can be stored for a longer period of time and sold
during the draught season, this enables the factory to offer reasonable prices to the local farmers
who will provide the input of the factory and provide nutrition to the community throughout the
year.
The vision of ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ is to decrease malnutrition in the
community and attract youth back to the agricultural sector.
The mission of ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ is to create a sustainable business that will
benefit the community in such a way that it enables constant supply and demand of agricultural
products at reasonable prices to the entire region throughout the year.
The food preservation and processing factory will be located in Bukomansimbi District Kibinge subcounty in Uganda, which is a traditional well-known agricultural area with rich, well-drained and
fertile soils. It will be centrally placed in the region of KvU’s sharing schools which have 7,200 pupils
and 97 staff members who will serve as potential buyers
The final output of the factory will consist of packed and delivered variety of food products like
maize floor of high, medium and low quality (A), millet and cassava floor. These products are
targeted at KvU- and non-KvU sharing schools retail, wholesale sellers, hotels, restaurants and
prisons in the Masaka and Bukomansimbi district. Besides 780 members of the Bukomansimbi
Organic Tree farmers Association and 70 members of KVU child to farmer project are loyal and ready
to serve as a consumer of the factory’s output.
The ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ factory will be established by the year of 2016,
when it will start of production with two mills. After a successful introduction in the market it will
gradually increase its production capacity to a maximum of six mills and dries. This plant will be build
under one roof at the specified location; this plot has already been acquired by the ‘Kibinge Quality
Star Organic Food Processors’ factory. The final businessplan can be found in Appendix 4.
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Concluding remarks and recommendations
The field research in Uganda has been a truly amazing experience for all the students. As the
agriculture group, we learned a lot about the agribusiness in Uganda. With all the experience we
now have, we can finally reach the recommendations for Kinderen van Uganda. Recommendations
that hopefully make this research project a valuable addition to the work of Kinderen van Uganda.
These recommendations are developed by the agriculture group. Since a significant part of the field
research in Uganda was narrowed down to the evaluation of a business plan of KvU’s partner
Stephen Kamya, the recommendations are applicable to this business plan.
During the field research period, the agriculture group developed a strong focus on a business plan
for a food processing factory in Kibinge, Bukomansimbi district. The idea for this factory was initiated
by Stephen Kamya. Via several meetings, we obtained good insights in the details of the business
plan. Insights which we would never have obtained if we didn’t visit Kibinge and Stephen Kamya. We
evaluated the initial business plan and after fierce discussion (within our group and with partners we
met in Uganda) we can provide several recommendations for Kinderen van Uganda and Stephen
Kamya. The goal of these recommendations is to achieve a successful implementation of a
sustainable business in food preservation, which would highly benefit the community in Kibinge.
-

Start up smaller. To reduce risks and the initial capital injection, the food processing factory
should start with less machinery, less employees etc. which also leads to a significant reduction
of costs. Once proven to be a successful and sustainable business, the next step is very easy to
take. This step-by-step procedure was also recommended to us by various partners and it has
worked for a lot of different companies and has proven to be a wise choice for starting
entrepreneurs. For example, the initial business concept assumed the purchase of 4 motors for
food preservation. It would be advisable to start with 2 motors.

-

Reduce marketing. Initially, the business idea stated that marketing channels included
broadcasting on radio and television. Farmers In rural areas like Kibinge usually don’t possess TVs
and radios. Also, since Stephen Kamya has a broad network of organic tree farmers, sharing
schools and restaurants, he already has access to marketing of his products via the word of
mouth to these specified partners. A partner we spoke with did research on marketing in
agribusiness and advised us to advertise products via entertainment.

-

Focus on fewer products. Since a good and stable business narrows its core competences down
to a few products initially, this is exactly what Stephen should do. Since the core competence of
the factory is preserving crops, we should focus on this. Delivering fresh crops like matooke can
be delivered in a later stadium of the business. When focusing initially on preserving fresh crops,
high quality products can be delivered, because we focus on this business only. Of course, this
recommendation is in line with the previous recommendation to start up smaller. If we focus on
fewer products, less equipment has to be purchased.
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-

Invest in management skills. Because good management skills can make or break a business, we
recommend to KvU to invest in a management mentoring program for Stephen Kamya (and
perhaps his assistant and other managers). Farid Karama, founder of FK Youth Foundation,
developed a successful mentoring program in which he trains and monitors young people that
start up a business, often in agriculture. All aspects of setting up a business are included, like
networking skills, product branding and taking your business to the next level. Farid Karama
already has experience with mentoring an entrepreneur that started a food processing factory
himself. Stephen Kamya will benefit from this program and it will make the chance of success
higher. Costs of this mentoring program are only 40 dollar per year.

-

Extend the financial plan. Different people we spoke with, including successful businessmen and
an employee of Barclays (Julius Senkeezi) advised us to make a an extended financial plan for the
business plan which contains a detailed costs-benefit analysis, a cash flow statement and sales
projections for the upcoming years. This financial plan can be very helpful in attracting external
funding. This financial plan was developed by the agriculture group. Specified content of this
plan should be added by Stephen Kamya.

-

Extend the SWOT analysis. We added a SWOT analysis that creates a clear overview of the
business environment of the business concept. ’SWOT’ stands for Strengths, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats. Via brainstorming with for example a mentor from the mentoring
program of Farid Karama, further SWOTs can be identified. Strengths and opportunities should
be exploited and threats and weaknesses should be minimized. This SWOT analysis also helps
keeping track of the extent to which threats and weaknesses are minimized and opportunities
and strengths are exploited.

-

Identify Porter’s five forces. Porter’s five forces provide us with a model that can be used to
identify threats of stakeholders and the intensity of these threats. The forces include the threats
of new entrants, substitute products or services, bargaining power of buyers and suppliers and
the intensity of competitive rivalry. We included these five forces in the business plan and we’ve
have discussions with a competitor that has a food processing factory in eastern Uganda. With
him we identified certain threats and challenges that are included in these five forces. These
threats should be elaborated upon by Stephen Kamya.

-

Create a logo. Every recognizable company has a logo. A logo is very practical and adds value in
marketing practices. When stakeholders see this logo, the first thing that should come to mind is
the food processing factory. Designing a logo can be done by design bureaus or other people
with design knowledge.

-

Construct a vision and mission. We adjusted the vision and mission of the food processing
company to address the reason why the company is doing business. Via the mission and vision,
the ultimate goal of the company will be very clear. The vision and mission should be transparent
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to all stakeholders of the company. We adjusted the mission and vision to make it more realistic,
feasible and measurable. Obviously, Stephen might have different reasoning than we have, so it
would be valuable for him to construct a mission and vision himself.
-

Make further assessments of loyalty. In the end, we rely on the willingness of farmers to supply
the factory with fresh crops and the willingness of potential buyers to buy the preserved food
stuffs. We as a group could not make a reliable assessment on the level of loyalty. It’s advisable
to elaborate on this topic, because it will be very helpful whilst attracting funds and crucial for
the success of the business. Commitments of suppliers and buyers should be made visible in the
business plan, for example in the form of contracts. In that way, we can make a good assessment
on the expected sales.

-

Incorporate different packages. The business plan advocates differing packages depending on
quality and relative sizes. It should be noted that local package producing factories in Uganda
often are not able to meet such extensive packaging demands (source: Philip). In order to ensure
proper packaging that ensures the preservation of its content Stephen could consider looking
for buying opportunities abroad.

-

Create a profile of Stephen Kamya. We added a personal profile of Stephen Kamya to the
business plan. We have spoken to a lot of persons who emphasize the importance of a profile of
the man behind the business plan. This will give more information about Stephen’s background,
knowledge about the sector and his skills related to the business.

-

Set short-term and long-term objectives. We have extended the production objectives in the
business plan and made a distinction on the short term and long term objectives. Also, we
specified the capacity and the output on the short term and long term. This is relevant because
the factory would start with less machinery in the beginning and extent its equipment thereafter.
It is advisable to work in the future with this distinction between short- and long term objectives.

-

Make use of economies of scope. Obviously, the food processing factory and the machines used
to preserve crops will only be running when there is supply of farmers. In times of drought, we
factory and the equipment will not be in use. During such periods, it would we unnecessary to sit
back and wait until climate conditions change. Other organizations or individuals could benefit
from the space and equipment of the food processing factory. Therefore, it would be wise to
search for people and organizations that could rent the factory and the equipment or develop
other aims to make use of the available resources in times of dryness. For example, the facility
could be used for storage for less climate dependent products by other farmers. This also works
the other way around. When there is big supply of fresh crops, Stephen can work together with
other food processing factories and rent their machines.

-

Apply for a loan at the DFCU bank. Whilst applying for a loan at a bank, it is important to keep
revising the business plan. To get a clear view of the soundness of the business plan, we advise
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to make appointments with all the banks in Masaka that grant loans to agribusinesses. After
meeting with each bank, the business plan should be evaluated with the remarks of the bank. In
this manner, the business plan is continually improved so that the more meetings with banks
Stephen has, the better the business plan and thus the interest rates and possibility on a good
loan. Since Rabobank announced to inject 100 million in agriculture in Uganda via the DFCU bank,
the chances to get a good loan at this bank are high. The Rabobank is a Dutch cooperative bank
that is engaged in lots of agricultural practices. Aim of their injection is to empower communities
via agribusinesses. The business plan of Stephen is consistent with this aim. Because the business
plan will be improved continually, the DFCU bank should be the last bank to visit. Another
advantage of meeting with all the banks is that we can create competition on interest rates
between banks. While applying for a loan at DFCU bank, the emphasis should be on helping the
community.
-

Start with own savings first. We advise Stephen to save up money for the initial investments of
his business plan. We an entrepreneur inject his own money in his business, it shows that he’s
serious about the success of his business. Banks will value that (source: Farid Karama + Aguma
Bless). The first priority of funding should be your own savings. If they are not sufficient, it would
be wise to attract funding from friends, family and the community, since interest rates of these
funding possibilities will not be unreasonably high. Banks will generally demand for short term
paybacks of loans and high interest rates; unreasonable demands for the business plan of
Stephen. Once the community has invested money in the food processing factory, it will be
highly committed to the business, which automatically leads to a higher chance of success.

-

Recruit the best people. The food processing factory will need highly skilled employees to make
it a profitable and sustainable business. Human capital is one of the most important assets in a
business. It is very important to not just hire befriended people in the community that don’t have
a job, but to search for educated people with experience in food processing. For example, it
would be advisable to ask people in Stephen’s network to look for experiences potential
employees. The experience they have is more important than the education level. We advise KvU
to interfere with the recruitment strategy of the business and to advise and monitor Stephen in
this process. Also, the role Stephen plays in the food processing factory should be very clear.
Several partners we spoke with advised us to make one person responsible for just one job.
Numerous similar businesses have failed because of the fact that employees didn’t have a good
focus. For example, one person should be 100% responsible for marketing management, one
person for finance management etc. We advise Stephen to take a supervising role, so that he will
not take a management role himself. In this manner, it will be clear for him to stay focused on the
overall process of the factory.

-

Get in contact with NGOs. There are numerous NGOs who help people in Uganda that want to
engage activities in the agribusiness. Because the business concept of Stephen has goals to
significantly improve the prosperity of the community of Kibinge, NGOs can be a serious option
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for funding. An example of a good NGO is Mangofund, located in Nagumatt Bugolobi. We advise
to have a meeting with Mangofund to discuss possibilities for funding the project.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Raw minutes of meetings
Meeting with John Socrates Mugabi 30/7/2014
According to Mugabi, the main problem with funding is that the current youth rather applies for
urban jobs, e.g. banking or bodaboda driving. This seems odd, since the richest Ugandans actually
work in agriculture.
For a starting capital, members of the Parliament have advantages. Governmental loans can be
substantial, even though interest rates are relatively low. However, political preferences do matter,
since corruption is a big issue in Uganda. In addition to this, banks provide specific farmer loans. The
main problem with the youth applicants for this loan is that they are often unprepared and do not
spend the money wisely, e.g. after market research. In other words, there is not a lack of money but
a wrong mindset. Other possibilities include microloans and small interest.
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About 17 million Ugandians own a mobile phone, Facebook and twitter. This could be a good medium
to approach.
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Meeting Stephen Kamya 31/7/2014
This meeting we discussed about the Activities and the Project Financing plan, point 8 and 9 in the
business plan.
Planned Schedule of activities (8.1)
Stephen wants to select and recruit the responsible persons himself. They come from the community
and from vocational training. First Astar will pay an incremental amount and increase salaries
whenever profits are made. Astar wants to start its timeframe in January 2015 instead of March 2015;
they already own the plot which is sooner than expected.
With regards to step four: The suppliers are members of the Bukomansimbi Organic Tree Farmers
Association. The members and the other farmers will bring the input themselves.
With regards to step seven: Semi-skilled people are the people without any education nor skills. They
are people from the community and they take care of lifting from the factory to the storage facility.
With regards to step eight: The prospected clients are the (sharing)schools and hotels (for example
Joseph Backpackers). Some of them are already his partners. Schools do have the money to buy
extra food, because they harvest in their own gardens and are willing to sell the harvest to the
factory.
Financial plan (9.0)
In terms of funding, Stephen is not fond of microfinance. He feels that the institutions are profit
minded; the lower the interest, the sooner the obligated pay off. Rather he prefers fund raising. Next
to this bank loan is a probability, but only if the maximum interest rates are between 20-23%. The
initial investment is 122 million shilling and KvU is going to supply 26 million shilling. The government
can be helpful as well, but there is a lot of corruption and political considerations are taken into
account. The final options Stephen considers are micro financial institutions, investors and
organisations in form of a grant.
The treasurer of KvU has some connections with the Rabobank. Rabobank could be willing to
provide a loan.
The factory has to be operating in 2016. Stephen expects that the factory will make profit after six
months of establishment. Stephen expects it will take two years to pick up on payback.
We discussed that it is better to start small and add more mills after for example four years. There
are fewer motors than mills, because some mills can run on the same motor. They can buy the mills
in Kampala or order them from Kenya. Driers are needed, because the maize and cassava need to be
dry before you can process it. Solar driers are preferred over hydroelectric driers, due to power cuts.
However Stephen wants to have hydroelectric driers and an automatic generator, because the solar
dries cannot work if there is not enough sun. Motors, mills, etc. all run on electricity.
We should summarize the costs of construction, put the tabs together and make it like ‘costs of
roofing’. Now it is very specific and we are allowed to scale it down.
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The prices of the input are an average comparison. There will be variation in the actual prices, but
there is less fluctuation than the market price.
Stephen does not want to make beans. The kind of technology is very different.
The added value will depend on the cost of production. The procurement price as well as the selling
prices will fluctuate. For example: he buys Cassava for 200 and sells it for 1000, he buys Millet for 400
and sells it for 1000. The prices also depend on the quality.
You can let the customers know what kind of quality you have by the packaging. You need different
qualities because of consumers taste. The cheaper one has more nutrions in it and people can prefer
that.
We can remove all the objectives in the financial plan. We can put all the costs together which makes
it easier to read.
The financial plan is about the initial costs. We should define which costs are monthly, which are per
kilogram, which are recurring costs. The transport of finished goods for example is per month.
We could also set up a cost-benefit analysis without all the numbers and the prices. We could put
electricity and other monthly costs in it.
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Meeting with Julius Senkeezi 6/8/2014
Julius manages several branches in banking, namely 8 in Kampala and 3 uptown. He notices that it is
important for Stephen to mention in his business plan that his business is already registered and that
Stephen already has a bank account. In addition, it is his opinion that Stephen should mention that
he has no previous experience, but that he does have a lot of valuable contacts.
In addition to this, Julius sees an opportunity in the packaging of the final products of the factory.
The business plan should mention the packing materials and in addition the large quantities of the
final goods since big quantities are not offered very often so this could pose as a gap in the market.
When it comes to finance, he deems a payback schedule of 2 to 3 years plausible. With regards to risk
assessment he mentions that agriculture is often very risky, but that instances do have special
sponsoring packages available. An example of such an instance is the Rabobank in the Netherlands.
Before funding the projects it is important that first Stephen’s business plan is looked upon by the
instances. Before this happens, he strongly suggests that Stephen should elaborate on the
ambiguous points in the financial overview section of the plan.
It is also important that in his business plan Stephen stretches the fact that there is already an
existent market. In addition to this, there are no other large processing factories available that could
pose as competitors.
Julius also has his doubts regarding the processed products. He claims that matooke might not be a
good option since it is generally imported from the west, which means large transportation costs. In
addition to this it might be wise for Stephen to specialize his output so he can specialize more. This
means that Stephen could start his business by only selling preserved crops and that, if the market
grows, he could also start selling fresh crops.
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Meeting with Farid Karami 7/08/2014
We had a meeting with the initiator of FW Youth, Farid Karama. He started it when he was only 24
years old. The Vision of The FK Youth Mentoring Network is to be a network of Mentors for the
youth who will help develop individuals to create awareness for them to improve and advance their
social, educational and economic opportunities. They help young entrepreneurs to mentor
individually. They also have more general trainers. As a mentor, you must be an entrepreneur
yourself. Mentors apply to be a mentor and the youth can request which mentor they want. They
have around 150 mentors and it depends per mentor how many students they have. After choosing a
mentor, the next step is to put your idea on paper. They want to give the youth a business mindset.
You will get guidance from the mentor as long as you need it. It depends per person. After guidance,
there is still some supervision and checking up. Stephen already had some contact with FK youth; he
needs to share his ideas.
FK youth is a non-profit organisation. They have an annual membership fee. As a student you pay $
20, an individual pays $ 40 and an individual with a company pays $ 100. If you have a company, they
also help you with marketing. They market your company within the network; the network is like a
family. Farid emphasized networking is important.
They have 3 projects; youth in agriculture, youth savings programme and young entrepreneurs
mentoring programme. Their main focus is youth in agriculture. There are two kinds of youth, youth
with ideas and youth with money. They don’t give any money. The banks don’t understand the
youth, so Farid wants to start a new project; Work with guarantees. You take two people who are
willing to be your guarantee, so that whenever you cannot pay the loan back, the guarantees should
pay the loan. Hopefully this project makes it easier for youth to get a loan, because now it is really
hard to get one. All the banks are the same in this. If there is nothing, it is hard to get a loan. If there
was already a building for example, it would have been easier.
Regarding the funding, most of the entrepreneurs already have money. If you don’t have money,
Farid wouldn’t recommend a loan, since they have high interest rates. Still it is the best option
compared to micro financing. They only want to make profit. So banks are a better option, but they
don’t have enough knowledge about agriculture and the seasons. Rabobank has, so we should
connect Stephen to the Rabobank whenever the business plan is ready. But still, interest rates are
the same and they won’t help you if you don’t have anything like a car of land.
We should really have a plan concerning the packaging. People in Uganda buy the packaging.
Schools don’t need the packaging, but they still want to start with an example, before they commit
to your factory. We should have presentable packaging. How could you otherwise compete with
competitors from Kenya? Take Stephen into a supermarket and show him the different kind of
packages. You should start small. People want to see the product first, especially because you don’t
have any certificates yet. People won’t sign a contract; they only work with open contracts.
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People lack management skills. FK youth can help you to improve these kinds of skills. They can also
train the staff of your business. You should get people with expertise in your team. Students who
just graduated university aren’t an option, for they don’t have any practical experiences.
If you go to the bank, you should bring the business plan with you. Cash flows and a cost-benefit
analysis should be in the plan for sure. You should make this analysis very detailed, even before you
set the selling-price. FK youth offers a training to make this kind of projections. You should show that
there is a bad season in the projection.
Philip is a young entrepreneur with a fabric for packaging maize flour. He knows a lot and we have a
meeting with him next Monday at 9 am. Farid will email the contact details of Philip and of
Rabobank.
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Meeting with Aguma Bless 7/08/2014
This meeting was mainly about the funding and the management for the factory. Bless made very
clear that getting a loan depends on how you approach the bank. If you approach the bank like
Stephen is a businessman, the bank suspects him to have a lot of money. He should approach the
plan as an agriculture business; he could get an agriculture loan or a fund. Make him present it like
the Association needs the factory. He should go to the bank together with the Association, tell the
bank that the incomes will rise and show them how the loan will improve the lives of the farmers. Let
them all together lend the money instead of the private enterprise. The relationship between
Stephen and the other farmers should be visible. Stephen should make them part of the process. The
objectives, how they are in the original business plan, are good like this; add the district itself instead
of whole Uganda.
We should go and visit all the banks. Whenever the banks feel you’re fundable, the competition
starts. The banks could also tell you what you should fix or change in your business plan. Use all
these comments to improve and refine the plan. The project should be presented as a value added
project. Banks won’t longer look at you as a typical business. Don’t forget to visit the bank that
works together with Rabobank (this is the DCUF?). Visit this bank at the end, so that you come there
with the best business plan. You also already know what the other banks have to offer. It has added
value if we go with him to the banks.
A good time plan is very useful. You can reduce the amount you need in once. For the money
Stephen needs in two years, he doesn’t need a loan right now. He can make the money himself
during the two years or he could go back to the bank to ask for more. Just show he doesn’t need the
entire amount at once.
Bless also gave some advice about the management and once the factory runs. Make sure that there
is a clear and independent management. It doesn’t need to be a big team. KvU should have a say in
the recruitment. They should keep an eye on this and they should make sure they receive the
rapports. If you recruit people, you should not fall for graduation. Better recruit someone with
experience. Don’t hire people, just because you like them and they don’t have a job. Make sure you
recruit the best people you know for the job. Make Stephen like a supervisor. The business will
collapse if Stephen is going to be the manager, the accountant, the contact person for farmers and
the face on the floor. You can already hire people even if you don’t have a lot of money; you just
make the loan like a commission. For example, the payout is in terms of collection of crops or in
sales. People will agree with commissions if you can sell it in a good way to them. Don’t hire an
expat, chose for someone who knows the farmers and knows the community. Stephen should
already know the people, he should know who he wants to hire. He should make them as
enthusiastic as he and we are. Don’t advertise for people on the radio or something. Just make sure
that he does not focus on supply and sales and marketing. It cannot be done by the same person!! The
business plan is also for the people who are going to work for him.
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Make a list with all the potential buyers.
The business model around the plan is very important. You could also add more to the plan than a
food processing factory only. Eg rent the machines in times you don’t have any supply. You could
have more businesses in one. One business can contain several things. Bless his barbershop is more
than a barbershop. He rents the chairs to his barbers and he sells hair products, just like that.
If the banks are not willing, micro credit is not really an option. The loans are short term and you only
get little money. Let him find other NGO’s who can support him. Mangofund have funds in the
agricultural businesses. Nakumati Bugolobi (contact zit nog in mijn tas)
The best advice is: Emphasize on helping the community
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Meeting with Philip Odii 11/08/2014
The purpose of Agri-Trust Ltd is to teach youth farmers about agriculture in a way that leaves a
positive impression in their minds. Philip owns several factories. All the farmers that join Agri-trust
are given identification cards. These are use to identify the farmers and analyze the crops they are
growing (species, quantities etcetera). Philip agrees with them beforehand about the amount of
crops he will buy off of them. Philip uses his profits to pay the farmers and donate money to
education of local children.
It is Philip’s opinion that youth can be made excited about agricultural practices by providing
entertainment in stores, for example access to internet or football games or gambling opportunities,
since it appears that Ugandan youth loves the former.
A challenge in Agri-trust is that most of the seeds planted are of poor quality, meaning that yields will
be low. Farmers are not able to break even most of the time, meaning that Philip’s company cannot
meet demand and has to, in some cases, outsource. This can be very costly. Therefore it is one of
Philip’s main goals to make farmers understand the importance of quality and thereby stop them
from performing their current bad practices. He tries to achieve this by providing manuals, posters
and hosting fora.
Another challenge is that of packaging. In Uganda factories often produce packaging that is of low
quality, meaning that containers sometimes may leak. Import of good quality packaging would be a
good solution to this problem.
When it comes to power-outs, Philip believes that partnerships are a good solution. This means that
in times of power-outs one would be able to use the machines of another factory.
To attract funding for his company, Philip lend 100,000 dollar below bank rate from a friend of his.
Lending at a bank would have been too expensive for him, and he did not have the collateral. He
believes alternatives for funding would be savings or a smaller initial investment. Additionally,
lending in groups would be a possibility as well.
In the long term Philip aims to grow and buy more machines. However, his plan is to stick to selling
beans, rice and maize (no fresh crops). He feels that maize is the most difficult product to sell
because of all the competition. Philip aims to connect to current markets, for example by
anticipating on market surpluses. He also differentiates between different qualities of final products,
which are sold in different price ranges. The demand for the best quality is the highest of all.
As target customers Philip prefers wholesalers since they buy in bulk and pay in cash. Supermarkets
often appear to delay their pay.
The staff of the company resides in two head offices in Kampala. In is their task to ensure that
recruited farmers come to meetings to learn proper agricultural practices, for example regarding
pesticides. It is also important for Philip that the farmers get approached on their farms as well in
order to inform them about agricultural practices.
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Meeting with Hillary Emmanuel Musoke 11/08/2014
The Uganda Youth Innovation Center and Export Market (UYIC) is a center located in Entebbe on the
road to the airport. The center brings agricultural and non-agricultural products together and creates
a market for products of small entrepreneurs. They expect that the center will result in higher, more
sustainable youth participation in the economic development of Uganda and greater ties between
rural and urban communities. They want to add value to agricultural products and promote other
high quality Ugandan products in het regional and global market, the center will buy and sell these
products. Create a network for farmers, producers and other stakeholders along the production
chain to the market both local and international.
There are no jobs to offer to students when they graduate from school. He believes that being
innovative can lead to more jobs. By teaching the export standards to youth, it will be possible to
enlarge the Ugandan Export. Because the Ugandan farmers don’t use fertilizers, the agriculture
products can be of high value in the global market (organic products). Through commercializing
agriculture, youth will be able to make money within agriculture. They need to see agriculture as a
business instead of a ‘punishment’ (students have to work in the school garden when they
misbehave). The Youth center tries to organize youth by creating a market for their products and
setting up a network. Hillary’s ultimate dream is to develop a modern Ugandan export market, with
more markets through the whole country. With the central market in Entebbe he also wants to
establish a storage facility for fresh food and flowers, a package facility and a collection center. Close
to the airport, the location of the center in Entebbe Is perfect for export. They will ensure quality
This project started only two months ago. Most of the people are volunteers because they are not
able to make much money yet. The center is financed by the president because he wants to stimulate
the export of Uganda and he promised to buy 10 acres of land close to the Youth Center to build a
food processing factory (creates more jobs), everything centered in one place (distribution center).
For stimulating export it’s important to start with stimulating agriculture and add value to the
agricultural products.
According to Hillary the challenges are: commercializing the businesses with bigger land, larger scale.
Produce products with standards that compete at international level and setting up irrigation
systems so it will be also possible to harvest in dry seasons.
318 people are involved in this market, agro and non-agro, by selling their products in the center.
Every year 400.000 students graduate while there are only 7.000 jobs available. With more hands-on
experiences they will be able to be entrepreneurs.
Organic products are of high value in the global market, so the center wants to stimulate the
alternatives for the use of fertilizers.
Marketing: through internet, with their website. Distributing to supermarkets in the district
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Appendix 2: Revised Business Plan ‘A value adding Agribusiness’

Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors

A value adding Agribusiness
BUKOMANSIMBI DISTRICT KIBINGE SUB-COUNTY

Kamya, Stephen Kyobe
stephen_kamya@yahoo.com
Mob-0774667654
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1 Introduction
1.1 Abstract
This business plan as constructed by Stephen Kamya (Appendix 1) proposes the establishment of a
preservation food factory in order to solve the problem of unstable prices by providing constant
supply and demand of agricultural goods in the region, thereby creating 30% demand of the unsold
goods of local farmers. Several actors have already committed to engage in this project. In addition
to this, research by KvU has shown that urban unemployed youth will be attracted back to
agriculture as more and stable demand will be created by the factory.
Though 80% of the residents in Bukomansimbi have depended on agriculture in the past, today many
have quit this sector because of unpredictable fluctuating prices. Because local farmers lack
preservative means, surplus yields are often sold at very low prices compared to the cost of
production. Some products perish while the farmers wait for the prices of their products to go up, as
farmers lack preservative means. This situation has played a role in the abandoning of the
agricultural sector by approximately 60% of the Ugandan youth who feel that current agricultural
practices are not profitable enough. This has resulted in increased urbanization. Youth are attracted
to the city in search for job opportunities whereas these are often insufficient available.
Kinderen Van Uganda (KvU), a Dutch based organization in partnership with Bukomansimbi Organic
Tree Farmers Association (BOTFA), currently funds schools and farmers in Bukomansimbi District
Kibinge sub-county in organic farming and other agricultural practices. As a response to overall
surplus production, the Bukomansimbi sub-county has several small factories that own simple mills
which process several agricultural products. These factories are able to buy and process
approximately 20% of the surplus foods produced by local farmers.

1.2 Vision
The vision of ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ is to decrease malnutrition in the
community and attract youth back to the agricultural sector.

1.3 Mission
The mission of ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ is to create a sustainable business that
will benefit the community in such a way that it enables constant supply and demand of agricultural
products at reasonable prices to the entire region throughout the year.

1.4 Goals and Objectives
-

Establish a food processing factory in Bukomansimbi district by the year 2016;
Attract youth back to the agricultural sector by ensuring a market for the famers’
products;
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Improve the incomes of the households by creating a market for their crops;
Improve nutrition by supplying a variety of preserved foods which can be consumed
throughout the year;
Improve nutrition by organizing educational workshops about nutrition;
Provide farmers in the region with reasonable prices, compared to the cost of
production, for their inputs throughout the year.

2. Business environment analysis
In the following section the business environment of Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors
will be elaborated upon. For more detailed information a SWOT analysis can be found in Appendix 2.

2.1 Supply and demand
\In terms of supply, over 780 organic farmers have been mobilized in corporation with KvU and the
BOTFA. Because of their strong loyalty (Appendix 1) these farmers will be potential suppliers of input
for production. Next to this, local farmers will be approached and invited to workshops in the
community centre in order to capture their attention and potential interest to engage them in the
project. In terms of demand; several potential buyers have committed on working with the factory.
Examples of them are the sharing schools (Appendix 1), hotels and restaurants.

2.2 The five forces of Porter
Porter five forces analysis is a framework to analyse level of competition within an industry and
business strategy development. It draws upon industrial organization (IO) economics to derive five
forces that determine the competitive intensity and therefore attractiveness of a market.
Attractiveness in this context refers to the overall industry profitability. Porter referred to these
forces as the micro environment, to contrast it with the more general term macro environment. They
consist of those forces close to a company that affect its ability to serve its customers and make
a profit. Below are specified the five forces of Porter.
Threat of new entrants
Barriers of entry to the market are low since new firms can be set up relatively easily as not much
governance is involved. Thereby is the demand for new food processing factories presumably high as
well, since 80% of harvest surplus is still left to be processed. However, due to high capital
requirements and required knowledge it seems unlikely that local entrepreneurs will start up a
similar business. When ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’ proofs to be a profitable
business it may attract potential entrants. Since there is a harvest surplus of 80% in the
Bukomansimbi – district, whereas ‘Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors’can only account for
30% of this surplus, enough surplus harvest will be left for competitors without forming a threat.
Overall this concludes to a low threat of new entrants.
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Threat of substitute products or services
Preserved foods can be substituted by fresh crops, which are supplied on a large scale in the region.
However, people will benefit from the purchase of (cheaper) preserved crops during the dry season,
thereby leaving the threat of substitute products low. In addition, the factory enables constant
demand for harvested products, whereas the fresh crop market demand may fluctuate. During bump
harvest, a large supply of fresh crops causes prices to drop which may cause a threat to the business
of Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors.
Bargaining power of customers
Whenever there is a draught period, customer demand for food is high whereas the offered food is
scarce and priced high. During this period demand exceeds supply, and thereby will reduce customer
price sensitivity with regards to products produced by the food processing factory.
Bargaining power of suppliers
The bargaining power of suppliers is low since there is a surplus of food crops in the region. During
dry seasons there is a lack of supply, but through preserving the fresh crops by the factory during
bump harvest, Kibinge Quality Star Organic Food Processors will be able to sell throughout the year.
Intensity of competitive rivalry
The most important competitors to the project are mainly local cereal grinders such as maize and
ground nut millers who produce on a small scale; they are able to buy and process approximately 20%
of the crops produced by local farmers, leaving 80% as a harvest surplus. It is presumed (regarding
the production capacity) that the newly established factory can account for a total of 30% of the total
harvest. Therefore overall supply of the farmers in Bukomansimbi-district will be sufficient to meet
the demand of the factory next to competitors.
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3. Strategy
In the following section the strategy of the establishment of the food factory will be elaborated
upon. See Appendix 3 for a detailed overview of the scheduled activities.

3.1 Location
The food preservation and processing factory will be located in Bukomansimbi District Kibinge subcounty in Uganda, which is a traditional well-known agricultural area with rich, well-drained and
fertile soils. The plot has already been acquired and can be specified as follows:
-

-

-

-

It will be located twenty kilometers from Masaka, ten kilometers from Mateete town and
six kilometers from Bukomansimbi town. Farmers in these districts grow a variety of
crops ranging from cereals like maize and millet which can be processed in the factory;
It will be located three kilometers from Mitete trading center, which could pose as a
potential market for the products produced by the factory and a major source of inputs
for production;
It will be situated three kilometers from Sembabule highway, which enables cheaper
forms of transport of the factories output to clients;
It will be located three kilometers from the Kyogya permanent swamp that will provide
clean water, which is important for the production process;
The area has access to hydro-electric power;
It will be centrally placed in the region of KvU’s sharing schools which have 7,200 pupils
and 97 staff members who will serve as potential buyers;
There are several useful institutions located in the area, for example Muteesa I Royal
University which is a source of skilled labor force. These students are potential interns for
the factory. Other examples include secondary schools since candidate students can
provide cheap labor;
The plot is located nearby a police station which provides the necessary security.

3.2 Product
The final produced output by the factory will consist of a variety of food products, which are defined
as follows:
- Maize floor high quality
- Maize floor medium quality
- Maize floor low quality
- Millet floor
- Cassava floor
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The quality of the product is determined in the manner in which it is processed. High quality floor will
be more refined than the lower qualities. In order to serve different customer preferences, the
factory will be able to sell in different quantities. The package sizes will vary from 1kg, 5kg, 50kg and
100kg. Additionally, products will be provided in different quality levels.

3.3 Price
The pricing of finished products will be flexible and vary depending on quality, production costs and
competitor’s prices. When a sufficient market share has been conquered, prices will be increased as
initially a market penetration strategy is applied. The increased profits will be partly used to increase
payment to the suppliers. Incremental price increases will be realized indirectly through revising the
discount structure, changing the minimum order size, charge for delivery and special services, give
invoices to clients for serviced equipment as well as collecting interest on overdue accounts.
The prices displayed in Table 1 are the estimated average prices of the finished goods. These are
determined with the help of average market prices.

Product
Maize floor high quality (A)
Maize floor Medium quality (C)
Maize floor quality (B)
Millet floor
Cassava floor
Packed preserved ground nuts
Table 1: Prices of finished goods

Price in Ugandan Shillings per kilogram
2,000
600
1,500
2,000
4,000
3,000

3.4 Target market
The food processing- and preservation project has the following target groups:
- KvU sharing schools and other schools in the Bukomansimbi district;
- Retail and wholesale sellers in the district of Bukomansimbi, Lwengo and Masaka;
- Hotels, restaurants and prisons in Masaka and Bukomansimbi district;
- Over 780 members of the Bukomansimbi Organic Tree farmers Association and 70
members of KVU child to farmer project.
Already several target clients, among which are hotels, restaurants and schools, have confirmed that
they are interested in buying the output of the factory on a continuous base in order to meet their
nutritional demand.
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3.5 Advertising and Promotion
In order to attract consumers, the following promotional means will be implemented:
- Recruit sales persons to approach local farmers and offer the farmers agricultural workshops
in the community centre, in which sales promotions can be held as well;
- Adopt a penetration pricing strategy. This entails that initially low prices will be charged.
When a sufficient market share has been conquered, prices will be increased. The increased
profits will be partly used to share with the suppliers at the end of the year.
- Adopt psychological pricing to get customers to respond on emotional rather than on
rational basis;
- Price variations will be applied by providing promotional offers such as cash back for
products with relatively high prices. For example, when buying a 100 kilograms bag of maize
floor, one gets a certain percentage free;
- Incremental price increases will be realized indirectly through revising the discount structure,
changing the minimum order size, charge for delivery and special services, give invoices to
clients for serviced equipment as well as collecting interest on overdue accounts;
- The products will be branded to enable easy identification and differentiation amongst other
products.
When capital means increase, marketing practices could be expanded. Examples could be bulk text
messaging or improving the POS by offering extra benefits such as televisions.

3.6 Production objectives
1. Production capacity and related outputs
Equipment quantity and output levels are displayed in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.

Production capacity
Short term

Long term

Motors
Hullers
Mills
Solar driers
Hydro electric driers
Generator
Table 2 Production capacity specified on the short and long term

Output levels
Short term

Long term

Maize
Millet
Casava
Beans
Matooke
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Table 3 Output levels on the short and long term

2. Production method
Not specified yet.

3. Production quality controls.
In order to ensure quality the factory will perform multiple tasks. The control of quality will start by
educating the farmers who will supply to the factory. This will result in high quality of the supplied
crops. Besides this, the factory will employ a skilled technical labor force to control the machines and
guide the semi-skilled workers.
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4 Finance and investments
Cost-Benefit analysis (Amounts in Uganda Shillings)
Benefits

Costs
2015

2016

Sales

2015

2016

Procurement

Cassave

50,000,000

75,000,000

Cassave

36,000,000

45,000,000

Maize

170,000,000

200,000,000

Maize

90,000,000

120,000,000

Millet

145,000,000

189,000,000

Millet

72,000,000

110,000,000

Matooke

160,000,000

190,000,000

Matooke

108,000,000

110,000,000

Ground nuts

{ }.

50,000,000

Pounded preserved groundnuts

{ }.

26,000,000

Beans

{ }.

70,000,000

Preserved beans

{ }.

45,000,000

{ }.

{ }.

Water

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

Electricity

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

Transport

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

Labour costs

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

{ }.

Inventory costs

{ }.

{ }.

525,000,000

771,000,000

306,000,000

456,000,000

TOTAL

TOTAL

YEARS.
2015.
CASH FLOW
IN
OUT
NET.
FROM
FLOW FLOW
OPERATIONS.
.
.
SALES AND CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENTS.
Cassava
50,00
36,00
14,00
0,000
0,000
0,000

2016.
IN
FLOW
.

OUT
FLOW
.

NET.

75,00
0,000

45,00
0,000

30,00
0,000

Millet

189,0
00,00
0
200,0
00,00
0
190,0
00,00
0
50,00
0,000

110,0
00,00
0
120,0
00,00
0
110,0
00,00
0
26,00
0,000

79,00
0,000

70,00
0,000

45,00
0,000

25,00
0,000

Maize
Matooke
Ground nuts.
Beans.

145,0
00,00
0
170,0
00,00
0
160,0
00,00
0

72,00
0,000

73,00
0,000

90,00
0,000

80,00
0,000

108,0
00,00
0

52,00
0,000

80,00
0,000
80,00
0,000
24,00
0,000

2017.
IN
FLOW
.

OUT
FLOW
.

NET.

50,00
0,000

55,00
0,000

140,0
00,00
0
160,0
00,00
0
114,0
00,00
0
40,00
0,000

80,00
0,000

100,0
51,00
00,00
0,000
0
410,000,000

49,00
0,000

105,0
00,00
0
220,0
00,00
0
230,0
00,00
0
230,0
00,00
0
80,00
0,000

70,00
0,000
116,0
00,00
0
40,00
0,000

2018.
IN
FLOW
.

OUT
FLOW
.

155,0
60,00
00,00
0,000
0
290,0
180,0
00,00
00,00
0
0
280,0
170,0
00,00
00,00
0
0
270,0
118,0
00,00
00,00
0
0
130,0
60,00
00,00
0,000
0
140,0
57,00
00,00
0,000
0
690,000,000

NET.

95,00
0,000
110,0
00,00
0
110,0
00,00
0
152,0
00,00
0
70,00
0,000
153,0
00,00
0

GRAND TOTAL
219,000,000
238,000,000
NET.
OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES WILL GROW AT THE RATE OF 5% FOR THE FAST FOUR YEARS OF OPERATION.
Electricity bills
10,000,000
10,500,000
11,025,000
11,576,250
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30,000,000

31,500,000

33,075,000

34,728,750

6,000,000
19,200,000
65,200,000

6,300,000
20,160,000
68,460,000

6,615,000
21,168,000
71,883,000

6,945,750
22,226,400
75,477,150

1,000,000

1,100,000

1,210,000

1,331,000

40,000,000

42,400,000

44,944,000

47,640,640

106,200,00

111,960,000

118,037,000

124,448,790

112,800,000

126,040,000

291,963,000

565,551,210

35,250

39,387.5

91,238.4

176,734.75.

Balance Sheet (Amounts in Uganda Shillings)
Assets

Liabilities

Equipment

Equity

?
?

Motors

16.000.000

Loan?

Hullers

7.000.000

KvU

Mills

4.000.000

Solar Driers

8.000.000

Hydro Electric driers

2.000.000

Automatic generator

5.000.000

Plot

?

Building

?

Transformer

?

26.750.000

Inventory
Maize
Cassava

15.000.000
6.000.000

Millet

12.000.000

Matooke

18.000.000

Cash
TOTAL

93.000.000

26.750.000
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Financial Plan (Amounts in Uganda Shillings)
Resources/inputs
Equipment

Quantity

Unit Costs

Total Costs

Motors

4

4.000.000

16.000.000

Hullers

2

3.500.000

7.000.000

Mills

2

2.000.000

4.000.000

Solar Driers

4

2.000.000

8.000.000

Hydro Electric Driers

2

1.000.000

2.000.000

Automatic Generator

1

5.000.000

5.000.000
-

Installation costs

Building

Bricks

15000

200

3.000.000

200

31.000

6.200.000

Lake Sand

15

250.000

3.750.000

Swamp Sand

10

200.000

2.000.000

Stones

10

350.000

3.500.000

Poles

600

8.000

4.800.000

Nail

50

5.000

250.000

200

30.000

6.000.000

Cement

Iron Sheets

Labour

Installing Machine

1

1.000.000

1.000.000

Construting Building

2

2.000.000

4.000.000

Roofing the factory

1

1.000.000

1.000.000

Installing Electricity

1

3.000.000

3.000.000

Installing Transformer

1

1.000.000

1.000.000

Operational Training

-

Initial Inventory

Maize

1000

30

30000

500

15.000.000

Cassava

1000

30

30000

200

6.000.000

Millet

1000

30

30000

400

12.000.000

Matooke

1000

30

30000

600

18.000.000
-

Transport

Finished products

2

100.000

200.000
-

We expect the initial sales to range between 65,000,000 Uganda shillings and 67,000,000 Uganda
shillings for the fast two months of production.
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Appendix I: Profile Stephen Kamya
Network
Stephen Kamya, project coordinator of KvU in the Kibinge district, has through his work been highly
involved in the community. Stephen is responsible for the coordination of different projects; among
these are twelve sharing schools, the community house and different projects like Child to Farmers
and Farmer to farmers4. Throughout these projects he has acquired a large network of relevant
contacts, eg. Muteesa I Royal University, farmers and potential buyers and investors for the project
mentioned in the business plan.
To elaborate on one of many examples; Stephen has initiated a school garden projects that enable
underprivileged schools in the community to grow their own crops and possibly sell to the food
processing factory. Another example would be providing access to a wide variety of seeds to the
local farmers at no cost in order to enable them to grow crops which could serve as an input for the
factory. Through supporting the community Stephen has created a market for his output, eg. the
twelve sharing schools who will demand food from the factory for their daily lunches. In these ways
Stephen is able to continue his mission which is helping the local community and possibly beyond.

4

http://www.kinderenvanuganda.nl/nl/kibinge
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Appendix II: Strategic SWOT Analysis

Opportunities


Lack of
competition
High demand
Convenient
location




Threats



Low price
transparency
Collaboration
based on loyalty,
not on contracts

Strengths
 Packaging in
different quantities
 Choice in quality
 Unique assortment

Weaknesses
 High start-up costs
 Start with non-established
brand

Strategies using strengths
to address opportunities

Strategies to reverse weaknesses to
address opportunities



Meet wide range of
customer
preferences

Strategies to counter
threats with strengths
 Enable stable
demand and supply
to keep actors loyal




Acquired funds (KvU)
Engagement in marketing
activities

Strategies to fix vulnerabilities


Organized meetings to
measure satisfaction and
progress of farmers
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Appendix III: Planned Schedule of Activities
NO. PLANNED ACTIVITIES.

TIME FRAME.

1.

March-2015.

RESPONSIBLE
PERSONS.
Technical experts.

May-2015.

Managing directors.

Septmber2015.
November2015.

Mills technicians.

2.
3.

Set up six mills under one roof producing and
preserving a variety of food stuffs.
Selection of technical works to construct
structures for mills and storage facility.
Installation of mills and dries.

4.

Buy necessary food in put to preserve for
future consumption.

5.

Buy necessary in put for effective operations.

6.

Start initial milling operational training.

7.

Transport products to storage facility before
they are sold to buyers.
Delivery of finished products to clients.

8.

NovemberDecember2015
Dec-2015.

Dec-2015.
Dec-2015.

Procurement
officer.
Resource manager.
Operations
manager.
Hired technical
expert from early
established firm
from Rukunjiri.
Semi skilled
workers.
Company drivers.
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